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Abstract 

This thesis is aimed at developing both hardware and software required for obtaining high 

resolution images on a regular basis from ground-based telescopes using speckle and inter

ferometric imaging techniques. A program (speckle code) for analysing the speckle data has 

been developed and used to analyze speckle data obtained from a few solar telescopes. 

The first Chapter provides an introduction to the thesis. It starts with an overview of 

human endeavors to achieve high angular resolution in telescopic observations. It should 

be mentioned that no serious attempt has been made to present the developments in their 

chronological order. Another point to be noted is that only technical developments have 

been highlighted but the scientific achievements that these developments have led to have not 

been described, basically, to conform to the spirit of the title. These technical developments 

provide the foundation for the explorations presented in this thesis. The thesis itself finds 

its place under the the category of image restoration schemes mentioned towards the end 

of the overview. The next few sections have been devoted to explain the adverse effects 

of the atmospheric seeing, the importance of phases of an object's Fourier transform, and 

resolution as defined in Astronomy. Questions like Why is high resolution needed in Solar 

Physics ?, Why should special techniques be developed for ground based observations, while 

space telescopes have become the order of the day?, and Why speckle and inte'fjerometric 

imaging techniques alone have been addressed in this thesis ? have been answered in the next 

few sections. 

The second Chapter is concerned with the measurement of the atmospheric coherence 

diameter -the so-called 'Fried's parameter'. This parameter severely influences the quality of 

the recorded image in ground based observations; the larger its value, the better is the image 

quality. Estimation of this parameter is essential in solar speckle imaging. A few methods 

of estimating this parameter and their applicability to the nature of the data have been 

explored in this Chapter. The details of the speckle and interferometric imaging observations 

and the pre-processing methods that are essential for analysing the speckle data and have 

been adopted in our speckle code have been presented in this Chapter. The details of the back

end instrument developed at the institute for performing speckle observations at Kodaikanal 

Observatory (KO) have also been described. 



In the third Chapter, practical methods used in our speckle code to reconstruct an image 

from a series of short exposure images have been described. In our speckle code, the Fourier 

amplitudes of an object are estimated by Labeyrie's speckle interferometry method and the 

Fourier phases of the object are estimated using Weigelt's speckle masking technique. The 

reconstructed images of a few sunspot and pore regions, observed with the tunnel telescope 

of KO show small scale features up to the diffraction limit of the telescope. The identification 

of these indicates the importance of speckle observations in achieving high spatial resolution. 

The reconstructed images of two sub-flare regions of the NOAA AR8898, observed with the 

15 cm Coude telescope of the Udaipur Solar Observatory indicate that 'frame selection' can 

be one of the ways of improving the resolution. The high redundancy in the estimated phase 

of the Fourier transform of the object increases the signal-to-noise ratio of the reconstructions 

and implies that the reconstruction from a few selected 'good' frames can significantly improve 

the quality. 

The fourth Chapter is concerned with the application of speckle imaging. The speckle 

imaging technique described in the previous Chapters was used to analyse near-simultaneous 

filtergrams obtained in the G-band ().=4305 A ) and the K line of Ca II ().=3933 A) at a 

plage region, quiet Sun region and the NOAA AR8923. As the seeing conditions were poor, 

a reconstruction was obtained from three best images of the sequence of recorded images of 

each region in the G-band and the K line of Ca II. The G-band bright points (GBPs) were 

extracted from the corresponding reconstructed images using image segmentation techniques. 

Then the morphology of the GBPs and the Ca II K network bright points were studied in 

each region. The prime objective of this study was to see whether this data can offer a clue 

on the mechanism that leads to the preferential heating at the chromospheric level (network 

boundaries) while the source, if assumed to be the GBPs, is distributed everywhere. We 

suggest the possibility of having two classes of GBPs, those present at all locations and those 

swept by the supergranular horizontal motions to the network boundaries. While the former 

are perhaps generated continuously and observed at any given time, the latter may cause the 

preferential heating at the Ca II K network boundaries. The intra-network GBPs could be 

associated with the intra-network Ca II K bright points, not resolved in the present data. 



In the fifth Chapter, the basic principle of the interferometric imaging observations has been 

described briefly. The possibility of having two kinds of transfer functions in such observations 

has been indicated. A laboratory experiment performed to understand the details of 'closure 

phase imaging' has been described. A program was developed to simulate phase screens. 

Specklegrams and interferograms were generated from the simulated phase screens and used 

for simulating fringes that could be formed by bright features residing inside pores. These 

fringes were then compared with those obtained from real observations at KO by placing a 

non-redundant mask at the re-imaged pupil plane of the telescope. Such observations can be 

useful, at least to resolve isolated bright points." The problem of "source confusion" can be 

minimised by restricting the field-of-view to about an arc second. 

The last Chapter provides the summary of the thesis work. The speckle code developed by 

the authors is compared with that developed by others and the advantages are highlighted. 

This is followed by a brief description of the future plans of the authors. 



Scope of the Thesis 

The Sun is one among the billions of stars that beautify the space around us. It is 

so near to us that we can see it in greater detail than any other star. Without the 

Sun, there would be no earth, no seasons, no climate and no day and night. It is the 

source of our very existence. An amazing fact is that we have not yet understood it 

completely! It poses challenging puzzles even after nearly three hundred years of regular 

observations. This thesis represents yet another attempt to unravel its mysteries. An 

earnest reader may then wonder, why nothing related to the Sun has appeared in 

the title! Experience tells us that a real breakthrough in our knowledge on the Sun 

can occur only through high resolution observations. This thesis is aimed at gaining 

expertise in such observations. Though the main motivation behind this thesis has 

been to understand solar phenomena, the methods investigated in it are applicable not 

only to solar observations but to the broader field of high resolution optical astronomy 

and hence the title. 

The subject matter of this has been divided into six chapters and the focus has been 

on two high resolution imaging techniques, namely, the Speckle Imaging and the 

Interferometric Imaging. The data used in this thesis have been obtained from 

four different solar telescopes, viz. the Tunnel Telescope of the Kodaikanal Ob

servatory (KO), Kodaikanal, India, the Coude telescope of the Udaipur Solar 

Observatory (USO), Udaipur, India, the Coude telescope of the Uttar Pradesh 

State Observatory (UPSO), Nainital, India and the Dunn Solar Telescope of the 

National Solar Observatory/Sacramento Peak (NSOjSP), New Mexico, USA. 

The back-end instruments needed for the observations at KO were built at the In

dian Institute of Astrophysics (IlA), Bangalore. Most of the software required for 

analysing the data was developed by the author during the last three years. 



A major part of this thesis work has been the development of the software (speckle 

code) to reconstruct an image (of an object) with enhanced contrast from a series of 

short exposure images. While the Fourier amplitudes of the object are estimated by 

Labeyrie's innovative speckle interferometry, the Fourier phases are estimated with high 

redundancy (and hence with improved signal-to-noise ratio of the reconstructions) with 

Weigelt's speckle masking (triple correlation or bispectrum) technique. The software 

has been optimised for reconstructing small scale solar features that ride on a bright 

background or a locally depressed background. The methods developed by various 

authors to improve the quality of reconstructions have been incorporated into the 

code. The ability of the code to obtain a 'good' reconstruction from a 'few selected 

good frames', demonstrated in this thesis via the reconstruction of the speckle images 

recorded at KO and usn, has made it suitable for reconstructing solar images obtained 

from large telescopes, where the life times of features are relatively short. Another 

advantage of the code is that it can also be used to reconstruct images obtained by 

combining an array of telescopes, which has become the order of the day for achieving 

high angular resolution. The code can now be used to reconstruct images from existing 

solar (and stellar) telescopes on a regular basis. Another component of this thesis work 

is the development of the software required for simulating phase screens and generation 

of speckelgrams and interferograms from them. The simulated interferograms, again as 

demonstrated in this thesis, can be used to improve our knowledge of the interferometric 

image reconstruction of solar features. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 High Resolution in Astronomy - An Overview 

From time immemorial, humanity has been striving to unearth the secrets of the heav

ens. From the Galilean era of modest refractors to the modern era of multi-mirror tele

scopes and space based interferometers, the focus has been on achieving two things, viz. 

high sensitivity - ability to see faint objects and high angular resolution - ability to see 

them in greater detail. The invention of the telescope by Galileo in 1608, as an aid to 

the human eye, was a first major step forward in the quest for high resolving power. It 

was followed by building of telescopes with large apertures. However, at the beginning 

of the last century, it was realised that the Earth's turbulent atmosphere practically 

limits the resolution of a ground based telescope to about an arc sec, irrespective of its 

size. 

Then emerged the concept of interferometry - making a 'picture' of a distant object 

from the measurements of the spatial coherence of the light at different points in space 

as a function of their separation. Michelson (1891) successfully applied this technique 

to measure the angular diameter of the satellites of Jupiter. In 1921, he introduced a 

new idea of mimicking a large telescope - collecting the light from a star on two small 

1 



2 Chapter1: Introduction 

mirrors separated enough to resolve the star and reflecting the light into a relatively 

small telescope. Named as Michelson's stellar interferometer, it was the first successful 

optical interferometer. Michelson and Pease (1921) measured the angular diameters of 

a few stars with this interferometer. However, mechanical stability, pointing accuracy 

and atmospheric scintillation prevented the continuous operation of such an instrument 

at optical wavelengths. 

A few decades later, a radio analog of Michelson's stellar interferometer was built 

by Ryle and Vonberg (1946) to study the radio emissions from the Sun. This was 

followed by several other radio interferometers with increased baseline lengt.hs. These 

developments led to the concept of aperture synthesis - an art of synthesizing a lm'ge 

telescope using small movable telescopes. 

The next major step was the invention of the intensity interferometer', first in radio 

(Hanbury Brown and Twiss, 1954; Jennison and Das Gupta, 1953; 1956) and then in 

optical (Hanbury Brown and Twiss, 1957) wave bands, An intensity interferometer 

measures the correlation of fluctuations in the intensity received by two separated 

telescopes. This is a measure of the modulus of the complex degree of coherence, 

Tolerance in the mechanical precision and immunity to the atmospheric scintillatioIls 

are some of the remarkable properties of such an interferometer. 

Another breakthrough in the high resolution imaging was the invention of speckle 

interferometry (Labeyrie, 1970). Labeyrie showed that diffraction-limited resolution of 

celestial objects can be achieved by appropriately averaging sequences of photographs 

obtained with an exposure time of a few milli-seconds. 

Advancement in the technology enabled the practical implementation of A ctive and 

Adaptive Optics systems in 1980s, though the concept itself was introduced many years 

ago (Babcock, 1953). These systems compensate for the adverse effect of the Earth '8 

atmosphere on the images in real time. Recent developments (Ellerbroek and Rigaut, 

2000; Ragazzoni, Marchetti and Valente, 2000; Beckers, 1989) have demonstrated the 

capability of these systems to break the barrier of "limited angle imaging" , 
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Space telescopes, like the Hubble Space Telescope (RST) (Peterson and Brandt, 

1995; http://www . stsci . edu/hst/) and the Solar and Reliospheric Observatory 

(SORO) (Fleck, Domingo and Poland, 1995; http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.govl), 

symbolise another landmark in achieving high resolution. 

In recent years, the concept of interferometric imaging has gained attention and 

a number of optical interferometers, both with single and multiple apertures are be

ingbuilt (Armstrong et al., 1995; http://www.eso.org/projects/vlti). In a single 

aperture interferometer, the entrance pupil (or its geometrical image) of the telescope 

is covered with a mask containing several sub-apertures (Baldwin et al., 1986; Haniff 

et al., 1987). Each of the sub-apertures can be envisaged as a small telescope. In a 

multi-aperture interferometer, the light from different small telescopes is combined to 

make a 'picture' with greater detail. 

Another remarkable attempt in achieving high resolution has been the develop

ment of the image restoration schemes. These schemes ensure high spatial resolution 

by suitably compensating for the deleterious effects of the turbulent atmosphere on the 

recorded images. While the deconvolution techniques like Maximum Entropy Method 

(Frieden, 1972; Ponsonby, 1973; Ables, 1974), CLEAN (Hogbom, 1974) and the phase 

restoration schemes like 'closure phase' (Jennison, 1958) supplement the technological 

developments in radio interferometry, phase restoration schemes like Knox-Thompson 

algorithm (1974), Triple-correlation or Bispectrum technique (Weigelt, 1977) supple

ment the speckle interferometry. Some of the techniques of radio interferometry, for 

example, the Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), are being used in optical imag

ing, too. In recent years, techniques like the Phase-Diversity (Gonsalves and Childlaw, 

1979; Gonsalves 1982; Paxman and Fienup, 1988) and Phase-Diversity Speckle imaging 

(Seldin and Paxman, 1994; Lofdahl and Scharmer, 1994; Paxman et al., 1996; Pax

man, Seldin and Keller, 1999) have been studied and implemented for obtaining high 

resolution images of extended objects like the Sun. 
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1.2 Atmospheric Turbulence and Seeing 

The Earth's atmosphere is an highly turbulent medium. Heating of the Earth's surface 

by the solar radiation causes turbulent air motions in the atmosphere. According to the 

Kolmogorov's theory of fluid turbulence (Kolmogorov, 1941), when the kinetic energy 

of the air motions at a given length-scale is much larger than the energy dissipated as 

heat by viscosity of the air at the same scale - a condition indicative of fully developed 

turbulence - the kinetic energy of large scale motions would be transferred into smaller 

and smaller scale motions; motions at small scales would be statistically isotropic; at 

the smallest scales, viscous dissipation would dominate the break-up process. 

During day time, large warm packets of air closer to the ground move up due to 

buoyancy and initiate convection, causing turbulence near the ground (typically, up 

to one km height from the surface, depending on local orography and strength of the 

wind). They dissipate their kinetic energy continuously and randomly into smaller and 

smaller packets of air, each having a unique temperature. These packets are often called 

turbulent eddies. Convection changes with insolation and disappears. during night time. 

However, horizontal circulation of air starts. An important property of the turbulent 

eddies is that they exist in a variety of length-scales and their distribution is random. 

There exists an upper limit, Lo, decided by the process that generates the turbulence 

and a lower limit, lo, decided by the size at which viscous dissipation overtakes the 

break-up process. Within these limits (often called the 'inertial range'), the energy of 

an eddy is proportional to the 5/3 power of its linear size (Kolmogorov, 1941). 

Turbulent air motions cause fluctuations (variations) in the density, pressure, tem

perature and humidity of the air from one point to another. While the local temper

ature fluctuations (variations) of the air could be of the order of a few hundredth of 

a degree throughout the atmosphere, fluctuations of a few tenths of a degree or more 

are typical in the lowest layer of the atmosphere. As the refractive index of the air is 

highly sensitive to the temperature fluctuations, it varies randomly from one point to 
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another. Fluctuations in the refractive index induce random optical path lengths to 

the rays that are normal to the wave-front arriving at the atmosphere from a distant 

star. Consequently, when the wave-front reaches the entrance pupil of a ground based 

telescope, it becomes already corrupted in the sense that the surface of constant phase 

is no longer planar; it has an overall tilt and small scale corrugations on top of it. The 

r.m.s value of the phase perturbations increases with the size of the wave-front. 

The perturbations in the wave-front produce effects similar to optical aberrations 

in the telescope and thus degrade the image quality. When a very small aperture is 

used, a small portion of the wave-front is intercepted and the phase of the wave-front 

is uniform over the aperture. If the amplitudes of the small scale corrugations of the 

wave-front are much smaller than the wavelength of light, the instantaneous image of a 

star is sharp and resembles the classical diffraction pattern. But as the wind moves the 

eddies past the aperture, the tilt of the intercepted wave-front changes. This change in 

the tilt causes random motion of the star's image at the focal plane. As the aperture 

size increases, there is a decrease in the sharpness and the amplitude of the motion. 

When a large aperture is used, the amplitude of the random variation of phase across 

the intercepted wave-front is larger. This leads to the blurring of the image. The 

image motion and blurring together are referred to as atmospheric seeing or simply 

seeing (Young, 1971; Labeyrie, 1976). 

1.3 Importance of Phase 

The fact that the phase perturbations in the incident wave-front degrade the image 

quality can be understood by looking at their relationship with the recorded image. 

The complex field distribution at the focal (image) plane of a telescope is related to 

that at the entrance aperture through a Fourier transform relation. The intensity 

image of a point source recorded at the image plane is the spatial power spectrum 

(modulus squared Fourier transform) of the complex field distribution at the entrance 
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aperture. By the autocorrelation theorem (also known as Wiener-Khinchin theorem; 

see Bracewell, 1986), the inverse Fourier transform ofthe intensity image is then equiv

alent to the autocorrelation of the complex field distribution at the entrance aperture. 

Thus, the presence of any degradation in the phase of the wave-front at the aperture 

plane would mean degradation of the phases of the autocorrelation function or in the 

phases of the Fourier transform of the recorded image. We know, from the theory of 

signal processing, that in the Fourier representation of a signal, phase plays a crucial 

role of preserving the positional information or the structural details (Oppenheim and 

Lim, 1981). 

(a) 

(c) 

(a) OBJECT - A BINARY 

(b) and (c) - RECONSTRUCTED OBJECTS 

(b) RANDOM AMPLITUDE,TRUE PHASE 

(c) RANDOM PHASE,TRUE AMPLITUDE 

Figure 1.1: (a) Intensity distribution of an ideal binary star. (b) Reconstructed image 

with random amplitude and true phase. (c) Reconstructed image with random phase 

and true amplitude. 

To highlight this point, consider, for example, a simple astronomical object - a 

binary star as shown in Figure 1.1 (a). This is an image that would be obtained under 

ideal conditions. A degraded image can be obtained from this image by corrupting 
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its Fourier amplitudes and phases and then performing an inverse Fourier transform. 

Figure 1.1 (b) shows one such image, in which the Fourier amplitudes of the objects 

have been replaced with random numbers and the Fourier phases have been retained 

without any modification. Figure 1.1 (c) shows another image, in which the Fourier 

amplitudes have been retained intact and the Fourier phases have been replaced with 

random numbers. It should be mentioned that while introducing the modifications, 

energy conservation should be maintained by multiplying the corrupted quantities with 

suitable constants. It is clear that when the amplitudes alone are corrupted, the binary 

nature in the image is recognisable, whereas, when the phases alone are corrupted, the 

image becomes totally un-recognisable. Thus, the Fourier phase of an image is a very 

important quantity to identify the structures in it. Thus, the path delay perturbations 

induced by the atmosphere on the plane wave-front corrupt the phases of the Fourier 

transform of the image which, in turn, severely degrade the recorded images. 

1.4 Resolution and Fried's Parameter 

The definition for the angular resolution of an astronomical telescope is based on its 

ability to separate the images of the two stars of a binary system. In general, for any 

instrument, a limit, known as Rayleigh's limit, is used to define its resolution. When 

applied to an optical telescope, this limit implies that in order to declare that the 

telescope has resolved the two stars, the principal maximum of the diffraction pattern 

due to one of the stars should fall on the first minimum of the diffraction pattern 

due to the other star. In the case of a single star, the radius of the first dark ring 

in the diffraction pattern (Airy pattern) defines the minimum angular separation in 

the object that can be imaged separately. Quantitatively, the resolution of a telescope 

with circular aperture of diameter D can be expressed as 1.22 times the ratio of the 
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observing wavelength to the diameter. 

6..() = 1.22),/ D. (1.1 ) 

As remarked by Fried (1977), the Rayleigh resolution is not an absolute bound and 

several authors have attempted to develop a more quantitative understanding of what 

is meant by resolution. For example, Harris (1964) has shown that two point objects 

separated by less than the Rayleigh limit can be resolved if the signal-to-noise ratio is 

sufficiently high. Fried himself devised a scale known as resolution scale (Fried, 1977) 

and prescribed a method to estimate the same from the Optical Transfer Function 

(OTF) of the system. 

In this thesis, we consider the most generally accepted definition of the resolution, 

namely, the Rayleigh definition. In the presence of atmospheric turbulence, the resolu

tion is drastically impaired. For example, for a 2 m telescope, the theoretical resolution 

at 5000 A is about one sixteenth of an arc second. In the presence of atmospheric 

turbulence, the available resolution is approximately an arc second, thus the resolution 

is 16 times poorer than that possible theoretically. Surprisingly, as the size of the 

aperture increases further, there is practically no improvement in the resolution. 

For ground based telescopes, it is customary to consider the combination of the 

turbulent atmosphere in the propagation path and the image forming lens as an image

forming optical system and define the resolution as the integral over the spatial fre

quencies of the ensemble averaged Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of the system 

(Fried, 1966). 

(1.2) 

This is similar to the Strehl ratio, defined as the ratio of the observed intensity 

image of the star to the maximum possible theoretical intensity. Defining resolution in 

this way is more generic because it incorporates the effects of exposure times. 
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Figure 1.2: Dependence of normalised resolution, R/Rmax , on normalised lens diam

eter, D/ro. Solid line (A) - long exposure results, R/Rmax . Dotted line (B) - short 

exposure far field results, ffRO/Rrna,x, Dashed line (C) - short exposure near field 

results, n/Ro/Rmax, Dash-dot lines indicate asymptotic behaviour (D /,ro -t 0 and 

D/ro -t (0); from Fried (1966). 

Fried (1966) derived theoretical expressions for average long and short exposure 

transfer functions based on the statistical theory of the turbulent atmosphere (Rytov 

approximation; Kolmogorov's hypothesis; see Goodman, 1985; Tatarski, 1961; Tatarski 

1968; Brown, 1966, 1967; Fried 1967; Keller, 1969; Ishimaru 1978). Denoting the 

resolution obtained with long exposure times (typically 1 s) as Roo and that with 

short exposure times (typically 10 ms) as no, Fried (1966) showed that significantly 

better resolution can be obtained with a short exposure than with a long exposure. He 

also showed that the atmosphere places an upper limit on the resolution that can be 

obtained with long exposure times. This 'limiting resolution' is given by 

nrnax = lim Roo = (7r/4) (ro/AR)2 
D-+oo 

(1.3) 
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where R is the focal length of the lens forming the image, and TO is the diameter of a 

lens that would give the resolution equal to the Rmax in the absence of the atmosphere; 

fO is indeed a crucial parameter in evaluating good observing sites and in determining 

the quality of the degraded image and is aptly called 'Fried's parameter'. There are 

may ways of interpreting this parameter: it is a characteristic scale of atmospheric 

turbulence over which the r.m.s. phase fluctuations in the wave-front is 1 radian. A 

lens of diameter TO is capable of achieving a 30% Strehl definition and an angular 

resolution of the order of Alro (Fried, 1965); it is the coherent length of the complex 

amplitude of the perturbed wave-front (Ricort and Aime, 1979); it is the coherence 

diameter of the atmosphere (Goodman, 1985). 

Fried normalised the resolutions obtained with long and short exposure transfer 

functions by dividing them by the limiting resolution. Figure 1.2 shows the normalised 

resolution R/Rmax as a function of normalised lens diameter D Iro (Fried, 1966). For 

D Iro «:: 1, the resolution increases as square of D Iro and for D Iro » 1, the resolution 

reaches an asymptotic value of Rmax. The dash-dot lines indicate the asymptotic 

behaviour. An interesting point to note is that these the two asymptotes intersect 

at D = ro and this forms the basis of the definition of ro. In conventional imaging, 

exposure times are more than 1 s (for faint extra-galactic sources, it can be as high as 

an hour) and thus an image is averaged over several states of the atmosphere, leading 

to a poorer resolution. 

1.5 High Resolution in Solar Physics 

High angular resolution has always been necessary for solar observations. The Sun, 

being the nearest star, is the sole "laboratory" where robust "experiments" can be 

performed and their results interpreted to understand physical processes that occur 

in it and in other stars. Though the Sun has been observed now for more than two 

centuries, it still poses many interesting puzzles. The chaotic granulation, the formation 
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and evolution of sunspots, pores, umbral dots and penumbral grains are some of the 

photospheric features that require high resolution observations. At the chromosphere, 

the structure is dictated by the magnetic field and morphological features like spicules, 

fibrils, filaments and prominences are of importance. The following is a brief description 

of some of the problems that forces a solar physicist to look for high angular resolution 

images. 

Gran'ulation: The solar surface observed in white light (either from ground based 

telescopes at very good sites or from a space telescope) or in a narrow band continuum, 

outside the active regions, shows a cellular pattern of bright hexagonal structures of 

about an arc second in size separated by dark lanes. A widely accepted fact is that 

granules are manifestations of the convective transport of energy from sub-photospheric 

layers to the photosphere. However, this picture has undergone a vast modification in 

recent years. While it is believed that large granules are certainly due to convective 

phenomena, the smaller ones, whose number increases steeply down to the diffraction 

limit of the modern telescopes, possibly originate from the fragmentation of large ones 

due to small-scale turbulent flows. Three dimensional numerical models and the high 

resolution simulations of convection (Stein and Nordlund, 1998) predict scale siz;es that 

are less than the diffraction limit of the existing telescopes. 

Thin Flux Tv,be.'): Small ("-' 200 km) individual bright patches, observed near the edges 

of the solar images in white light and near the disk center in certain spectral lines 

are called faculae. The extra brightness of these f(:)atures has been attributed to the 

presence of thin flux tubes of high field strength (1 to 2 kG), and small (300-400 km 

(Stenflo, 1973)) or even smaller cross section (Venkatakrishnan 1986; Solanki et aL, 

1996). In the quiet region of the photosphere, there is a network (to be distinguished 

from the classical chromospheric network pattern which is of ('..I 30000 km in size) of 

bright points of size < 0.5 arc sec and co-spatial with the inter-granular lanes. These 

bright points have been associated with the magnetic fields. Studies of interaction of 

these bright points with the granules (Roudier et at., 1994) indicate that 15 to 20% of 
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them elongate, when they are 'squeezed' by expanding granules, by a factor of 9 with 

a simultaneous increase in their brightness by a factor of 1.25 relative to the average 

photosphere. This is against the predictions of the theoretical models of Knolker and 

Schussler (1988), that the magnetic elements larger than 500 km ( > 0.7 arc sec) should 

appear dark. High resolution magnetographic observations indicate that the transition 

from bright to dark can occur even at smaller scales (300 km, t"V 0.4 arc sec). Muller 

et al., (1994) suggest that during elongation, some mechanical energy should contribute 

to the heating process. In a recent observation, using high resolution magnetograms 

and filtergrams, Muller et al., (2000) showed that the magnetic element present in 

the network becomes bright and forms a bright point when it is compressed by the 

surrounding granules as they converge. Obviously, there is further need to increase the 

angular size, specifically to fix the size and understand the dynamics of the smallest 

flux tubes. 

Micro Structured Magnetic Atmosphere (MISMA): Recently Sanchez Almeida et al., 

(1996) have inferred from the asymmetry in the Stokes V profile that the photospheric 

magnetic field contains structures that are finer (of size t"V 1-20 km) those known so 

far (Sanchez Almeida, 1998). For the magnetic flux to be conserved in the penumbra, 

the vertical gradient of the vertical magnetic field has to be perfectly balanced by 

the horizontal gradients of the horizontal components. While the vertical gradient 

is evaluated by reproducing the observed asymmetric Stokes profiles, the horizontal 

gradients are evaluated from the pixel to pixel variation of the measured magnetic 

fields. It is found that these two independent estimates disagree by up to two orders of 

magnitude (Sanchez Almeida, 1998). The inconsistency is explained by invoking the 

concept that there might be unresolved structures within the resolution element and 

that they might be of opposite polarity so that in a volume average, the net field is 

underestimated. The best resolution available today is much less than that needed to 

resolve these micro structures. 

Observations of Flares: Sudden intense release of energy from some specific regions, 
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where there is a (sudden) change in magnetic field is called a solar flare. The change 

in the magnetic field is usually caused by the emergence of new flux. During a flare, 

enormous amount of energetic particles are released (electrons with 10 MeV and nucle

ons with several hundreds of MeV). The mechanism for the onset of a flare is not yet 

completely understood. Moreover, due to its adverse effect on satellite communication 

systems, flare prediction is an important issue in space weather forecast. High spatial 

and temporal resolution is necessary for a detailed study of the evolution of flares. 

Moreover, statistics of white light flares (Foukal, 1990; Xuan et al., 1998; Sylvester and 

Sylvester, 2000) and the tiny flares (nanoflares) that could occur at HQ may shed more 

light on our understanding of both the flaring events and the associated active regions. 

Coronal heating: One of the unsolved mysteries in the last six decades is the mil

lion degree temperature structure of the solar corona. Recent SORO /MDI results 

(Schrijver et al., 1998) have shown the importance of flux cancellation events at small

scales for coronal heating. The observations with Transition Region and Coronal Ex

plorer (TRACE) have shown fine scale magnetic structures at coronal heights 

(http://www.lmsal.com/TRACE/POD/TRACEpod . html). The sizes of these fine struc

tures, when extrapolated to the photosphere would amount to the sizes of a few kilo

meters. Thus high resolution simultaneous observations of the solar corona and the 

photosphere may shed light on both the heating mechanisms and their possible origin 

at the photospheric levels. 

1.6 Formulation of the Research Problem 

As atmospheric turbulence limits the performance of a ground based telescope, it is 

quite natural to think of telescopes that can be operated from the space. Several 

space telescopes have already been launched and the amount of information obtained 

from them is really remarkable. However, space telescopes have associated problems: 

weight and volume constraints prevent even medium sized telescopes; telemetry bot-
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tlenecks prevent fine sampling; back-end instruments do not get updated in tune 

with the advancement in state-of-art technology; the lifetime is less and cost high; 

Pre-determined, fixed, observing schedules prohibit unforeseen, quick investigations 

(http://www.sunspot.noao.edu; http://www.uso.ernet.in). In order to avoid all 

these problems, one is forced to develop ground-based techniques that are immune to 

the atmospheric turbulence. 

Several methods have been invented and used to obtain diffraction limited images 

from the ground. In this thesis, we have tried to develop techniques that will help us 

obtain high resolution images of small scale solar features., The aim is to understand 

the technical details of .high resolution imaging systems and provide a platform that 

will help us in obtaining high resolution images on a regular basis. 

We start with the simplest and well established technique, namely the speckle 

imaging. We wish to develop our own hardware and software facilities for obtaining 

and analysing the data respectively. In the course of the development of the technique, 

we try to address some of the technical problems. One of the major problems in speckle 

imaging is the calibration of the Fourier amplitudes. Knowledge of Fried's parameter 

is essential for calibrating the Fourier amplitudes in solar speckle imaging. We explore 

a few methods to obtain reliable values of Fried's parameter and their applicability to 

different real data sets. 

Then we move on to another high resolution technique - interferometric imaging. 

Here again, the aim is to understand the technical details and develop the required 

facilities. We also try to establish a tool that will help us in simulating the real data 

as closely as possible, and use it to improve our understanding of the techniques. 

It may be in order to state the reason for studying these two techniques alone in this 

thesis. Labeyrie's Speckle Interferometry is one of the greatest and marvelous achieve

ments of modern high resolution imaging techniques. Speckle Imaging has been well 

established for single apertures. The results are comparatively insensitive to telescope 

figuring errors, provided the atmosphere introduces worse aberrations (Bates, 1982). 
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Even anisoplanatism is not a serious problem, at least in the stellar imaging, as partial 

lack of isoplanatism merely reduces the contrast. It needs relatively simpler software 

and hardware facilities than the other (Phase Diversity and Phase Diversity Speckle 

Imaging, Adaptive Optics) techniques and thus can form the first step towards the 

development of ground based high resolution imaging facilities. 

The lesson learnt from radio interferometry shows that ultrahigh resolution can be 

obtained from only an optical analog of Very Long Baseline Interferometry. A simple 

optical interferometric imaging system can be obtained by replacing the aperture of a 

single telescope with a non-redundant mask. Radio interferometric methods can be to 

reconstruct the images. The absence of certain spatial frequency information can lead 

to the loss in the dynamic range in the reconstructed images - more so for extended 

sources like the Sun. An array of telescopes can be cleverly chosen with an optimum 

value of diameter and the separation between the telescopes so as to reeord information 

at all the spatial frequencies of an equivalent monotlithic telescope. The bispcc:trum 

technique can then be extended to process speckle interferograms (Pehlcmann, E. and 

von der Liihe, 1989, Reinheimer and Weigelt, 1987). 



Chapter 2 

Estimation of Fried's Parameter for 

the Speckle Data 

In general, the transfer function of an instantaneous image is an inseparable combina

tion of the transfer function of the atmosphere and that of the telescope (Ricort and 

Aime, 1979). However, in the case of a long exposure image, the transfer function 

can be written as the product of the transfer function of the atmosphere and that of 

the telescope (Roddier, 1981). Hence, if ra is known, a long exposure image can be 

deconvolved (using the theoretical expression for the long exposure transfer function 

and linear filters like optimal and Wiener filtering; see Press et al., 1993; Gonzalez and 

Wintz, 1977) and the resulting image can be subjected to scientific study. 

As the degradation produced by the atmosphere varies both with space (direction) 

and time, in stellar speckle interferometry the PSF is usually obtained by observing a 

point object in the direction close to the extended object, immediately before or after 

recording its image. An ensemble average of the power spectrum of the PSF (known as 

Speckle Transfer Function (STF)) is estimated from the recorded data and then used to 

compensate for the attenuation of the Fourier amplitudes of the object. Due to ubiq

uitous solar light, it is impractical to locate a point object in the sky during day-time 

16 
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observations. Consequently, in solar speckle interferometry, the Fourier amplitudes of 

the object are compensated using a theoretical transfer function, derived first by Korff 

(1973). Again, knowledge of ra is essential to estimate the theoretical STF. 

Several methods have been reported in the literature for estimating this parameter 

from solar images (Brandt, 1969, 1970; Aime et al., 1978; Roddier, 1981; von der Liihe, 

1984a; Seykora, 1993). We briefly describe three of these methods in Section 2.1. In 

Section 2.2, we present the details of our speckle data. In Section 2.3, we describe 

the various preprocessing methods. In the last section, we present the details of the 

estimation of fa using one of the aforementioned methods depending upon the nature 

of our speckle data. 

2.1 Methods for Estimation of ro 

2.1.1 From Angle-of-arrival Fluctuations 

Fried (1965) expanded the phase of the wave-front over a circular aperture (for example, 

at the entrance pupil of a telescope) in terms of a series of orthonormal polynomials, 

each representing a specific geometrical shape and found that the coefficient of the 

linear term is much larger than that of the spherical and quadratic terms for a given fa 

and diameter D of a telescope. He concluded that the random tilting of the wave-front 

is the major distortion. The random tilting of the wave-front from its average position 

causes fluctuations in the angle-of-arrival of the light rays (assumed to be normal to the 

surface of the wave-front). If (3x and f3y denote the fluctuations in the angle-of-arrival 

in x and y directions respectively, then the resultant fluctuation ( 132 ) is given by 

(Fried, 1975) 

(2.1) 

From Equation 2.1, it is clear that: 
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1. For a given ra (i.e. for given seeing conditions), the mean square fluctuation in 

the angle-of-arrival of the light rays decreases as the diameter of the telescope 

increases; that is, for large telescopes, fluctuations are negligible. 

2. For a given D, the mean square fluctuation in the angle-of-arrival of the light rays 

decreases as ra increases; i.e., the image motion is small when the seeing is good. 

The fluctuations in the angle-of-arrival of the light rays cause image motion at 

the focal plane of a telescope. The image of a point source obtained using small and 

medium sized telescopes moves randomly in the focal plane and the magnitude of the 

displacement depends on the seeing conditions. By carefully measuring the random 

displacement of the centroid of the image, the mean square fluctuation in the angle-of

arrival and ra can be estimated (Equation 2.1). 

Error estimation: The error S f3 in the measurement of f3 is approximately equal to 

the error se in the measurement of the displacement. The error Sra in the estimation 

of ro is given by oro = 1.2 ra SF) / f3. Thus, r5ro is directly proportional to the error or 

accuracy in the measurement of the displacement. In order to achieve higher accuracy 

in the measurement of the displacements, higher spatial sampling is necessary. 

Application to Images of Extended Sources: When applied to images of ex

tended sources, it is found that only high frequency components of the image con

tribute substantially to the image motion. This can be proved in the following way: 

The fluctuation in the angle-of-arrival can be evaluated using an equation of the form 

(7rD2/4)(6c - 6£) 

- (7rD2/4) ~2 faD rdr [ :Fc(r,D) - :F£(r,D) ] D(r), (2.2) 

where the symbols have same meaning as in Fried's paper (1965), except that the Gothic 

font style of the symbols have been replaced by Calligraphic font style. Substituting 
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the functions from Equations. (5.6a) and (5.6b) of that paper, we obtain 

(say). (2.3) 

Separating the integral representing \ (aL)2 ) into two parts, first with limits 0 to 

D/2 and the second with limits D/2 to D, we find 

_ rD
/

2 F(r) dr + rD F(r) dr 
Jo J D/2 

- A(D /2, ro) + [ A(D, 1'0) - A(D /2,1'0) ] 

A(D, 1'0) /211/ 3 + A(D, 1'0)(211 / 3 - 1) /211/ 3 . (2.4) 

The ratio of the second part to the first part of the this equation is ~ 11.699. Calling 

the spatial frequency components less than D /2'A as 'low' spatial frequency components 

and the rest as 'high' spatial frequency components, we conclude that 'high' frequency 

components contribute more to the image motion than the 'low' frequency components. 

The relative shift of an image with respect to a reference image can be estimated using 

a cross-correlation technique (von der Liihe, 1983) in terms of pixel/sub-pixel units and 

the variance can be estimated in arc seconds. The cross-correlation is highly sensitive 

to the low frequency components. This is due to the fact that the strength of the low 

frequency components is higher than that of the high frequency components in the 

Fourier domain. Thus image motion estimated using cross-correlation technique would 

mainly be determined by low frequency components. As the contribution of the low 

frequency components to the image motion is relatively small, any attempt to estimate 

the image r.m.s. motion (using cross-correlation technique) without removing low 

frequency components, would lead to a small value for the variance and consequently 

a large value for TO. The low frequency components can be removed either by fitting 

and subtracting a surface of the form B(x, y) = ao + at . x + a2 . Y + a3 . xy from the 

image or by a Fourier high-pass filter. It should be noted that Smithson and Tarbell 

(1977) and von der Luhe (1983) have pointed out the need for subtracting a bi-linear 

fit from the data to avoid the shift in the peak of the auto-correlation function due 
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to the presence of linear trends. We find that such a procedure always essential while 

estimating ro from the image motion. 

Limitations of the method: Since the variance of the image motion reduces dras

tically with increase in the size of the aperture, it becomes difficult to estimate it 

accurately. Moreover, blurring becomes a major component of the seeing for large 

apertures. Thus estimating the Fried's parameter using image motion may not be suit

able for relatively large (D » ro) telescopes. However, it can be used while observing 

with small and medium size telescopes. 

This method demands high spatial sampling. For example, to estimate ro with 

an accuracy of 10%, given ro = 5 em, A = 6563 A, and D = 30 em, image motion 

has to be measured with an accuracy of 0.1 arc sec. The accuracy is limited by the 

spatial sampling of the image. The accuracy can be improved by a factor of two 

using an interpolation algorithm (Niblack, 1986) for determining the peak of the cross

correlation function. This would imply that the sampling must be approximately 3 

pixels per diffraction limit. For D = 0.15 with other parameters the same as given 

above and again assuming an accuracy of half-a-pixel, the spatial sampling needed 

would be nearly 5 pixels per diffraction limit. For small telescopes, this would mean 

magnification of the image at least by a factor of 3. When filters with bandwidths of 

0.5 to 1 A are used, the light level would be decreased drastically. 

The motion of the image at the focal plane is equivalent to the change in the tilt 

of the isophase surface of the wave-front at the aperture plane. The change in the 

tilt occurs within a duration of a few milliseconds (typically 10 ms). To measure the 

consecutive positions of the image exactly, the exposure time for each of the recorded 

image of a sequence should be less than or of the order of 10 ms. Thus, for faint 

stars, light level becomes a serious problem. Moreover, the seeing conditions do not 

remain constant for a long time and a large number of frames have to be recorded in a 

short (rv one minute for solar observations (von der Liihe, 1993)) duration to achieve 
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statistically significant results. Thus, the need for short exposure times to freeze the 

atmosphere and the the need for high frame rate are some of the constraints on this 

method. 

It has been mentioned in the literature that one of the major drawbacks of this 

method is that the image motion due to the atmosphere cannot be distinguished from 

that due to improper tracking and vibrations of the telescope. In other words, this 

method is highly susceptible to tracking errors and can lead to incorrect estimation of 

the image motion due to the atmosphere. However, by spectral decomposition of the 

image motion, as seen above, one can indeed distinguish between the two. An alternate 

scheme that is insensitive to the tracking errors, popularly known as DIMM, has been 

developed by Fried (1975) and others (Sarazin and Roddier, 1990). It consists of two 

small apertures mounted on a single tracking system, separated by some distance. 

ro is estimated from the mean square value of the difference in the angle-of-arrival 

fluctuations. 

2.1.2 Power Spectrum Equalisation Method 

In this method (Castleman, K. R., 1979; Stockham et at., 1975; Huang et al., 1971; 

Andrews and Hunt, 1977), first the degraded image is segmented into square regions 

that are large compared to the extent of the degrading point spread function. For 

each segment, the power spectrum is estimated and the logarithm of power spectra 

are added together and an average (i.e., geometric mean) power spectrum is obtained. 

If the scene under consideration is complex enough, the signal components tend to 

average out in the log power spectrum. The degrading transfer function does not get 

averaged out as it is constant throughout the region (as long as the region is smaller 

than an isoplanatic patch). In the absence of noise, the average power spectrum, 

approximately converges to the logarithm of the squared magnitude of the degrading 

transfer function. An important assumption in this method is that the object and 
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the noise power spectrum are stationary. Though the atmospheric turbulence is not 

strictly stationary, it is believed to be locally homogeneous and isotropic and hence 

this method can be applied to long-exposure images. 

Implementation of the method: We implemented the following procedure to ob

tain the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the degrading PSF from a single 

long exposure image. 

Step 1 : Divide the image into a number of segments, each of half the size of the 

original segment. 

Step 2 : Multiply the segments by a 100% Hanning window. This is basically to 

reduce the 'leakage error' (Bracewell, 1986). 

Step 3 : Estimate the power spectrum of these segments. 

Step 4 : Estimate the noise as the standard deviation of the power spectrum values 

of those pixels, that are beyond the diffraction limit. 

Step 5 : Subtract the estimated noise from the power spectrum. Replace any small 

negative values of the order of 10-5 by zeros. 

Step 6 : Find the average log power spectrum of all the segments. 

Step 7 : Find the square-root of the average (ie., geometric mean) power spectrum 

of the images and divide it by the telescopes transfer function. 

Step 8 : Find the inverse Fourier transform of the resulting function to obtain the 

PSF. 

Step 9 : Fit 1-D Gaussian to the cross-sections of the PSF (along x and y directions) 

and estimate the FWHM. The average value of the FWHM is converted into 

radians and then ro is estimated as )./FWHM 
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Error Estimation: If MJ is the error in the estimation of the FWHM correspond

ing to an error of c5ro in ro, then the error c5ro in the estimation of ro is c5ro = 

r5 MJ I A = ro c5(J I (AI ro). c5(J is decided by the spatial sampling in the image. Again, 

we find that high spatial sampling reduces the error involved in the determination or 

ro· However, for a given spatial sampling, error will be less for bad seeing conditions. 

In other words, higher the ro, higher will be the error, for a given spatial sampling. 

2.1.3 Spectral Ratio Method 

In this method (von der Liihe, 1984a), the ratio f. of the squared modulus of the average 

Fourier transform of an image to the ensemble average of its modulus squared Fourier 

transform is used as a diagnostic of the seeing conditions at the time of observations. 

It is called 'spectral ratio' and is a function of the telescope and the seeing conditions 

alone. If the object under consideration contains structures beyond q = a, where 

q == f/(DIA) is the normalised spatial frequency, f is the spatial frequency and 

a == rol D is the modified Fried's parameter, then E steeply decreases beyond this limit. 

When the ensemble average of f. is expressed as a function of a and q, isocontour lines 

satisfy the relation, 

(2.5) 

where and A and B are constants. While applying this method to real data, first 

the theoretical value of the spectral ratio is estimated and constants A and Bare 

determined for various values of E. A log-log plot of E(f.(q)) vs. q is then obtained for 

the observed data and the ratio obtained from theoretical models is overplotted. The 

normalised frequency q at which the slopes of the theoretical and observed spectral 

ratios match closely is determined and the corresponding spectral ratio is identified. 

Then the constants A and B corresponding to the identified spectral ratio are inserted 

in Equation 2.5 and a and ro are determined. The following two conditions should be 

met for the successful application of this method: (1) The total duration of observation 
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should be short enough to justify ergodicity hypothesis, (2) The total number of images 

recorded should be large enough to ensure that the arithmetic average is equal to the 

ensemble average. 

Error Estimation: If oA, oB and oq are the errors in the measurement of A, Band 

q respectively, then the most probable error Oro (Bevington and Robinson, 1992) in the 

measurement of ro is 8ro = ro[(bAjA)2 + (5q/q)2 + (5B log q)2j1/2. Thus, the accuracy of 

the result depends on the accuracy of the measurements of A(E) and B(E), q and Iql. oq 
can be assumed to be equal to the smallest spacing in the Fourier domain expressed in 

normalised spatial frequency units. If we assume that A and B are measured with high 

accuracy such that oA = ° and oB = 0, then the percentage error in ro is proportional 

to the percentage error in q. As Iql is limited to the range 0.2 to 0.3 (von der Liihe, 

1984a), the accuracy of the estimation increases when loql is small. In other words, 

better accuracy can be obtained when this method is used for large (D »ro). Even 

when oB is non-zero, error in fo is less when Iql is small as implied by the third term in 

(oro)2. Unlike the methods described earlier, this method does not demand very high 

spatial sampling. 

2.2 Data 

Kodaikanal Observatory Data: Speckle and interferometric imaging observations 

were performed on 2nd, 3rd and 4th August 1998 between 1 and 5:30 UT, with the 

38 em tunnel telescope of the Kodaikanal Observatory (KO) (Bappu, 1967) using a 

re-imaging unit shown in Figure 2.1. The pupil plane was re-imaged using a 300 mm 

f /5 collimator. A 5 mm aperture and a filter with 160 A bandpass, centered at 

6520 A, were placed in the diverging beam close to the collimator. A non-redundant 

mask (NRM, Figure 2.2) containing seven identical holes, each of diameter 300 micron 

was placed in the collimated beam. 1 mm on the mask plane corresponded to 12 mm on 
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the original pupil plane. The collimated beam was focused on to the EEVTM camera 

P46582 consisting of 578 by 576 pixels of size 15 by 22.5 micron. The images were 

acquired using a DT2861 frame grabber card which also re-sampled each row of the 

image into 512 pixels. Only the central 128 by 64 pixels were activated using the 

hardware windowing capability of the frame grabber card and used to record the image 

of a pinhole of 1.5 mm diameter. This resulted in a circular field-of-view of about 8.25 

arc sec in size, with 0.0931 arc sec per pixel along a row and 0.12375 arc sec per pixel 

along a column. The theoretical resolution limit of the telescope is 0.43 arc sec at 

6520 A. Several sets of images of a few sunspots and pores were recorded. Each set 

------0 
PH A F L1 M(s) L2 M(f) ceD 

Figure 2.1: The Re-imaging unit consists of: pinhole PH, which selects a portion of the 

Sun's image; Aperture A of 5 mm diameter; Ha< filter F; Collimating lens Ll; side view 

of the mask M(s); face on view of the mask M(J); camera lens L2; Charge Coupled 

Device (CCD). 

consisted of four sequences separated by about 17 s. After the first two sequences, the 

mask was removed facilitating speckle imaging ofthe same region for the remaining two 
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Figure 2.2: Mask configuration. 
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sequences. Each subset consisted of sixteen frames (the maximum number of buffers 

available in the frame grabber card) with an exposure time of 9 ms and 1 ms each for 

interferometric and speckle imaging respectively. The interval between the consecutive 

frames in a subset was about 88 ms. The observations were accompanied by regular 

dark-current and fiat-field (defocused quiet regions) images. 

Uttar Pradesh State Observatory Data: Four sequences of images of an isolated 

sunspot and three sequences of images of a spot pair were recorded on on 2nd June 

1999 between 1:17 and 3:20 UT with the 15 cm Coude telescope of Uttar Pradesh State 

Observatory (Verma, 1999). The primary image was magnified using a Barlow lens. A 

Halle-Ha filter with 0.5 A bandwidth was placed near the focus. A 12 bit EEV37 camera 

consisting of 512 by 512 pixels of size 15 micron, cooled by a liquid circulatory unit, 
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was used to record 1000 frames per sequence at the rate of rv 40 frames per second with 

an exposure time of 7 ms per frame. The recorded field-of-view was 65 by 65 arc sec 

in size with 0.65 arc sec per pixel. Five dark current and 100 flat-field (twilight sky) 

frames were recorded. The theoretical resolution limit of the telescope is 1.1 arc sec 

at 6563 A. 

Udaipur Solar Observatory Data: Sixteen sequences of images of a sub-flare re

gion and twenty eight sequences of images of another sub-flare region, both belonging 

to the NOAA AR8898 were recorded on 9th March 2000 between 5:30 and 7:00 UT 

with the 13.5 cm Coude telescope of Udaipur Solar Observatory (Ambasta, 1999). The 

selected region of the primary image was re-imaged using a combination of two lenses. 

A Halle-Ha filter with 1 A bandwidth was placed between the two lenses. The 8 bit 

Photometric OOD camera consisting of 768 by 493 pixels of size 11 by 13 micron was 

used to record 100 frames per sequence at the rate of 1.2 frames per second with an 

exposure time of 20 ms per frame. The recorded field-of-view was 57.6 by 67.8 arc sec 

with 0.45 arc sec per pixel along a row and 0.53 arc sec per pixel along a column. The 

theoretical resolution limit of the telescope is 1.22 arc sec at 6563 A. 

2.3 Pre-processing 

Dark and Flat-field Corrections: A verage dark and fiat-field images are obtained 

from the recorded series of dark and fiat-field images. The images of the object are 

corrected using the standard procedure (McLean, 1989). When the fiat-field images 

contain artifacts due to dust specks, the procedure described by von der Liihe (1993) 

is adopted to minimise their effect. However, it should be noted that Equation 4 of 

that paper is erroneous and should be modified to 

/(x) = ~~~~ [j(x) - d(x)] + d(x) (2.6) 
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where the symbols have the same meaning as mentioned in that paper. 

Registration: In general, a sequence of images obtained from a ground based tele

scope will have motion due to atmosphere as well as imperfect tracking. While the for

mer has relatively higher contribution from high spatial frequency components (Sec 2.1.1, 

Page 17, 19) the latter has uniform contribution from low and high frequency compo

nents and is coherent over the entire field-of-view. The images of the sequence can be 

aligned using cross-correlation technique (von der Liihe, 1983). When used to align the 

images that contain a large number of isoplanatic patches, this technique would detect 

only the coherent motion of the entire-field of view. This fact is used to align the images 

to account for tracking errors alone. To detect the image motion due to atmosphere, 

the images have to be segmented into several isoplanatic patches and a bi-linear least 

square surface has to be subtracted from each of segments. The cross-correlation gives 

the amount of shift needed to align a given image with a reference image with pixel 

accuracy. However, the accuracy can be improved by a factor of two using an interpo

lation method (Niblack, 1986). The necessary shifts are incorporated by multiplying 

the Fourier transform of the image by a phase factor exp(211'J(kxx/m + kyy/n)), where 

m and n are the number of pixels along a row and column of the image respectively and 

x and yare the required shifts in the corresponding directions. Functions f _ceorr . pro 

and sushift. pro written in IDL for these purposes have been included in Appendix:A. 

De-stretching: When the field-of-view of the recorded image is much larger than 

the size of the isoplanatic patch, different portions of the image move differently and 

hence the image gets distorted. The process of removing the effects of anisoplanatic 

image motions from a time series of images is called de-stretching (November, 1986; 

Topka, Tarbell and Title, 1986). For de-stretching our images, we used the software 

package developed by the scientific staff of Sacramento Peak Observatory. The package 

was provided by Prof. Steve Keil (Keil, 2000) of the observatory. 
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Frame Selection: Most often it is convenient to select the best images from a series 

of images for further analysis (reference image in de-stretching, for example). A few bad 

images of a series of images recorded during moderate seeing conditions can significantly 

alter the gain obtained from a few best images. We characterised each image by 

its contrast (or sharpness) and identified the image having the highest contrast as 

the best image of the series. The contrast is estimated as the ratio of the sum of 

mean square intensity gradient in x and y directions and the mean intensity squared 

(Scharmer, 2000). 

C = 'L((I(m + d, n) - I(m, n))2 + (I(m, n + d) - I(m, n))2)/(J)2, (2.7) 
m,n 

where d can be selected as the number of pixels within the diffraction limit or a pixel 

more than that. 

Frame Segmentation: The step after pre-processing and de-stretching a sequence 

of images is to divide each image into several overlapping segments that are smaller 

than the typical size of the isoplanatic patch. We followed the procedure described 

by von der Liihe (1993). We repeat the segmentation process for all the images of 

a sequence and form a 'sub-image sequence' with the corresponding segments of the 

sequence. We estimate TO for each sub-image sequence. 

2.4 Estimation of ro 

2.4.1 KO Data 

As mentioned earlier, the frame grabber re-sampled the image along a row. Moreover, 

the video input supplied by the camera was ac-coupled and dc-restored. Thus, there 

was no one-to-one correspondence between the pixels in the OOD and the digitised 

images. Because of these reasons, we could not do meaningful fiat-field corrections. 
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However, v:hile analysing the speckle data, we selected only those small scale features 

that were away from the location of dust specks in the flat-field images. We used the 

frame to frame motion of the features as an indicator of their solar origin. We selected 

rectangular windows, centered at the feature of interest from the recorded images and 

re-sampled them to have identical plate scale along the rows and columns. We de

stretched the images when the selected field-of-view exceeded 4 arc sec. We estimated 

TO using spectral ratio method for a few data sets. For two sub-sets (consisting of 16 

images) of a pore region, (comprising 4 overlapping segments, each of rv 3 arc sec) the 

average value was found to be 9±3 cm. For two sub-sets (consisting of 16 images) of 

a sunspot region, (comprising 4 overlapping segments, each of ,,-,3 arc sec) the average 

value was found to be 7± 3 cm. The huge error bars could be due to estimating TO 

from just 16 frames. Moreover, in the absence of flat-field images, noise could not be 

estimated reliably. In a few cases, the observed spectral ratio was found to be close to 

unity till the diffraction limit. 

2.4.2 UPSO Data 

The images of the three sequences of a sunspot and four sequences of a spot pair were 

pre-processed using the procedure described in the previous section. The registered, 

rescaled images had 128 pixels in either directions with a field-of-view of 62.4 arc sec 

square. 

Estimation of To from angle-of-arrival fluctuations: The registered images were 

divided into a number of overlapping segments as explained earlier and ro was estimated 

for each segment, using all the corresponding segments of the sequence of (rv 920) 

images as explained in Section 2.1.1 (Page 17). A bilinear least square surface was 

fitted to each segment and subtracted from it before estimating cross-correlation. Three 

different sizes of the segments were considered, namely 8 by 8 pixels corresponding to 
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3.9 arc sec square (leading to a total of 961 segments), 16 by 16 pixels corresponding 

to 7.8 arc sec square (225 segments), and 32 by 32 pixels corresponding to 15.6 arc sec 

square (49 segments). Tables 2.1,2.2 and 2.3 show, respectively, the estimated values 

of ro along with error bars for the three different segment sizes for a sequence of the 

spot pair. It was found that the smaller the segment size, the larger the errors in the 

estimation. For segments of size 8 by 8 pixels, the average value was 11.7±5.2 cm; for 

segments of size 16 by 16 pixels, the average value was 5.8±1.5 cm; and for segments 

of size 32 by 32 pixels, the average value was 8±7 cm. This is understandable, because 

for smaller segments the number of pixels in a segment are less, the signal-to-noise 

ratio is poor and hence the correlation breaks down. Fourier transforms may not give 

correct results when the array size is very small. Also it was found that, for the segment 

size of 32 by 32 pixels, 17 out of 49 segments (Table 2.3) have relatively large error 

bars. A more careful inspection revealed that location of these segments correspond 

either to the edges of the field-of-view or to edges of the sunspot. Errors can occur 

in the former case because of the change of scene near the edges after registration. In 

the case of sunspots, errors can occur if the segment does not cover them completely. 

However, the errors are relatively large for the segments near the edges of the field

of-view. Neglecting these 17 segments while estimating the average gives a value of 

3±0.4 cm. For larger segments, anisoplanatic effects may dominate. However this does 

not appear to be a serious problem, as more than 75% of the estimates have low error 

bars in this case (the remaining 25% correspond to the edges of the field-of-view or 

of the sunspots). Thus, the optimum size was found to be 32 pixels; it allows us to 

estimate ro for a majority of the segments with about 25% accuracy. 

The procedure was repeated for a few more sequences and the trend was found to be 

similar. Thus, we concluded that the average value ofro for the sequences is 3.7±O.7 cm. 

The images have been recorded at a fast rate and the time interval between the images 

is f".J 25 ms. Thus each recorded image corresponds to one particular state of the 

atmosphere. Therefore, these images are well suited for estimating ro from angle-of-
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arrival fluctuations. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, higher sampling would improve the 

accuracy of the estimated values. 

Power-spectrum equalisation method: An average image was obtained by adding 

all the images of the registered, de-stretched sub-image sequence and '1"0 was estimated 

along with error bars using the procedure explained in the Section 2.1.2. Three differ

ent segment sizes were considered. It was found that the spatial variation of '1"0 was 

very less (standard deviation rv 10-5), indicating that ro was more or less same for the 

entire field of view. The error bars were found to be small for the segment size of 32 by 

32 pixels. Thus the trend is similar to that obtained from angle of arrival fluctuations 

- namely, the error is less when '1"0 is estimated for a segment of size 32 by 32 pixels. As 

the size of the image should be larger than the degrading PSF, segments of size 8 by 8 

pixels were not considered. For the sequence, for which ro values estimated from angle

of-arrival fluctuations have been presented in Tables 2.2 and 2.3, this method gives an 

average value of 8.5±2.6 cm and 3.12±O.17 cm respectively. The values were si~ilar 

for the other sequences too. As the error bars are less for segments of 32 by 32 pixels 

we conclude that the average value of '1"0 is 3 ± 0.17 cm for all the observed sequences. 

Spectral ratio method: We estimated '1"0 using the spectral ratio method for all the 

registered, de-stretched image sequences. We restricted the analysis to only segments 

of size 16 by 16 pixels (7.8 arc sec square). For each sequence, the images were divided 

into 225 overlapping segments and ro was estimated for all the segments. For all the 

sequences, the average value of ro was found to be 3.26 ±O.57 cm. 

Table 2.4 shows average values of '1"0 estimated using all the three methods for all 

the sequences. 
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Table 2.1: TO estimated from angle-of-arrival fluctuations, for a sequence of images of 

a spot pair with a segment size of 8 by 8 pixels (t'..I 4 arc sec): S is segment number, 

and TO the corresponding Fried's parameter. 
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S ro (em) S ro (em) S ro (em) S ro (em) S ro (em) 
1 5.70±1.4 46 5.60±1.3 91 8.1O±2.6 136 6.20±1.6 181 4.40±.90 
2 5.60±1.3 47 5.40±1.3 92 9.1O±3.2 137 10.3±4.1 182 5.80±1.4 
3 5.90±1.5 48 6.10±1.5 93 5.50±1.3 138 7.00±2.0 183 5.00±1.l 
4 6.00±1.5 49 5.40±1.2 94 4.80±l.O 139 5.30±1.2 184 6.20±1.6 
5 5.60±1.3 50 6.00±1.5 95 5.30±1.2 140 5.00±1.1 185 5.10±1.1 
6 5.20±1.2 51 5.50±1.3 96 6.30±1.7 141 5.70±1.4 186 6.40±1.7 
7 6.90±1.9 52 5.70±1.4 97 5.40±1.3 142 5.40±1.2 187 4.90±1.0 
8 5.30±1.2 53 1O.4±4.2 98 6.00±1.5 143 6.20±1.6 188 5.60±1.3 
9 6.40±1.7 54 6.10±1.5 99 6.70±1.9 144 6.20±1.6 189 5.30±1.2 

10 5.60±1.3 55 5.30±1.2 100 7.60±2.3 145 7.20±2.1 190 4.40±.90 
11 5.60±1.3 56 7.60±2.3 101 7.90±2.5 146 6.70±1.9 191 4.70±1.0 
12 5.00±1.l 57 5.60±1.3 102 11.9±5.3 147 5.70±1.4 192 4.60±.90 
13 5.30±1.2 58 5.40±1.2 103 6.1O±1.6 148 6.30±1.7 193 6.90±1.9 
14 6.40±1.7 59 5.10±1.1 104 5.80±1.4 149 6.80±1.9 194 5.70±1.4 
15 6.10±1.6 60 7.50±2.3 105 5.60±1.3 150 7.90±2.5 195 7.00±2.0 
16 6.50±1.7 61 6.70±1.9 106 6.50±1.7 151 6.70±1.9 196 5.40±1.2 
17 5.50±1.3 62 5.10±1.1 107 5.50±1.3 152 6.60±1.8 197 6.40±1. 7 
18 7.20±2.1 63 5.90±1.4 108 4.90±l.O 153 5.80±1.4 198 5.80±1.4 
19 6.20±1.6 64 6.50±1.7 109 5.10±1.l 154 4.80±1.0 199 3.90±.70 
20 4.20±.80 65 5.70±1.4 110 5.20±1.l 155 4.90±1.0 200 4.40±.80 
21 5.80±1.4 66 .5.40±1.2 111 5.30±1.2 156 4.90±1.0 201 4.80±1.0 
22 5.10±1.1 67 5.30±1.2 112 6.60±1.8 157 4.60±.90 202 3.90±.70 
23 6.40±1.7 68 5.80±1.4 113 6.90±2.0 158 4.90±1.0 203 4.20±.80 
24 5.30±1.2 69 5.60±1.3 114 5.10±1.l 159 4.90±1.0 204 4.00±.70 
25 5.20±1.2 70 5.60±1.3 115 4.90±1.0 160 5.70±1.4 205 4.50±.90 
26 4.40±.90 71 5.00±1.1 116 5.70±1.4 161 12.3±5.6 206 4.70±1.0 
27 5.30±1.2 72 5.10±1.1 117 5.90±1.5 162 4.90±1.0 207 4.50±.90 
28 4.70±1.0 73 5.30±1.2 118 7.30±2.2 163 6.30±1.7 208 5.90±1.5 
29 4.80±1.0 74 5.40±1.2 119 9.90±3.8 164 6.00±1.5 209 5.40±1.2 
30 4.00±.70 75 5.70±1.4 120 6.70±1.9 165 6.60±1.8 210 6.40±1.7 
31 5.30±1.2 76 7.80±2.4 121 9.40±3.4 166 6.40±1.7 211 5.60±1.3 
32 4.80±1.0 77 5.50±1.3 122 6.60±1.8 167 5.10±1.l 212 5.80±1.4 
33 5.60±1.3 78 6.00±1.5 123 5.00±1.l 168 5.90±1.5 213 5.80±1.4 
34 4.90±1.1 79 5.50±1.3 124 4.10±.70 169 5.10±1.1 214 4.30±.80 
35 5.40±1.2 80 5.30±1.2 125 4.80±1.0 170 5.30±1.2 215 4.80±l.D 
36 5.40±1.2 81 5.20±1.2 126 4.90±l.O 171 6.50±1.7 216 4.1O±.7D 
37 5.70±1.4 82 4.50±.90 127 5.80±1.4 172 4.70±1.0 217 4.40±.90 
38 6.10±1.6 83 5.30±1.2 128 5.30±1.2 173 3.60±.60 218 4.80±1.0 
39 5.90±1.5 84 7.80±2.4 129 5.40±1.3 174 4.80±1.0 219 6.00±1.5 
40 4.70±1.0 85 4.8D±l.O 130 6.00±1.5 175 4.60±.90 220 5.30±1.2 
41 5.70±1.4 86 4.90±1.0 131 4.10±.80 176 4.80±1.0 221 4.60±.90 
42 5.50±1.3 87 7.10±2.1 132 5.10±1.l 177 9.:30±3.4 222 5.00±1.1 
43 6.30±1.7 88 5.20±1.l 133 8.70±3.0 178 5.10±1.l 223 5.40±1.3 
44 6.00±1.5 89 5.10±1.1 134 15.7±8.9 179 9.70±3.6 224 4.30±.80 
45 6.30±1.7 90 7.20±2.1 135 6.30±1.7 180 7.10±2.1 225 4.40±.80 

Table 2.2: TO estimated from angle-of-arrival fluctuations, for a sequence of images of a 

spot pair with a segment size of 16 by 16 pixels (I"V 8 arc sec). S is the segment number 

and TO is the corresponding Fried's parameter. 
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S ra (em) S ra (em) S ra (em) S ra (em) S ra (em) 
1 3.700±.6000 11 22.50± 17.10 21 4.200±.SOOO 31 2.600±.3000 41 12.50±5.800 
2 3.100±AOOO 12 2.700±AOOO 22 9.000±3.200 32 4.400±.9000 42 86.70±202.0 
3 3.700±.6000 13 11.20±4.700 23 5.700±lAOO 33 6.200±1.600 43 1.800±.2000 
4 1.900±.2000 14 7.000±2.000 24 4.100±.8000 34 4.000±.7000 44 2.700±AOOO 
5 4.100±.7000 15 42.20±54.00 25 2.500±.3000 ::15 6.000±1.500 45 2.200±.2000 
6 9.200±::I.300 16 5.500± 1.300 26 3.000±.4000 36 1.900±.2000 46 2.100±.2000 
7 4.000±.7000 17 4.100±.SOOO 27 13AO±6.600 37 3.200±.5000 47 2.800±.4000 
8 2.300±.3000 18 2.900±AOOO 28 33.70±35.80 ::IS 2.100±.2000 48 3.700±.6000 
9 ::I.800±.6000 19 3AOO±.5000 29 ::I.300±.5000 39 2.100±.2000 49 3.700±.6000 

10 6.500±1.700 20 16.40±9.500 30 3.000±.4000 40 2.200±.2000 

Table 2.3: ro estimated from angle-of-arrival fluctuations, for a sequence of images of 

a spot pair with a segment size of 32 by 32 pixels (rv 16 arc sec). S is segment number 

and TO is the corresponding Fried's parameter. 

2.4.3 usa Data 

All the 28 sequences of images of a sub-flare region were subjected to dark and flat

field corrections and then registered using the procedure described earlier. The size 

of images in the registered sequences varied from one sequence to the other, with a 

typical size of 36 by 63.6 arc sec. A comparison of this size with the initial size 57.6 

by 67.8 arc sec of the recorded images implies significant tracking errors. For each 

sequence, a square window of size 36 arc sec was selected from the registered images 

and then re-sampled to have 128 pixels in either direction. As the tracking of the 

telescope was poor, it was meaningless to estimate Fried's parameter from the angle

of-arrival fluctuations. The power spectrum equalisation method produced unrealistic 

values of TO. This could be due to the fact that the number of images averaged (I'V 90) 

were not sufficient. 

We estimated TO using spectral ratio method. First, we estimated the theoretical 

spectral ratios using the speckle transfer functions and short exposure transfer functions 

for various values of D/TO, with ro ranging from 2 to 10 cm in steps of 0.1 cm for an 

array size of 32 by 32 pixels. We estimated the constants A and B (Equation 2.5) 

for various values of spectral ratios ranging from 0.2 to 0.9 in steps of 0.001. Then 
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Seq. ARF PSE SR C RC Remarks 

(cm) (cm) (cm) 

l. 3.98±0.73 3.12±0.17 3.1l±0.88 0.37 0.54 single sunspot 

2. 3.93±0.74 3.12±O.17 2.98±0.79 0.34 0.36 single sunspot 

3. 4.n±0.80 3.12±O.17 3.05±0.83 0.34 0.43 single sunspot 

4. 3.55±O.62 3.12±O.17 3.11±0.88 0.32 0.44 single sunspot 

5. 3.21±O.51 3.12±O.17 2.83±0.71 0.53 0.63 spot pair 

6. 3.42±O.58 3.12±0.17 2.86±O.71 0.53 0.61 spot pair 

7. 3.60±O.64 3.12±O.17 2.87±0.71 0.48 0.52 spot pair 

Table 2.4: Comparison of average value of ro estimated from three different methods 

for all the sequences. ARF - From angle-of-arrival fluctuations; PSE - Power spectrum 

equalisation method; SR- Spectral ratio method. Estimates with error bars more than 

25% were neglected while determining the average from angle-of-arrival fluctuations 

method. C is the correlation coefficient of average contrast of the segments and the 

corresponding ro estimated from spectral ratio method and RC is the corresponding 

Spearman's rank correlation coefficient. The significance of rank correlation was less 

than 10-8 . 

we divided the images into segments of size 32 by 32 pixels (9 arc sec) and estimated 

the spectral ratios for each of the segments. By comparing the the slopes of the 

observed spectral ratios with the theoretical ratios in a log-log plot of spectral ratio 

€ vs. normalised spatial frequency q, in the frequency range of 0.1 to 0.4, we estimated 

the spectral ratio. Then using the corresponding constants A and B, we inferred ro. 

We also estimated the error as described in Section 2.1 (Page 24). We repeated the 

procedure for all the 28 sequences of images. 
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Spatial and Temporal variation of ro: Figures 2.3 to 2.6 show the spatial dis

tribution of ro estimated for all the 28 sequences. For each sequence, we obtained 

the average value TO over the field-of-view (average of To values of all the segments). 

Figure 2.7 shows the variation of TO with time. The time-interval between consecutive 

sequences was not uniform but varied between 30 seconds to 1 minute. The duration 

of acquisition of a sequence was rv 82 seconds. Consequently, the time interval is not 

uniform in the plot. An approximate value of 112 seconds (82 + 30 s) has been assumed 

as an interval between the consecutive estimates. It indicates the variation of ro over 

an hour duration. Table 2.5 gives the average (spatial average) value of To for each of 

the sequences. The linear and Spearman's rank correlation coefficient of the estimated 

TO values with the average contrast of the segments are also tabulated. We find that in 

most of the cases, the correlation is significant indicating the fact that higher contrast 

values correspond to higher To. There are a few sequences where the significance of the 

rank correlation is more than O.l. 

We estimated TO corresponding to 16 sequences of another sub-flare region in a 

similar manner. The average value was found to be 3.5±O.8 cm. 

Criticism on Various Methods of Estimating To: The method of estimation of TO 

from angle-of-arrival fluctuations demands high spatial and temporal sampling. Image 

motion caused by improper tracking is coherent over the entire field of view and can 

be estimated from the low frequency components of the image using cross-correlation 

technique. However, the results are not accurate for the regions near the edges of the 

field of view. Moreover, this method is sensitive to the scene (sunspots, for example) 

under consideration. Power spectrum equalisation method seems to be a more powerful 

method provided the assumptions of stationarity is valid and the size of the processing 

image is much larger than the degrading PSF, because, it does not involve any the

oretical calculations and the results are obtained through observed data only. But it 

demands high spatial sampling. Spectral ratio method seems to be the most widely ap-
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Seq. ro(cm) C RC S Seq ro( ern) C RC S 

1 3.37±0.59 0.42 0.38 7x 10-3 15 3.35±0.56 0.45 0.46 8xl0-4 

2 3,47±0.60 0.22 0.21 1 x 10-1 16 3.04±0.49 0.66 0.77 1 x 10-11 

3 3.52±0.60 0.29 0.32 2xl0-2 17 3.1O±0.52 0.55 0.59 6xlO-6 

4 3,42±0.58 0.49 0.52 lxl0-4 18 3.1l±0.55 0.63 0.69 3xl0-8 

5 3.03±0.51 0.47 0.68 5x10-8 19 3.02±0.53 0.68 0.73 lxl0-9 

6 3.20±0.56 0.56 0.72 6xl0-9 20 3.24±0.54 0.42 0.43 lxl0-3 

7 3.18±0.53 0.68 0.71 1xlO-8 21 3.08±0.54 0.50 0.47 5xl0-4 

8 3.41±0.57 0,45 0.45 lxlO-3 22 3.32±0.55 -0.10 -0.02 9x 10-1 

9 3.34±0.57 0.66 0.68 5xlO-8 23 3.22±0.56 0.47 0.54 5xlO-5 

10 3.25±0.56 0.31 0.55 4xl0-4 24 3.46±0.61 0.09 0.01 9xlO-1 

11 3.52±0.58 0.27 0.18 2xl0-1 25 3.42±0.57 0.30 0.29 4xlO-2 

12 3.29±0.57 0.31 0.42 2xlO-3 26 3.10±O.53 0.67 0.63 lxlO-6 

13 3.17±0.54 0.58 0.57 1 x 10-5 27 3.42±0.56 0.30 0.29 3x10-2 

14 2.83±0.53 0.56 0.63 2 x 10-5 28 3.39±0.60 0,47 0.44 1 x 10-3 

Table 2.5: ro estimated by spectral ratio method for all the 28 sequences. Linear and 

Spearman's rank correlation coefficients (C and RC respectively) of the estimated ro 

with the average contrast of the segments for all the sequences are given. S denotes 

the significance of the rank correlation. 
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Figure 2.3: Spatial distribution of 'To estimated using spectral ratio method for se

quences 1-9 of a sub-fiare region. The segment size was 32 pixels square (9 arc sec). 

The number of segments is 49 in each sequence. The bin-size is 0.5 em. 
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Figure 2.4: Spatial distribution of ro estimated using spectral ratio method for se

quences 10-18 of a sub-flare region. The segment size was 32 pixels square (9 arc sec). 

The number of segments is 49 in each sequence. The bin-size is 0.5 em. 
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Figure 2.5: Spatial distribution of ro estimated using spectral ratio method for se

quences 19-27 of a sub-flare region. The segment size was 32 square pixels (9 arc sec). 

The number of segments is 49 in each sequence. The bin-size is 0.5 cm. 
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Figure 2.6: Spatial distribution of 1'0 estimated using spectral ratio method for the 

28th sequence of a sub-flare region. The segment size was 32 square pixels (9 arc sec). 

The number of segments is 49 in each sequence. The bin-size is 0.5 cm. 
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Figure 2.7: Variation of average (spatial) ro with time. As the time interval between 

the sequences was not uniform, an approximate value of 112 seconds has been assumed 

to be the interval between the sequences. 
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plicable method and is well suited for speckle observations, as 7"0 is estimated from the 

data itself. It does not require very high spatial sampling; it is independent of the scene 

under consideration. However, this involves visual comparison of the observed profiles 

of the spectral ratio (€( q)) with those obtained from theoretical model. While the 

theoretical STF (Korff, 1973) itself has associated uncertainty due to finite bandwidth, 

its numerical evaluation is highly time consuming for large array sizes. Aime et at., 

(1978) have prescribed a method to estimate 7"0 from a series of observations based on 

the distinct behavior of the (STF) at low and high spatial frequencies. The method 

seems to fail when the differences of the 7"0 values of two independent observations 

are small or the life time of small scale features is smaller than time interval between 

two independent observations. Seykora (1993) has proposed a method of estimating ro 

from scintillation measurements. This method can be applied only to extended objects; 

that is, over a large field of view. It is suitable for measuring the atmospheric seeing 

at different heights. Krishnakumar and Venkatakrishnan (1997; also Krishnakumar, 

1998) have proposed a method to estimate 7"0 through a parametric search method. 

This method works well for stellar images, but needs modification before it can be 

applied to solar images. 

2.5 Summary 

In this Chapter, we have described the details of speckle imaging observations per

formed at KO, UPSO and USO. We have described the methods of pre-processing that 

we adopted for analysing the speckle data. We have explored the possibility of estimat

ing TO from three different methods. We have used some of these methods to estimate 

TO for our speckle data. We found that in all these methods, the estimated value of 7"0 

has an error of 25%. While estimating TO from the fluctuations in the angle of arrival 

of the light, we found that high frequency components contribute more to the image 

motion than the low frequency components. The spectral ratio method seems to be 
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the most suitable method for speckle data. The average value of ro at USO and UPSO 

was"" 3 ± .7 em on days when these observations were performed. A small spatial 

variation of ro over the field-of-view of rv 60 arc sec implies a large isoplanatic patch 

size (assuming a single turbulent layer model) which in turn indicates that most of the 

degradation is caused close to the telescope (ground turbulence). At KO, the values 

of ro ranging from 6-10 cm were observed on the three days of observations described 

earlier in this Chapter. 



Chapter 3 

Solar Speckle Imaging 

3.1 Solar Speckle Imaging: Practical 

Implementation 

Speckle imaging of small scale solar features needs careful processing methods. The 

Sun as a whole being an extended source does not produce speckles. Only the small 

scale solar features riding on a bright background produce speckles. Consequently, 

these features appear to have very low contrast and observing them becomes a difficult 

task. We have developed software (hereafter referred to as the speckle code) for recon

structing such small scale features using specklegrams. We estimate the amplitudes 

and the phases of the Fourier transform of the object using speckle interferometry 

(Labeyrie, 1970) and bispectrum techniques (Weigelt, 1977; Lohmann, Weigelt and 

Wirnitzer, 1983) respectively. We make use of the fact that the phase of the average 

bispectrum of the images is equal to the phase of the bispectrum of the object. We 

estimate the phases of the Fourier transform of the object from its bispectrum using a 

recursive relation. In Section 2.3, we have described the various pre-processing steps, 

frame selection and segmentation that we followed while reconstructing small scale so-

45 
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lar features from the observed speckle data. The field-of-view is restricted to a few arc 

seconds (rv 8 arc sec square) basically to reduce the effect of anisoplanatism (Harvey 

and Breckinridge, 1973; Wang, 1975; Breckinridge and McAllister, 1976; Nisenson and 

Stachnik, 1978; Pollaine, Buffington and Cranford, 1979; Fried, 1979; Roddier, 1981; 

Roddier, Gilli and Vernin, 1982; von der Liihe, 1984b; von der Liihe, 1993) on the 

reconstructed images. In what follows, this restricted piece of the recorded image is 

called a sub-image. A time sequence of the same region is called a sub-image sequence. 

In the following sections, we describe the procedure for reconstructing a sub-image 

from the corresponding sub-image sequence. 

3.1.1 Estimation of the Fourier Amplitudes 

a: The first step is the estimation of ro for the sub-image sequence using anyone of 

the methods described in Chapter 2. When spectral ratio method is used, first 

the theoretical speckle transfer function (Korff, 1973) and the short and long 

exposure transfer functions are estimated1 for various values of D Iro, varying ro 

in steps of 0.1 cm and then used to estimate theoretical spectral ratios. 

b: The second step is the estimation of the ensemble average power spectrum of 

the images and subtraction of the deterministic noise power spectrum from it. 

The noise power spectrum is estimated from the fiat-field images (von der Liihe, 

1993). The following procedure is adopted prior to the estimation of both the 

signal and noise power spectrum to improve the accuracy of the estimates: Each 

image of the sequence is divided by its average value to remove the effect of 

frame-to-frame variation of the sky brightness; a bi-linear least square surface is 

fitted to each of the images and subtracted from it; the average values and the 

fitted surfaces are preserved separately; Each image is multiplied by an optimum 

apodisation window (Keller, 1999; see Appendix:B) that not only reduces the 

1 A FORTRAN 77 program written for this purpose is included in Appendix:A 
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leakage error (Bracewell, 1986) but also reduces the distortion that occurs in the 

phase estimates when a 20% Hanning window is used. When reliable estimates 

of the noise power spectrum are not available (because of the absence of proper 

flat-field images), the standard deviation of the average power spectrum of the 

image beyond the diffraction limit is subtracted from the average power spectrum 

and the resultant power spectrum is considered equivalent to that of the noise 

corrected power spectrum. A noise filter is constructed by dividing the noise

corrected power spectrum of the image by the average power spectrum (Brault 

and White, 1971) and smoothed by three pixels. 

c: The average power spectrum is divided by the Speckle Transfer Function (STF) 

corresponding to the estimated value of rD. The division is restricted only to 

those frequencies for which the STF is greater than 10-3 . The resulting power 

spectrum is multiplied by the smoothed noise filter. The Fourier amplitudes of 

the object are obtained by taking square root of the compensated average power 

spectrum of the images. 

3.1.2 Estimation of the Fourier Phases 

We estimate the ensemble average of the bispectrum of the images. If J(f) is the Fourier 

component of the image at the frequency f, then the bispectrum corresponding to the 

frequencies fl and f2 is defined as 

b(fl, f2) = £(fl)£(f2)1*(fl + f2), (3.1) 

where '*' denotes complex conjugate. The phase of the average bispectrum ¢b(fl, £'2) 

is given by 

¢b(fl, f2) = </>(fl) + ¢(f2) - </>(fl + f2), (3.2) 

where </>(f) denotes the phase of the object's Fourier transform at f (Lohmann, Weigelt 

and Wirnitzer, 1983). Equation (3.2) gives a recursive relation for estimating the phase 
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of the object's Fourier transform at the frequency f1 + £2. If 1>(f1) and 1>(f2) are known, 

1>(f1 + £2) can be calculated using the average bispectrum as 

¢(f1 + £2) = 1>(f1) + ¢(£2) -1>b(f1, £2), (3.3) 

The phase at any point in the Fourier plane can be estimated as an average value of 

the estimates obtained by integrating along different paths. 

The bispectrum phases are of mod 21f. Therefore, the recursive reconstruction in 

Equation (3.3) may lead to 1f phase mismatches between the computed phase val

ues along different paths to the same point in the frequency space. Another way of 

computing the argument of the term ei ¢(f1+fl) is given by 

(3.4) 

In other words, the average bispectrum values are divided by their absolute values to 

obtain unit amplitude phasors. The phase values obtained using the unit amplitude 

phasor recursive reconstructor are insensitive to 7r ambiguities. Since the bispectrum 

is a four dimensional function, it is difficult to represent it in a three dimensional 

coordinate system. We calculate the bispectrum and store them in an I-D array and 

use them later to calculate the phase by keeping track of its component frequencies. 

An algorithm used to estimate the phase of the object's Fourier transform of an image 

of size 4 by 4 pixels is given in Table 3.1. The entries in column 1 of the Table are the 

bispectrum values for a 4 by 4 array for the lower half (and extreme left in the upper 

half) of the Fourier plane. The remaining values are determined using the hermitian 

symmetry property. The phase values are estimated as given in column 2 of the Table. 

Assuming 

4>(0,0) = 0, ¢(±l,O) = 0, and ¢(O, ±1) = 0 

as initial conditions, the phase values are estimated by unitary amplitude method. 

However, in practice, these values are obtained from the average short exposure image 

so that the object's position information is preserved. Again the phase values given in 
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bispectrum values Fourier phases 

b((-l,O),(O,O)) = I(-l,O) I(O,O) I*(-l,O) ¢(-1,0) = ¢(-l,O)+¢(O,O)-¢b((-l,O),(O,O)) 

b((l,O),(O,O)) = I(l,O) I(O,O) 1*(1,0) ¢(l,O) = ¢(l,O)+¢(O,O)-¢b((l,O),(O,O)) 

b((-l,O),(-l,O)) = I(-l,O) I(-l,O) I*(-2,0) ¢(-2,0) = ¢(-l,O)+¢(-l,O)-¢b((-l,O),(-l,O)) 

b((O,O),(O,-l)) = I(O,O) I(O,-l) I*(O,-l) ¢(O,-l) = ¢(O,O)+¢(O,-l)-¢b((O,O),(O,-l)) 

b((O,-l),(O,-l)) = I(O,-l) I(O,-l) 1*(0,-2) ¢(0,-2) = ¢(O,-1)+¢(O,-l)-(Pb((O,-l),(O,-l)) 

b((O,-l),(-l,O)) = I(O,-l) I(-l,O) I*(-l,-l) ¢(-1,-1) = ¢(O,-l)+¢(-l,O)-¢b((O,-l),(-l,O)) 

b((O,-l),(l,O)) = 1(0,-1) I(l,O) I*(1,-1) ¢(1,-1) = ¢(O,-l)+¢(l,O)-¢b((O,-l),(l,O)) 

b((O,-1),(-2,O)) = I(O,-1) I(-2,O) 1*(-2,-1) ¢(-2,-1) = ¢(O,-1)+¢(-2,0)-¢b((O,-1),(-2,0)) 
b((-l,O),(-l,-l)) = I(-l,O) I(-l,-l) 1*(-2,-1) ¢(-2,-1) = (p(-l,O)+¢(-l,-l)-¢b((-l,O),(-l,-l)) 

b((O,-1),(-1,-1)) = I(O,-1) 1(-1,-1) I*(-1,-2) ¢(-1,-2) = ¢(O,-l)+¢(-l,-l)-¢b((O,-l),(-l,-l)) 
b((O,-2),(-l,O)) = I(O,-2) 1(-1,0) 1*(-1,-2) (N-1,-2) = (NO,-2)+¢(-1,0)-¢b((O,-2),(-l,O)) 

b((O,-l),(l,-l)) = 1(0,-1) 1(1,-1) I*(l,-2) (p(l,-2) = ¢(O,-l)+¢(l,-l)-¢b((O,-l),(l,-l)) 
b((O,-2),(1,O)) = 1(0,-2) 1(1,0) I"(1,-2) <p(l,-2) = ¢(O,-2)+¢(l,O)-¢b((O,-2),(l,O)) 

b((O,-1),(-2,-1)) = I(O,-l) 1(-2,-1) 1*(-2,-2) (p(-2,-2) = ¢(O,-1)+¢(-2,-1)-¢b((O,-1),(-2,-1)) 
b((O,-2),(-2,O)) = I(O,-2) I(-2,O) I*(-2,-2) ¢(-2,-2) = ¢(O,-2)+¢(-2,O)-¢b((O,-2),(-2,O)) 
b((-l,O),(-l,-2)) = I(-l,O) 1(-1,-2) 1*(-2,-2) ¢(-2,-2) = ¢(-l,O)+¢(-l,-2)-¢b((-l,O),(-l,-2)) 
b((-l,-l),(-l,-l)) = 1(-1,-1) 1(-1,-1) I*(-2,-2) ¢(-2,-2) = ¢(-l,-1)+¢(-l,-1)-¢b((-1,-1),(-l,-1)) 

b((O,l),(-2,O)) = I(O,l) I(-2,O) 1*(-2,1) ¢(-2,1) = ¢(O,l)+¢(-2,0)-¢b((O,l),(-2,O)) 
b((-l,O),(-l,l)) = 1(-1,0) 1(-1,1) 1*(-2,1) ¢(-2,1) = ¢(-l,O)+¢(-l,l)-¢b((-l,O),(-l,-l)) 

Table 3.1: Estimation of the phase of object's Fourier transform from its image of size 

4 by 4 pixels 
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the Table are only for the lower half (and extreme left in the upper half) of the Fourier 

plane. Using the hermitian symmetry, the phase values at the upper half plane are 

determined. 

Noise filter for phase estimation. The estimated phases are further improved 

using the noise filter developed by de Boer (1996): the phase consistency function is 

used to provide less weight to the phasors with lower signal to noise ratio. For each 

phase estimate at a given point in the frequency space, a correlation function is defined 

and the estimates that differ significantly from their counterparts are eliminated. 

Error estimation: With the implementation of the noise filter and the correlation 

function, the number of estimates of phases for a given frequency is slightly reduced. 

Denoting M(m, n) as the resulting number of estimates, we obtain the mean value 

of these M(m, n) phasors as the phasor of the object's Fourier transform. Following 

Buscher (1988), we define phase error of object's phase as 

(3 ( ) (J yy ( f) 
f = Mi(S(f))i 

(3.5) 

where (J~y(f) is the variance of the phase perpendicular to the direction of the mean 

(S(f)). We estimate an azimuthal average of these phase errors and obtain a plot of 

phase errors vs normalised spatial frequency. It is found that at low frequencies, the 

phase error is less. It increases and reaches a value of about 0.4 radians at intermediate 

frequencies and then decreases at higher frequencies. The reason for the decrease is that 

at high frequencies the estimated phase is an average of a large number of independent 

estimates. Moreover, Equation (3.5) is valid only when the number of estimates are 

large and cannot be used for estimating the errors at low frequencies, where the number 

of estimates are relatively lower. 
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3.1.3 Image Reconstruction 

The final image is reconstructed by performing an inverse Fourier transform of a com

plex array, obtained by multiplying the calibrated amplitudes with the corresponding 

phase values. The reconstructed image is then divided by the 'optimised apodisation 

window' described earlier. As the apodisation window falls off to zero at the edges, 

division cannot be performed at the edges. This results in loss of data near the edges 

(at most at two columns and rows near the edges) of the reconstructed images. The 

average of all the bi-linear surface fits which were preserved separately is then added 

to the final image. It is then multiplied by the average of all the average intensities 

that were preserved separately to obtain the reconstructed sub-image. Finally, all the 

reconstructed sub-images are mosaicked using the following procedure: Two arrays 0 

and b are defined with their sizes equal to that of the original image from which the 

sub-images were extracted; Initially all the elements of these arrays are set to zero; 

Each reconstructed sub-image is multiplied by a 100% Hanning function and added to 

the array 0 at the same location of the image from which it was extracted initially; The 

Hanning function is added to the array b at the corresponding location; Finally the 

array 0 is divided by the array b to yield the final reconstructed image. Again, there 

is data loss at the edges of the final reconstructed image due to division by zero. We 

have written a program in FORTRAN 77 that incorporates all the procedures described 

above. It requires three inputs, viz. 

• a data cube (a sequence of 2-D images) containing registered, de-stretched images. 

• a data cube containing fiat-field images. 

• ro values for all the segments of the images. 

The program produces the final reconstructed image that has field-of-view slightly 

lesser than the input images. It takes about 10 minutes to reconstruct an image from 
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a series of 90 images of size 128 by 128 square pixels, and requires a RAM size of 

rv 100 MB. 

3.1.4 Validation of the Phase Reconstruction 

Procedure 

In this section, we first demonstrate (using our software) how the triple correlation of 

an 1-D object can be obtained in the image plane through cross-correlation (It should 

be noted that the triple correlation of a binary system has been obtained by Lohmann, 

Weigelt and Wirnitzer (1983) and Karbelkar (1989)). Then we validate our phase re

construction procedure by estimating the Fourier phases from the bispectrum of the 

object and reconstructing the object. Figure 3.1(a) shows an ideal object intensity dis

tribution in I-D. Figure 3.1(b) shows the triple correlation of this object, which is a 2-D 

image. It was obtained by performing the correlation in the image plane. Figure 3.1(c) 

shows the Fourier transform of the triple correlation obtained in 3.1 (b). We estimated 

the bispectrum from the Fourier transform of the object (that is, Fourier transform 

of 3.1(a)) using a I-D version of our speckle code. We estimated the Fourier phases of 

the object from the bispectrum. We assumed unit amplitude phasor (exp (J 2 7r)) for the 

phases at the smallest spatial frequencies. We estimated the Fourier amplitude from 

the square root of the power spectrum of the object shown in Figure 3.1(a). Finally, 

we reconstructed the 1-D image from the estimated Fourier amplitudes and phases. 

Figure 3.1 (d) (dotted line) shows the reconstructed image. It does not match exactly 

with the original object. The entire image is shifted towards right side by a few pixels. 

This is because of using unit amplitude phasors for the smallest frequency. The solid 

line shows the reconstructed image when the unit amplitude phasors are replaced by 

those obtained from the smallest frequency component of the Fourier transform of the 

object. It matches exactly with the original object intensity distribution. A computer 

program (ldbpm.pro) written in IDL, that produces the Figure 3.1(a)-(d) has been 
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Figure 3.1: Demonstration of the phase reconstruction procedure: (a) An ideal I-D 

object intensity distribution; (b) Triple correlation of the object; (c) Fourier transform 

of triple correlation (b); (d) Image reconstructed using our phase reconstruction algo

rithm. The dotted line is the reconstruction obtained assuming that the object phase 

is zero at the lowest spatial frequencies. In such cases, the absolute position informa

tion is lost (note the shift in the position with respect to the continuous line). The 

continuous line represents the reconstruction in which true object phases have been 

used at the smallest spatial frequencies. In practice, the corresponding phases of an 

equivalent long exposure image are used. 
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included in Appendix:A 

We arrive at two conclusions from this exercise. First, our phase reconstruction 

procedure produces exact Fourier phases with minimum errors. The source of this 

error lies in the assumption that at the smallest spatial frequencies (J = ±1), the 

Fourier phase of the object is zero. Obviously, this will lead to loss of absolute position 

information and hence there is a shift in the reconstructed image. Once we replace 

the unit amplitude phasors by those of the object's Fourier transform for the smallest 

frequencies, the reconstructed image matches exactly with the original object, again 

validating our phase reconstruction procedure. 

Second, assuming the Fourier phases of the object as zero at the smallest spatial 

frequencies not only leads to the loss of the absolute position information, but also 

affects the photometry of the reconstructed images. This is obvious from the dotted 

line. In practice, we estimate the phases of the smallest Fourier component from the 

average short exposure image. Thus, the accuracy in the position of various features in 

the reconstructed image depends on the accuracy with which the phase of the smallest 

Fourier component is estimated from the average short exposure image. Normally, 

in stellar speckle imaging and in radio astronomy, the phases of the smallest Fourier 

components are obtained from the long exposure image. The idea is that in the case 

of long exposures, the images move uniformly about the mean position and hence the 

exact position information (and hence the phase information at the smallest frequency) 

is preserved. However, in solar speckle imaging, the average short exposure image is 

obtained after correcting for the image motion (tilt component of the wave-front distor

tion) and hence absolute position information is preserved. Moreover, the images are 

de-stretched before processing and thus the absolute position information is expected 

to be preserved. 

In this example, we have assumed that the Fourier amplitudes are determined 

exactly. Thus, the described example accounts for the validation of the phase recon

struction procedure. Also, we have included noise filters in the real 2-D version of the 
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speckle code, which is expected to improve the quality of the reconstructions. 

3.2 Speckle Image Reconstruction of Solar Features 

3.2.1 KO Data 

The speckle images obtained from KO (Section 2.2, Page 24, 29) were reconstructed 

using our speckle code. The following is the summary of our main results. 

Figure 3.2: Two sequences of 16 images of a pore region. Each image covers a field

of-view of,....., 8.25 arc sec. The pore is seen in the top left sector near the edge of the 

field-of-view and contains a bright feature. 
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Feature 1: Figure 3.2 shows two typical sequences of 16 speckle images recorded on 

3rd August 1998 around 1:45 UT. Each image is of 128 by 96 pixels. The circular 

white disc is the image of the pinhole (a portion of the Sun's image). The images were 

recorded using the 'hardware window' option of the frame-grabber. The image of the 

pinhole was not centered at the center of the window and hence a few rows of data 

near the bottom of the window have been lost. Thus, the complete circular image of 

the pinhole is not seen. 

The pinhole covers a field-of-view of 8.25 arc sec. The first 16 images were recorded 

in succession at the rate of 11 frames per second, the next 16 images were recorded at the 

same rate after an interval of 17 seconds. The reason for displaying these images is the 

following: In each image, in the top left sector near the edge of the field-of-view, there 

is a pore and inside it there is a bright feature. The size of the pore is approximately 

1.11 arc sec and the size of the bright feature within the pore is approximately 0.65 

arc sec. The position of the pore is shifted slightly in the second sequence of 16 images 

(starting from 5th row) indicating that it is of solar nature and not due to dust. As 

the feature was near the edge, we could not process and reconstruct it. 

Feature 2: Figure 3.3 shows another example of the presence of bright features 

inside the pores. It was observed on 4th August 1998 around 4:45 UT. The first four 

rows represent the first sequence of sixteen images. The image has been displayed 

on logarithmic scale in order to highlight the presence of the bright feature inside the 

pore. The region of pore has been encircled to highlight its presence. The feature keeps 

moving within the field-of-view, indicating its solar origin. Below the encircled region, 

there is a black spot (pore), which also keeps moving across the field-of-view. At the 

edge of this black spot, the is a very small bright feature (visible in images 13, 14, 15 

and 16, fourth row from the top). The next 4 rows represent the second sequence of 

sixteen images. 
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Figure 3.3: Two sequences of 16 images of a pore region. Each image covers a field-of

view of rv 8.25 arc sec. The encircled region highlights a bright feature inflide the porco 

Feature 2(a): Figure 3.4 shows a sequence of 18 images of size 2.16 arc sec square, 

containing the pore (and the bright feature). The first sixteen ofthese images represent 

a zoonwd in version of the highlighted region of the the first sequence of 16 ima,ges 

in Figure 3.3. The seventeenth ima.ge is the average of the preceding 16 images. The 

eighteenth image is the reconstruction without amplitude calibratioll. The size of the 

pore is 0.7 arc sec and the size of the bright feature within it is rv 0.3 arc sec. 

Feature 2(b): Figure 3.5 shows a sequence of 18 images of size 1.49 are sec square, 

containing the bright feature. The first sixteen of these images represent a zoomed in 
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Figure 3.4: A sequence of 18 images; the first 16 represent a zoomed in version of the 

highlighted region of the first sequence of 16 images in Figure 3.3. The 17th image is 

the average of the preceding 16 images. The 18th image is the reconstruction without 

amplitude amplification. Each image is of size 2.16 by 2.16 arc sec. 

Figure 3.5: A sequence of 18 images; the first 16 represent a zoomed in version of the 

highlighted region of the second sequence of 16 images in Figure 3.3. The 17th image is 

the average of the preceding 16 images. The 18th image is the reconstruction without 

amplitude amplification. Each image is of size 1.49 by 1.49 arc sec. 
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version of the highlighted region of the second sequence of 16 images shown in Figure 

3.3. The seventeenth image is the average of the preceding 16 extracted images. The 

eighteenth image is the reconstruction without amplitude calibration. The size of the 

bright feature is ('..) 0.3 arc sec. 

Figure 3.6: Two sequences of 16 images of a pore region. Each image covers a fielcl

of-view of rv 8.25 arc sec:. The encirelcd region highlights a bright feature inside the 

pore. 

Feature 3: Figure 3.6 shows a another sequenc:e of images rec:orded on 3rd August 

1998 around 1:55 UT. The images have been displayed on logarithmic: scale to enhance 

the viHibility. There is a small bright feature of size I"'.J 0.43 arc: sec in all the 32 frames 

(two sequences). The spatial location of the feature is shifted from frame to frame. 
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Figure 3.7 shows a sequence of images of size 4.3 by 4.3 arc sec extracted from the Figure 

3.6. The first 16 images (starting from top left) show the raw images corresponding to 

the first sequence. The seventeenth image is an average of all the preceding 16 images. 

Due to the motion of the feature from frame to frame, it is faintly visible in the average 

image. It indicates that the feature is riding on a huge background. The contrast ofthis 

feature (defined as (If - h g) / h g, where If and Ibg are the intensities of the feature and 

the surrounding background respectively) varies from frame to frame with a minimum 

value of 8.9% and a maximum value of 11.6%. The average contrast is r"V 10%. The 

eighteenth image (second row, last column) is the reconstructed image. The image 

was divided into four overlapping segments and then reconstructed using our speckle 

code. Fried's parameter was estimated using spectral ratio method for all the four 

segments. The contrast of the feature is enhanced in the reconstruction; it appears 

. sharp. Moreover, it implies that the triple correlation technique is insensitive to the 

image motion; that is, even in the presence of small scale image motion, the phase 

reconstruction procedure brings out the presence of features. This is an advantage 

of the triple correlation technique over the Knox-Thompson algorithm. The next 16 

images (starting from third row) represent the de-stretched images. The 35th image 

(fourth row, last but one column) shows the average of de-stretched images. The bright 

feature is clearly identified in the average de-stretched image. On the one hand, it shows 

the importance of de-stretching and on the other hand, it implies the correctness of the 

de-stretching code. The 36th image (fourth row, last column) shows the reconstruction 

from the de-stretched images. A dust speck, present near the lower right side of the 

features appears to be removed in the reconstructed images. This is another advantage 

of the triple correlation technique: the reconstruction is insensitive to instrumental 

aberrations. The next four rows represent similar images of the second sequence. The 

average contrast of the bright feature in the raw images of this subset is r"V 13%. 

The high frequency components are enhanced in the reconstructed images. They 

can be suppressed by restricting the amplitude amplification to only those regions 
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Figurt~ 3.7: Two s(:quences of 36 images separa,t,cd by 17 s; In each sequence, the first 

16 represent. a z:oomcd in versioll of the highlighted region of the first sequence of 

16 images in Figure 3.6. The 17th image is the average of the preceding 16 images. 

The 18th image is the reconst.ruction. The next 18 represent the same images after 

de-stretching. Each image is of siz:e 4.3 by 4.3 arc see. 
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where the STF is greater than 0.1. In the reconstructions presented here, a value of 

0.005 was used. 

The feature has been observed for about 20 seconds in speckle images. This is the 

lower limit for its lifetime. 

Feature 4: Figure 3.8 represents two sequences of images of a sunspot region. These 

images have been extracted from a recorded sequence of images and resized to 4.3 arc sec 

square. These images were recorded on 3rd August, 1998 around 2:00 UT. There is 

Figure: 3.8: Two sequences of 18 images separated by 17 s; In each sequence, the first 

16 repwsent a zoomed in version of a a sunspot region. The 17th image is the average 

of the preceding 16 images. The 18th image is the reconstruction. Each image is of 

si:te 4.3 by 4.3 arc sec. 

a gradient in the intensity values of the images. The intensity of the image increases 

gradually from left to right. This is a typical feature of any sunspot region near the 

limb. The first 16 images are pre-pro cessed images. The 17th image (third row, last 

but one column) is an average of the preceding sixteen images. The 18th image (third 
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row, last column) is the reconstruction from the first 16 images. The images were 

divided into 4 over lapping segments and reconstructed using the speckle code. Fried's 

parameter estimated from spectral ratio technique was used in the reconstruction. High 

spatial frequency components have been enhanced in the reconstruction. The Fourier 

amplitudes were amplified only when the STF has value greater than 0.05. The pro

processed images are featureless, whereas the reconstruction shows the presence of a 

small bright feature near the top right. The images in the next three rows (sixteen of 

them) are pre-processed images obtained from the next sequence of 16 images. The 

last two images are the average and reconstructed images respectively. 

3.2.2 usa Data 

In Section 2.2, (Page 27, 35) we described the details of the speckle observations at 

USO. Figure 3.9 shows a portion of the NOAA AR8898 recorded by us on 9th March 

2000 around 5:30 UT. It was located at S13W20; at the Carrington longitude of 199, 

covering an area of 550 millionths of the solar hemisphere. It was visible on the the 

solar disk between 2nd and 15th March 2000. 

First, we recorded 16 sequences of images of size 57.6 by 67.8 arc sec centered at the 

bright region (centered at (65,44) in Figure 3.9, f"V 45 arc sec away from the beta type 

spot region that is present in the lower right corner). Then we recorded 28 sequences 

of images of the spot region. 

As the tracking was poor, the effective size ofthe image available for reconstruction 

was nearly half the original size. We carried out two kinds of studies. 

Case 1: Image Reconstruction: 

We estimated ro for all the registered, de-stretched image sequences of the sunspot 

region and reconstructed the images using our speckle code. Having reconstructed the 

images of all the 28 sequences, we posed the following questions: 
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• How does the image reconstructed from 5 best frames compare with that recon

structed from all the frames? 

• How does the image reconstructed from the 5 worst frames compare with that 

reconstructed from all the frames? 

• How does the reconstruction (5 best frame, the 5 worst frames, all the frames) 

compare with that obtained as a collage of best isoplanatic patches, each patch 

compensated by telescope transfer function? 

For each sequence, we selected the best segments usmg our frame selection 

method (Equation (2.7), page 29). We then generated a mosaic of the best isoplanatic 

patches. Figures 3.10 to 3.16 show the reconstructed images of all the 28 sequences. 

The first column corresponds to the speckle reconstruction from 5 best frames. The 

second column corresponds to the speckle reconstruction from the 5 worst frames. The 

third column corresponds to the speckle reconstruction from all the available frames 

of the sequence. The fourth column corresponds to the reconstruction obtained as a 

collage of the best isoplanatic patches. 

The reconstructed images clearly show enhancement in the contrast. In a majority 

of the sequences, a good reconstruction has been possible with five best frames. This 

indicates that the bispectrum technique can provide good reconstructions even from a 

few good frames. This is basically due to the large number of estimates of the Fourier 

phases of the object (Pehlemann and von der Liihe, 1989). Though the reconstruction 

from all frames of any sequence is not as good as that from the 5 good frames, it 

is better than the image obtained as a collage of the best isopalantic patches. The 

reconstruction from the 5 worst frames is comparable to that from all the frames. Thus, 

we conclude that the selection of the best frames significantly improves the quality of 

the reconstructions. The reconstructed image of the 14th sequence is entirely different 

from the rest because the sunspot region moved several arc sec away from the field-
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of-view due to poor tracking. A few reconstructions do not show enhancement in the 

contrast (for example, sequences 17 to 20 and 22, 24 and 26). This could be due to the 

transient worsening of the sky conditions during the observations (heavy winds were 

present). A few reconstructions have high frequency fringes (artifacts) near the edges. 

This is due to the loss of field-of-view while de-stretching. 
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Figure 3.9: A portion the NOAA AR8898 recorded around 5:30 UT at the beginning 

of the observations. 16 sequences of images, each containing 100 images of size 57 by 

67 arc sec centered at the bright region (65,44) were first recored. It was followed by 

another similar sequence of 28 images centered at the sunspot (lower right). 
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Figure 3.10: Reconstructed images of sequences 1 to 4 (row-wise). The first column 

is the reconstruction from 5 best frames. The second column is the reconstruction 

from the 5 worst frames. The third column is the reconstruction from all the frames 

(rv 90). The fourth column is the collage of best segments, each corrected for the 

transfer function of the telescope. 
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Figure 3.11: Reconstructed images of sequences 5 to 8. (row-wise). The first column 

is the reconstruction from 5 best frames. The second column is the reconstruction 

from the 5 worst frames. The third column is the reconstruction from all the frames 

(rv 90). The fourth column is the collage of best segments, each corrected for the 

transfer function of the telescope. 
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Figure 3.12: Reconstructed images of sequences 9 to 12. (row-wise). The first column 

is the reconstruction from 5 best frames. The second column is the reconstruction 

from the 5 worst frames. The third column is the reconstruction from all the frames 

(I"V 90). The fourth column is the collage of best segments, each corrected for the 

transfer function of the telescope. 
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Figure 3.13: Reconstructed images of sequences 13 to 16. (row-wise). The first column 

is the reconstruction from 5 best frames. The second column is the reconstruction 

from the 5 worst frames. The third column is the reconstruction from all the frames 

(rv 90). The fourth column is the collage of best segments, each corrected for the 

transfer function of the telescope. 
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Figure 3.14: Reconstructed images of sequences 17 to 20. (row-wise). The first column 

is the reconstruction from 5 best frames. The second column is the reconstruction from 

the 5 worst frames. The third column is the reconstruction from all the frames (I"'V 90). 

Fourth column is the collage of best segments, each corrected for the transfer function 

of the telescope. 
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Figure 3.15: Reconstructed images of sequences 21 to 24. ( row-wise). The first column 

is the reconstruction from 5 best frames. The second column is the reconstruction from 

the 5 worst frames. The third column is the reconstruction from all the frames ('" 90). 

Fourth column is the collage of best segments, each corrected for the transfer function 

of the telescope. 
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Figure 3.16: Reconstructed images of sequences 25 to 28. (row-wise). The first column 

is the reconstruction from 5 best frames. The second column is the reconstruction from 

the 5 worst frames. The third column is the reconstruction from all the frames (rv 90). 

Fourth column is the collage of best segments, each corrected for the transfer function 

of the telescope. 
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Case II: Speckle Image Reconstruction of sub-flare regions: 

Filament break-up before a sub-flare: We selected the first 32 frames of each 

sequence (to reduce the influence of the tracking errors) and reconstructed 16 images 

using our speckle code. Figure 3.17 shows the reconstructed images. The time interval 

between consecutive images is approximately 112 seconds. A filament is seen to break 

up into several pieces during a period of f'V 30 minutes. It is known (Zirin, 1989) that 

filaments breakup with considerable twisting and turbulence at the start of a flare. 

However, one requires good sky conditions to observe such events. In the present 

case, we could observe this event even with relatively moderate seeing conditions only 

because of the speckle technique. Thus the regular use of the speckle technique will 

enable us to collect more details about such events. 

Sub-flare near the edge of the sunspot: We selected the first 32 frames of 

each sequence (to reduce the influence of the tracking errors) and reconstructed 28 

images using our speckle code. Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show the reconstruction of the 

28 sequences (spanning an hour's duration). While the first two reconstructions show 

a sub-flare kernel (brightening) near the edge of the lower sunspot, the rest show two 

bright kernels. The two kernels later expand into a 'ribbon' connecting the original 

kernels. (seen in the reconstruction from 8th sequence and faintly visible in reconstruc

tion from 7th sequence). The length of the ribbon is rv 8 arc sec. As the time interval 

between two consecutive reconstructions is approximately 112 s, the elongation speed 

of the ribbon is 2: 50 km/s. This is compatible with the values reported by Zirin 

(1989). The area of the region containing the two kernels is f"..J 38 arc sec square. Thus 

it can be classified as a sub-flare. Occasionally, the kernel near the lower left appears to 

have two distinct bright components (reconstruction from sequences 9 and 10). There 

is brightening near the top left corner of the reconstructed images. This brightening 

occurs in the location of the filament break-up described earlier. In almost all the 
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reconstructions, small scale brightenings are seen inside the sunspot. 
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Figure 3.17: 16 cOllsc(:lltiv(~ WC()llst.ruct(~d imagns of a sequence of sub-Hare region. The 

filament. break-up is c1(~a.rly S('(~ll. A sllh-flan~ crllpt,(~d at this region a few minutes later. 

3.2.3 Discussion 

The images reconstructed from KO data contain features that are at the diffraction 

limit of the telescope. The enhancelllfmt in contrast of the reconstructed images is 

evident. High frequency artif<1cts appear even after multiplying the raw reconstruc-
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tion with a Hanning function to smooth the object power spectrum before amplitude 

compensation. This could be due to the improper estimation of the noise power spec

trum. We have observed the presence of bright features inside pores with a filter of 

160 A bandwidth centered at 6520 A. Such small scale brightenings have been reported 

by Denker (1998). 

We observed two sub-flare regions of AR8898 at USO. We observed the breaking 

up of a filament around 5:50 UT (we started our observations around 5:30 UT). Two 

small X-ray flares have been recorded by GOES at 6:11 UT and 07:22 UT (Figure 3.20) 

respectively. But the spatial locations of these X-ray flares is not known. we observed 

a sub-flare at the edge of the sunspot present in the region. At the same time there was 

an increase in the brightness near the location of the filament (seen as brightening in 

upper left corner of our reconstructions). We also found that three optical flares of class 

3-4 have been observed on the same day at 14:57 UT, 15:02 UT, 15:08 UT respectively in 

the Active Region 8898. (http://www . sec .noaa. gov/Data/solar .html/\#reports). 

From the Kitt Peak magnetograms (recorded at 14:58 UT, on the same day), we see 

a polarity inversion line at the same location. Thus, the sub-flares that we observed 

preceded the onset of major flares in the region. 

A few comments on the reconstruction of the images of the sub-flare region (sunspot 

region) are in order. All these images have been reconstructed with 32 frames (case 

II). In most of the cases, there is an increase in the contrast both inside and outside 

the sunspot region. Inside the sunspot, we see small scale brightenings, which, can 

be identified with the chromospheric umbral dots (Kitai, 1986). We measured the 

size of the dots in a few cases using a similar procedure described by Denker (1998) 

and obtained a value of f'.J 2 arc sec. It is interesting to note the presence of such 

chromospheric dots, particularly during the occurrence of flares. 
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Figure 3.18: First 16 (out of 28) consecutive reconstructed images of a sequence of 

sub-flare region near the edge of a sunspot. The images have been reconstructed from 

32 frames. 
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Figure 3.19: Last 12 (out of 28) consecutive reconstructed images of a sequence 

of sub-flare region near the edge of a sunspot. The images have been reconstructed 

from 32 frames 

3.3 Summary 

In this Chapter, we first described the practical methods adopted for analyzing speckle 

data. Then we presented the details of our speckle code and validated it (particularly 

phase reconstruction procedure) with an example. We used our speckle code to recon

struct small scale solar features. In our speckle observations at KO, we found tiny small 

scale brightenings inside pores. Observations of these features have been possible only 

because of the short exposure nature of the speckle observations. We have presented 

the speckle reconstruction of two sub-flare regions of NOAA AR8898. We found the 

breaking up of a small filament. We also found presence of chromospheric umbral dots 
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Figure 3.20: GOES X-ray flux recorded during 7-9 March 2000. The two flare-events 

that coincided with our observations have been marked. (Courtesy: NOAO jSEC, 

Boulder, CO, USA). 

inside the sunspot from our speckle reconstructions. Our speckle reconstructions show 

enhancement in the contrast, even with a few good frames. The high redundancy of 

phase information increases the signal-to-noise of the reconstructions (Pehlemann and 

von der Liihe, 1989). The typical life-times of small scale solar features is "" 30 seconds 

(von der Liihe and Zirker, 1988). Thus ability to reconstruct an image from a small 

number of frames (speckle images) is essential while observing with large telescopes 

and our speckle code meets that requirement. 



Chapter 4 

On the Morphological Relationship 

Between G-Band and Ca II K 

Network Bright Points 

4.1 Introduction 

The solar surface exhibits v(~ry high contrast bright points of size'" 0.2 arc sec in short 

exposure filtergrams obtained with an interference filter of'" 10 A passband centered 

at 4305 A from the be::;t. f:>iteH under good seeing conditions (Berger et. al, 1995; Kitai 

and Muller, 1984; Muller and Roudier, 1984; Muller, 1985). This wavelength region 

of the solar spectrum was originally designated by the letter 'G' by Fraunhofer and is 

currently known as 'G-band'. It is densely populated with absorption lines of the OR 

radical and a few element.s. It is formed in the upper photosphere (Zirin, 1989). It is 

observed (Berger and Title, 1996) that the bright points occur without exception on 

the sites of isolated magnetic fiux concentrations. It is believed that (Title et al., 1992; 

Keller, 1992; Yi and Engvold, 1993; Berger et al., 1995) the observed bright points 

can be associated with 'thin flux tubes' (Spruit, 1976) which have become a standard 

79 
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theoretical model for the small scale magnetic flux in the solar photosphere. Berger 

and Title (2001) have investigated the relationship between the the bright points of 

the G-band and the photospheric magnetic field, using co-temporal observations at 

G-band, Ca II A 3933 K line, Fe I 6302 A magnetograms and 6563 A Ha and identified 

a class of G-band bright points that appear on the edges of bright, rapidly expanding 

granules and are non-magnetic (at the flux limit). Recently, Steiner, Hauschildt and 

Bruls (2001) compared the theoretical G-band spectrum, computed on the basis of a 

realistic atmosphere for a magnetic flux tube with that from the quiet Sun surroundings 

and found that the former has significantly high intensity throughout the spectrum 

because it is hotter than the quiet Sun and the difference is more pronounced within 

the range of eR band lines. They attributed the enhanced contrast in the G-band to 

the reduction in the abundance of the CR radicals through dissociation in the deep 

photospheric layers of the hotter flux-tube atmospheres compared to the quiet Sun 

surroundings; this process weakens the CR lines within the flux tube and allows more 

of the continuum to shine through the thinned forest of CH lines. 

The lower (h < 1500 km) and middle (1500 ~ h ::::; 2250 km) chromosphere of the 

Sun reveals a conspicuously bright network of cells of size rv 33000 km when observed 

in the K line of Ca II (Title, 1966; Foukal, 1990). The walls of the cells are outlined 

by bright flocculi. The cells are well defined except for occasional gaps in the cell 

boundaries and are present everywhere in the disk. The cellular pattern is lost near 

the limb but bright flocculi survive. Near the active region, the cell is completely 

filled with bright material and the cell forms the part of chromospheric faculae. It 

is found that the chromospheric network is closely associated with the photospheric 

network which in turn is highly associated with the distribution of the longitudinal 

magnetic fields at the photosphere (Chapman and Sheeley, 1968). The origin of the 

chromospheric network lies in supergranulation, a cellular pattern of horizontal motions 

in the upper photosphere covering most of the quiet Sun. The supergranulation is 

closely related to both the chromospheric and the photospheric networks. It is believed 
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that the horizontal currents associated with each supergranule sweep the magnetic 

fields to its boundaries and these magnetic fields cause excess heating, which, in turn 

causes the bright chromospheric network (Bray and Loughhead, 1974). It is also known 

that supergranular flows do not always fill the cell, as evidenced by incomplete cell 

boundaries. 

The Network Bright Points (NBPs) of the photosphere (Stenflo and Harvey, 1985; 

Muller, 1985) have been identified to exhibit high contrast in violet band head of CN 

radical (Chapman, 1970) and in the G-band (Muller, 1985). It is also known that the 

NBPs are closely associated with the coarser calcium network bright points (Chapman 

and Sheeley, 1968; Muller, 1985). However, it is puzzling to note that while the G-band 

bright points are distributed all over the disk (Berger et. al, 1995; Muller, 1985), the 

chromospheric network bright points are preferentially present along the boundaries of 

the network cells. In this Chapter, we try to address the following question: What is 

the physical phenomenon that dictates the preferential heating at the chromospheric 

levels, though the sources from below - if assumed to be the G-band bright points -

are distributed all over the disk? To find an answer to this question, we performed 

near-simultaneous obHm'vatioIlH at the G-band and the K line of Ca II at three different 

regions of the solar surface. In t.he following Sections, we describe the details of our 

observations and analyses, and discuss the results in the light of the aforementioned 

question. 

4.2 Observations 

A quiet Sun region, a plage region and the NOAA AR8923 were observed near simul

taneously at the K line of Ca II (). = 3933 A) and at the G-band of OR radical (). = 

4305 A) on 24th, 25th and 26th March 2000 respectively, using the 76 cm Dunn Solar 

Telescope of the Sacramento Peak Observatory (Evans, 1967), Sunspot, New Mexico, 

USA. The selected region of the primary image was collimated using a telecentric lens 
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Series Date Time .6.t(ms) a M Remarks 
(ddmmyy) UT G-band Ca II K G-band Ca II K 

A 24.03.00 15:28:41 50 50 269.383 150 150 QR 
B 24.03.00 15:36:48 50 50 269.278 300 300 QR 
C 25.03.00 14:57:40 70 70 170.527 300 300 RAR 
D 25.03.00 15:12:53 70 70 171.652 300 300 RAR 
E 25.03.00 15:28:17 70 70 172.836 300 300 RAR 
F 25.03.00 15:43:35 70 70 173.973 300 300 RAR 
G 26.03.00 14:42:26 70 50 181.131 300 300 AR8923 
H 26.03.00 15:01:17 70 50 181.584 50 50 ARS923 
J 26.03.00 15:04:08 70 50 181.650 50 50 ARS923 
K 26.03.00 15:06:43 70 50 181.700 50 50 AR8923 
L 26.03.00 15:09:14 70 50 181.765 50 50 ARS923 
M 26.03.00 15:12:00 70 50 181.831 50 50 ARS923 
N 26.03.00 15:14:45 70 50 181.897 50 50 AR8923 
0 26.03.00 15:19:05 70 50 181.997 50 50 ARS923 
P 26.03.00 15:21:42 70 50 182.062 50 50 ARS923 
Q 26.03.00 15:24:14 70 50 182.125 50 50 ARS923 
R 26.03.00 15:26:55 70 50 182.190 50 50 ARS923 
S 26.03.00 15:29:39 70 50 182.256 50 50 ARS923 
T 26.03.00 15:32:25 70 50 182.322 50 50 AR8923 

Table 4.1: Characteristics of observations performed at Sacramento Peak. Observa-

tions were performed at A = 430.5±.5 (G-band) and A = 393.3±.15 (Ca II K) near-

simultaneously. First column represents different series of data recorded. Second and 

third columns represent the date and Universal Time of the observations. .6.t is the 

exposure time. e is the heliocentric position angle of the observed region. M is the 

number of frames recorded per series. Plate scale for G-band data is 0.07396 arc sec 

per pixel and for Ca II K data is 0.09343 arc sec per pixel. QR - Quiet Region, RAR-

Remnant Active Region (Plage Region), AR8923 - NOAA Active Region 8923. 
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of focal length 1500 mm. Another telecentric lens of focal length 1553 mm formed the 

final image, with a plate scale of 3.89 arc sec per mm. A 50/50 cube beam splitter 

was placed in the path of the beam immediately after the image forming lens. A G

band filter with 10 A passband was placed in one beam and a Ca II K filter with 

3 A FWHM was placed in the other. The 16 bit Pixel Vision camera consisting of 512 

by 512 square pixels of size 24 micron was used to record a few sequences of images at 

the K line of Ca II at the rate of one frame per 2.7 s. The 10 bit Thompson camera 

consisting of 640 by 640 square pixels of size 19 micron was used to record a few se

quences of images in the G-band at the rate of one frame per 2.7 s. The field-of-view 

was 47.8354 by 47.8354 arc sec with 0.09343 arc sec per pixel for the images recorded in 

the K line and 47.3371 by 47.3371 arc sec with 0.07396 arc sec per pixel for the images 

recorded in the G-band. The theoretical resolution of the telescope was 0.13 arc sec at 

the K line of Ca II and 0.14 arc sec at the G-band. Table 4.1 indicates finer details of 

the observations. 

4.3 Analysis 

Since the exposure time was more than 20 ms, the recorded G-band bright points were 

smeared in most of the frames. The images were recorded with at the rate of 2.7 s 

per frame. Assuming the value of sound speed as 10 km per second, the life time 

of the features is r--J 10 s. Thus, we could not use more than 3 consecutive frames 

for speckle reconstructions. Moreover, because of poor seeing conditions, the images 

were completely blurred on many occasions. Thus, we could not perform analysis of 

long time sequences. Instead, we selected three consecutive best images using our 

frame selection method (Section 2.7, Page 29) and obtained a speckle reconstruction 

for each region (AR8923, plage and quiet Sun regions). Figures 4.1 and 4.2 represent 

the reconstructed images of a plage region in Ca II K line and G-band respectively. 

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 represent the reconstructed images of a quiet Sun region in Ca II K 
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and G-band respectively. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 represent the reconstructed images of 

the AR8923 in Ca II K and G-band respectively. The images recorded in G-band were 

rotated, re-sampled and shifted (using sushift . pro mentioned in Chapter 3) to match 

the Ca II K images. The required amount of shifts were estimated up to half a pixel 

accuracy by cross-correlating the US Air Force target pattern recorded at Ca II Kline 

and G-band. 

In the absence of continuum images, we adopted the following procedure to extract 

the G-band bright points from the reconstructed images 

• We used a 'blob finding' algorithm (Tomaita, 1990; Berger et al., 1995) to extract 

bright blobs from the reconstructed image 

• We then performed an un-sharp masking to sharpen the edges of the blobs. 

• We then obtained a binary image by setting the intensity values of all the pixels 

above a 'hard' threshold to unity and the rest to zero. We selected the threshold 

using the following criteria: We obtained an histogram of the un-sharp masked 

image and empherically selected a value (1.25 for plage region, 0.4 for quiet Sun 

region, and 0.5 for the AR8923) at the right side of the peak. We found the 

average intensity of of all the pixels having value greater than the selected value 

minus one standard deviation as the threshold value. 

• We then 'opened' (Haralick, Sternberg and Zhuang, 1987) one copy of the binary 

image using dilation and erosion processing with 5 pixel kernel to reduce the large 

residual granulation noise. We subjected another copy of the binary image to a 

median filter to reduce the noise due to isolated peaks (salt and pepper noise). 

• Finally we created a binary bright point map by performing a Boolean 'OR' 

operation of the two copies of the binary images. Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 show 

the binary bright point maps of the plage region, quiet Sun region and the AR8923 

overlaid on· the corresponding G-band images. 
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4.4 Results and Discussion 

In what follows, we present a detailed comparison of the processed image of Ca II 

K and the G-band image for the three different regions. We refer to the features in 

the Figures by their co-ordinates. For example, [0,0] represents lower left corner of the 

image; [45,45] represents upper right corner of the image. A feature covering more than 

a single point in the image is represented by the coordinates of its lower left corner and 

the upper right corner. We use the term GBP to denote G-band bright points. The 

Ca II K images (Figures 4.1, 4.3, and 4.5) printed on tracing sheets, have been placed 

on top of the binary bright point maps overlaid on the corresponding G-band images 

(Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9), to help the readers to clearly see the points mentioned 

below. 

Plage region (Figu and 4.2): 

1. At the outset, we find a striking correlation between the large scale distribution of 

the GBPs and the bright network of the Ca II Kline. 

2. The GBPs seem to be shifted horizontally by 0.5 arc sec with respect to the Ca II K 

network bright points. Since we have aligned the images as accurately as possible, we 

can not attribute this offset ("" 5 pixels) to alignment errors. However, as mentioned in 

Section 4.2, the field-or-view of the G-band images is less than that of Ca II K images 

by 0.5 arc sec. This could perhaps be the reason for the spatial mismatch. At the same 

time, we also find a GBP aligned with an isolated brightening in Ca II K image ([1,3] 

in Ca II K image). This implies that the error due to the difference in the field-of-view 

is distributed throughout the image. 

3. In a majority of the cases, for a brightening in Ca II K image, there is an associated 

GBP. 

4. There are a few brightenings in Ca II K images, for which there are no associated 

GBPs. For example, brightenings in Ca II K images at [9,35], [10,37]' [15,37], [4.5,13; 

6.5,13] do not have associated GBPs that can be clearly identified. 
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Figure 4.1: Image reconstructed from three best frames of a plage region in Ca II K 

line. 
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Figure 4.2: Image l"(~collstructed from t.hree best frames of a plage region III G

band. 
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Figure 4.4: Image ru:onstrudcd from three best frames of a quiet Sun region 

in G-band. 
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Figure 4.5: Image wcollstructcd fronl three best frames of NOAA AR8923 in Ca II K 

line. 
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Figure 4.6: Image reconstructed from three best frames of NOAA AR8923 in G

band. 
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Figure 4.7: G-band binary map of a plage region overlaid on the corresponding recon

structed G-band image. 
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Figure 4.8: G-bancl binary map of a quiet Sun region overlaid on the corresponding 

reconstructed G-band image. 
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Figure 4.9: G-band binary map of the NOAA AR8923 overlaid on the corresponding 

reconstructed G-band image. 
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5. Relatively darker regions in Ca II K images have associated GBPs that are either 

co-spatial or offset by 3-6 pixels. 

Quiet Sun Region (Figures 4.3 and 4.4): 

1. The conspicuous network pattern in the Ca II K image ([7,16; 17.5,27]) has associ

ated GBPs; but these GBPs are spread diffusely (unlike the dense clustering in plage 

region) . 

2. The brightening in the lower right corner of the Ca II K image ([41,3.5; 43,7]) does 

not have an associated GBP; The brightening at [43,32; 45,34] has got a tiny associated 

GBP at its edge; that is, at [45,32] in G-band image. In general, the brightenings on 

the right hand side edge of Ca II K image do not have associated GBPs. 

3. Not all the brightenings in Ca II K image have associated GBPs. 

4. Relatively darker regions of Ca II K image have associated bright points which are 

dearly evident; but in a few cases, this tendency is not clear. 

AR892S (Figures 4.5 and 4.6): 

1. All the brightenings ill Ca. II K image have associated GBPs. The spatial density 

(the number of bright points per square crn) appears to be proportional to the degree 

of hrightenings; that is, the higher the intensity in Ca II K image, the denser the 

distribution of bright. points. 

2. Here again, G BPs otCIll' near the edges of Cn II K brightenings; at a few places 

GBPs are co-spatial with the Ca II K brightenings. 

3. R.elatively da.rk(~r regions of Ca II image have got associated GBPs. 

4. There is an isolated brightening in Ca II K image ([25.5,17.5]) for which there is no 

assotiated GBP. 

In general, we find that the GBPs are densely clustered in the plage region than in 

quiet and the AR8923. However, since our exposure time was large, most of the GBPs 

could have been washed out and this could be one of the reasons for the absence of 

GBPs for some brigbtenings in Ca II K. This also implies that only those GBPs that are 

relatively larger in size and withstood the atmospheric blurring have been identified. 
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Our G-band binary map also contains bright points that are relatively bigger. These 

could be residuals of granulation. It should also be remembered that our bright point 

maps are vulnerable to the threshold value. The relatively higher density of GBPs 

at the locations of brightenings in Ca II K images implies that these GBPs must be 

of magnetic origin (as the Ca II network has been popularly known as poor man's 

magnetogram; Bray and Loughhead, 1974). Thus, there could be two varieties of 

GBPs: those closely associated with the photospheric magnetic field distribution and 

those present every where. Even these intra-network bright points could be associated 

with the intra-network Ca II K bright points (Sivaraman and Livingston, 1982), not 

resolved in the present data. The bright points which are present everywhere are swept 

by the horizontal motions in the supergranulation to the boundaries and hence there is 

clustering. At the same time, GBPs are continuously formed at all locations and hence 

at any given time we get to see the GBPs everywhere. 

4.5 Summary 

We performed speckle observations of a quiet Sun region, a plage region (remnant ac

tive region) and the NOAA AR8923 near-simultaneously at G-band and Ca II K with an 

exposure time of 50-70 ms and a frame rate of one frame per 2.7 seconds. We selected 

three consecutive best images from the sequences of images of the aforementioned re

gions using our frame selection scheme and obtained a reconstruction in each case. We 

obtained a binary map of the GBPs from the reconstructed G-band images using image 

segmentation techniques and then studied the morphology of the Ca II K and GBPs. We 

suggest that perhaps there could be two varieties of the GBPs: those present everywhere 

and those closely associated with the magnetic field distribution in the photosphere; 

the former are swept by supergranular horizontal motions to the boundaries and cause 

heating at the upper layers; continuous formation of GBPs at all locations is responsi

ble for their uniform distribution at any given time. The intra-network GBPs are per

haps associated with the Ca II K2V bright points, not resolved in the present data. 



Chapter 5 

Interferometric Imaging 

5 .1 Introduction 

The formation of an image by an imaging system can be considered as an interfero

metric process. In Young's double slit experiment, a monochromatic light (light from 

a point source) falls on two closely spaced pinholes and the light passing through the 

pinholes forms a fringe pattern (interference pattern) at the region of superposition. 

Fringes get oriented in a direction perpendicular to the line joining the pinholes with a 

spatial frequency proportional to the separation between the pinholes. The fringes can 

be characterised by a quantity known as 'visibility' (Born and Wolf, 1980). As the size 

of the source increases (or when the source is observed with a wide bandwidth), the 

visibility decreases. In the case of astronomical imaging (quasi-monochromatic, inco

herent imaging systems; see Born and Wolf, 1980; Goodman, 1996), the exit pupil of 

the telescope can be regarded as consisting of a large number of fictitious pinholes and 

the observed image intensity distribution can be considered as the resultant of a multi

tude of fringe patterns corresponding to all the possible separations and orientations of 

the pinholes. (Goodman, 1985; Roddier, 1988). In this case, the 'visibility' of a com

ponent fringe pattern is proportional to the complex degree of coherence Mij(d), where 

97 
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the subscripts represent the corresponding pair of pinholes and Idl is the separation 

between them. For a quasi-monochromatic incoherent extended source, ,u( d), which 

describes the correlation of vibrations between two points in space separated by the dis

tance d, is equal to the two dimensional Fourier transform of the intensity distribution 

across the source except for a phase factor and scaling constants. This is known as the 

Van Cittert-Zernike theorem and forms the basis of all high resolution interferometric 

imaging measurements (Born and Wolf, 1980). In Section 5.2, we briefly describe the 

method of extracting the information about the object from the recorded fringes. In 

Section 5.3, we describe the possibility of having two kinds of transfer functions for 

interferometric imaging systems. In Section 5.4, we describe the laboratory simula

tion of an interferometric imaging system. In Section 5.5, we describe the method of 

simulating a specklegram or interferogram. Finally, we simulate fringes that can be 

formed by small scale solar features and compare them with those obtained with real 

observations at KO. 

5.2 Interferometric Imaging using Closure Phase 

Technique 

In the simplest kind of interferometer, known as 'Fizeau's type', the entrance pupil (or 

the re-image pupil plane) of a telescope is covered with a mask containing several holes 

(sub-apertures) and the fringes are recorded at the image plane. Small sub-aperture 

spacings provide information on the low spatial frequency components and large sub

aperture spacings provide information on the high-frequency components. When no 

two baselines (a vector connecting the centers of two sub-apertures) are identical, the 

mask is called Non-Redundant Mask (NRM). While the redundancy improves the signal 

to noise ratio of the system, it could be harmful in the presence of telescope aberrations 

or phase error introduced by the atmosphere as the position of the fringes is different for 
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identical baselines and thus there is reduction in the visibility of the fringes (Goodman, 

1985). 

At the image plane, one gets crossed set of fringes due to different baselines. The 

fringes bear the information about the object. The contrast of the fringe gives the 

fringe amplitude and the position of the fringe with respect to that of a point source 

along the axis of the telescope gives the fringe phase. The amplitudes and phases of the 

fringes are the amplitudes and phases of the complex mutual coherence function which 

in turn is the Fourier transform of the object intensity distribution (Born and Wolf, 

1980). The amplitudes and phases of the fringes are corrupted by the atmosphere. The 

fringes keep moving across the detector and short exposures are necessary to "freeze" 

them. However, the fringe phase can be preserved using a closed set of three baselines. 

If (li is the phase error at the ith element (sub-aperture) of an interferometric array, 

and rPij is the phase produced by the source structure corresponding to the baseline 

connecting the ith and lh elements, then the observed phase is given by 

(5.1) 

When the obs(~rved phases corresponding to the baselines joining three elements 

'i = 1,2,3 are added, W(~ get a conserved quantity called closure phase which is in

dependent of the atmospheric and instrumental phase errors. 

(5.2) 

From the closure phases, component phases can be determined. Using the normalised 

amplitudes and the phases of the fringes the complex mutual coherence function can 

be obtained and then Fourier inverted to get the object intensity distribution. This 

reconstructed image is called "dirty map" of the object in radio astronomy. It is 

'CLEANed' (deconvolved) using a "dirty beam" obtained by observing a point source 

(Hogbom, 1974; Schwarz, 1978; Steer, Dewdney and Ito, 1984; Thompson, Moran, and 

Swenson, 1986; Dwarakanath, Despande and Udaya Shankar, 1990). 
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5.3 Interferometric Imaging Systems with Non-zero 

Transfer Functions 

The maximum resolution obtained in a Fizeau's type interferometer is limited by the 

diameter of the telescope. In another kind of interferometer, known as 'Michelson's 

type interferometer', the light reflected by two movable mirrors mounted on a rigid 

arm falls on the primary mirror of a telescope and is combined at the image plane to 

form fringes. While the frequency of the fringes is a function of the separation between 

the light beams at the primary mirror of the telescope, the visibility of the fringes 

is a function of the separation between the two reflecting mirrors. By varying the 

separation between the mirrors, the Fourier components of the object can be measured 

one by one (assuming that the object intensity distribution does not change during the 

period of observation). 

As the resolution of an imaging system is defined as an integral over the spatial 

frequencies of the ensemble averaged MTF of the system (Section 1.4), it is of interest 

to compare the MTF of an interferometer with an equivalent telescope. The relative 

sizes of the elements of an interferometer with respect to the separation between them 

is an important factor in deciding the performance of an interferometer. With proper 

choice of the size and the inter-element separation, one can arrive at an optimum array 

configuration such that the transfer function of the array does not contain zeros (to be 

distinguished from the zeros in the uv plane when the observed object is completely 

resolved at the corresponding spatial frequency) within the diffraction limit of an equiv

alent monolithic telescope. In such cases, one can extend the bispectrum technique to 

reconstruct images from the fringes (Reinheimer and Weigelt, 1987). The transfer func

tion (equivalent of Korff's function of the monolithic case) can be obtained through 

simulations and deconvolution can be performed using linear deconvolution techniques 

(Gonzalez and Wintz, 1977). On the other hand, when the transfer function of the 



array contains zeros within the diffraction limit of an equivalel1t rnorlOlithie t('l(!s('op!'\ 

one has to use non-linear deconvolution techniques like the Maximum Ellt.ropy ~rrdh()d 

(Nityananda and Narayan, 1982; Narayan and Nityananda, 1986). As Ow lIUlOuut of 

information available is limited in such sparsely filled arrays (that havn :t,(!I'OH ill tlwil' 

transfer function), it can have significant effects on the recorli,tmc:(;ed inmges. How('v('t', 

when the observed field-of-view contains an isolated bright feature (bursts), Hpm'HPly 

~illed arrays may still lead to reliable reconstructions. 

5.4 Laboratory Simulation of Interferometric IInag ... 
. 
lng 

The Experiment: We performed a simple exp(~rinwut ill t.he laborat.ory. Till' hll.,:\ic 

aim of this experiment was to study some a.spects of tJw illt.(~rrerollwt,rk itunging (Of' 

closure phase imaging) technique. Figure 5.1 shows the expm'illwutal S(,1,11p. 'I'll(' 

He-N£> Laser Microscopic 
Objective 
(L 1) Plnhole(PD 

Lens(L2) L.",.(L3) 

Mosl,(MI> 

Figure 5.1: Experimental setup for interferornetrie iumging. 

light from a He-Ne (,\ = 6328 A) laser was spatially filtered using <1, combination of a 

microscopic objective (L1, focal length 53 mm) and a ao micron pillholo ap(~rtllr(~ pI. 

As the size of the central maximum of the diffraction pattern of the ohjediv(! at. tJw 

pinhole aperture was larger than the size of the pinhole, the illumination. at tlw piflhol(~ 

was spatially coherent. A lens L2 of focal length /1= 500 mm collimated tim IH!arn. 
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An aperture of 15 mm diameter(not shown in Figure) was placed just before the lens 

L2. The diffraction at the pinhole pI produced an Airy pattern of size I'V 13 mm at 

the aperture plane of L2. A mask (similar to the one shown in Figure 2.2) containing 

seven identical holes of size 750 micron was kept in the collimated beam closer to a 

third lens L3 of focal length j3=1000 mm. The smallest separation between the holes 

was 2 mm. The third lens focused the interfering beams on to a charge coupled device 

detector (EEV™, P46382) consisting of 385 by 576 pixels of size 22 by 22 micron. For 

the given pixel size, wavelength and j3, the largest possible separation between the 

holes b was 14 mm (that is, b ::::; 14 mm). The Airy diffraction pattern of the lens L2 

was smaller than the size of the pinhole and hence the pinhole acted as an extended 

source. Each pair of holes produced fringes at the detector plane. These fringes were 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.2: (a) Fringes formed at the image plane of an optical interferometric imaging 

system. Twenty one sets of fringes (due to seven holes in a mask) are superimposed on 

each other and are modulated by the diffraction pattern of a single hole in the mask. 

This figure shows the central maximum of the diffraction pattern in the absence of wave

front distortions. (b) Fringes formed at the image plane of an optical interferometric 

imaging system in the presence of wave-front distortions created by introducing a glass 

plate sprayed with silicon oil. Note the shift in the position of the fringes. Fringes 

keep moving across the image plane because of the distortions. The Figures show the 

negative fringes. 
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modulated by the diffraction pattern of the single hole. The fringes corresponding to all 

the pairs were superimposed and an example of the negative of the resulting pattern 

is shown in Figure 5.2 (a). It contains 21 CC2 ) distinct fringe patterns. The dark 

regions correspond to the coherent superposition of the fringes. First, a sequence of 

16 frames were recorded using a DT2861 frame grabber card. Then a thin glass plate 

sprayed with silicon oil was kept rotated close to the lens L3 and another sequence of 

16 distorted fringe patterns were recorded (One example is seen in Figure 5.2 (b)). 

Image Reconstruction from the Fringes: We reeonstructed the image from both 

t.he undistorted and distorted fringe patterns using the following procedure (similar to 

that used by Nakajima ct al., 1989). 

Q,: We estimated the baselines as seen from the image plane in this way: If dx 

and dy are the separations between any two holes in x and y directions, then 

the discrete spatial frequency components of the corresponding fringe pattern 

is (Ms:rd'l;//\/:l, Nsydy//\h), where 1\1 and N are the number of samples in 

the two directions and s:r: and sy are the pixel size in the two directions. If 

the image is shift(~d ill either direction by half the size before and after comput

ing the Fourier tra.nsform so as to make the zero frequency component appear 

at the pixel (1v1/2, N/2), then the spatial frequency components are given by 

(M 8:r d:r/ A h + M/2, N 8ydy/ >.. 13 + N/2). In the power spectrum peaks oc

cur at the corresponding spatial frequencies. In practice, the positions of the 

peaks in the power spectrum will be slightly shifted on either side of the the 

theoretical values. We identified the positions of the peaks through visual in

spection of the average power spectrum of all the sixteen frames. Assuming 

(Xi, 1Ji), i = 0, 1,2, ... ,6 are the positions (co-ordinates) of the holes in the mask 

plane with respect to one of the holes and Pij, (i = 0,1,2, ... ,6 and for each 

i,j = i + 1, i + 2, ... ,6) a.re the positions (co-ordinates) of the peaks in the av

erage power spectrum corresponding to the baselines joining the ith and yth hole 
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in the mask, we formed 21 equations of the form 

dXij = Xi - Xj = (Pij - (M/2)).A fs/(M sx) (5.3) 

where i = 0,1, ... ,5 and for each i, j = i + 1, i + 2, ... ,6, A is the wavelength of 

observation and /3 is the focal length of the lens L3. We solved these equations 

using Singular Value Decomposition method (SVD; see Antia, 1991). From the 

coordinates of the holes, we determined the baselines and by dividing them by 

wavelength, we obtained the spatial frequencies. 

b: Next, we estimated the average power spectrum at the estimated spatial frequen

cies using a 2-D discrete Fourier transform. We assumed that the power at the 

origin of the Fourier plane is approximately equal to the power at the smallest 

spatial frequencies. We normalised the power spectrum by dividing it by its value 

at the origin of the Fourier plane. 

c: We estimated the average closure phases using the following procedure: If a mask 

contains n holes, there will be n(n -1)/2 baselines and (n- 2)(n -1)/2 indepen

dent closure phases (Thompson, Moran and Swenson, 1986). In the presence of 

additive noise, one can consider all the possible closure phases (Nakajima et at., 

1989). If ¢~j is the phase of the Fourier transform of an interferogram correspond

ing to the baseline dij joining the holes i and j, then one can obtain the closure 

phases ¢ijk as 

(5.4) 

As the mask contained 7 holes in our case, we estimated 35 average closure phase 

values. Assuming the phase of the Fourier transform of the object corresponding 

to the shortest baselines in either directions as zero, we estimated the remaining 

Fourier phases from the closure phases using SVD (Antia, 1991) method. 

d: We formed a complex array of numbers by multiplying the square root of the 

normalised average power spectrum and the corresponding estimated Fourier 
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phases and performed an inverse Fourier transform to obtain the reconstructed 

object. 

Figures 5.3 (a) and (b) represent the reconstructed images in the absence and presence 

of the wave-front distortions respectively. 

5.5 Computer Simulations on Interferometric Imag-

We developed software for simulating specklegrams and interferograms. The aim is to 

simulate the fringes that can be obtained while observing small scale solar features that 

ride on a bright background. The procedure for simulating a time series of specklegrams 

or intcrferogra.ms is as follows: First, a large 'phase screen' ¢(x, y), that simulates 

the behaviour of a turbulent layer(s) is generat.ed, eit.her by the classical FFT based 

method (McGlamery, 1976) or by the 'Zernike Polynomials' method (Roddier, 1990). 

A stationary, atmospherically distorted wave-front A(x, y) is then obtained using the 

expression A(:c, '1/) = exp(Jqy(:r:, V))· As~mming Taylor's frozen turbulence hypothesis 

(that is, the turbulenc(~ pa.tt(~rn due to an atmospheric layer blows past the telescope 

aperture faster than allY changes tlwt occur in it), the large wave-front is divided into 

a series of small wave-fronts of appropriate size, the spatial separation between the 

consecutive wave-fronts hning determined by the time interval between them and the 

wind speed. TheIl each wav(~-frollt of the series multiplied by a (complex) pupil function 

(in the case of interferogram, the pupil function resembles an interferometric array). 

'I'he power spectrum of the series of wave-fronts produces a series of specklegrams or 

int.erferograms. 
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Figure 5.3: Contour maps of the images reconstructed from the interference fringes 

using the closure phase technique invented by radio astronomers. (a) Reconstruction 

in the absence of wave-front distortions. (b) Reconstruction in the presence of wave

front distortions. The width of the contour at the half the maximum value is f"..) 30 

micron (12 arc sec) used in the experiment. 
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5.5.1 Generation of Phase Screens 

We followed the classical FFT based method to generate the phase screens. Under 

small peturbations- and near-field-approximations (Roddier, 1981), and assuming von 

Karman spectrum for the fluctuations in the refractive index, an expression for the 

power spectrum (squared modulus of the average Fourier transform) of phase fluctua

tions (resulting from path-length fluctuations) can be obtained as (Noll, 1976; Roddier 

1981) 

(5.5) 

where TO is the Fried's parameter, f is the absolute value of the spatial frequency f (in 

units of 1/length) and La is the outer scale of the turbulence. The exponential term 

containing the inner scale of the turbulence lo, present present in the von Karman 

spectrum, haR a value of the order of unity and hence has been neglected in arriving at 

Equation 5.5. Given the average power spectrum of the phase fluctuations, one of the 

realisations of the phase screen ca,n be obtained by inverse Fourier transforming the 

product of square root of tlw power spectrum and an unit amplitude phasor exp (Jf1), 

where () is a random !lumher distribut(~d uIliformly between -1f and?T. This can be 

proved as follows: If ill! realisation of the phase screen is given by, 

kling the Fourier transform cJ.>llx, f y ), of a large number (i = 1,2, ... N) of 

,.~ .. ~ ... ",,,.8ns of the phasp scrren, we get 

N N 

L <DiU:!;, fy) = L J(W¢o (f)) exp(J()i). (5.7) 
i=l 

The average power spcctrurn is then given by 

(5.8) 

Thus, we obtain the power spectrum that we start with. 
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As any practically realisable phase-screen has to have a limited size (of length 

£ or area £2), an expression for its power spectrum Wdf) can be obtained using 

the following definition (http://www . eso. orgrfdelplan/laos/node5 . html) of the 

phase power spectrum: 

W,i. (f) = lim ( (IWLtf)l2) ) . 
'/'0 L~oo L2 

(5.9) 

This implies that the phase screens are generated in such a way that the mean squared 

power spectrum at any frequency of a large number of phase screens of limited size is 

equal to the theoretical power spectrum at the same frequency. IWL (f)1 2 is the sum of 

the square of the powers in the real and imaginary parts. Assuming that the power 

in the real and imaginary parts are equal, the absolute value of Wdf), according to 

Equation 5.9, is V2 times the square root of the real part (theoretical power spectrum). 

(5.10) 

Thus, two phase screens oflength £ can be obtained in the discrete form from the real 

and imaginary parts of the following Equation: 

[ ( )
-11/12 { 

<Po(i,j) = .../2 x O.0227(L/ro)5/6 F-1 k2 + l2 + (L/Lo)2 exp JO(k, l) (5.11) 

where i, j are indices in the direct space, k, l are the indices in the Fourier space and 

F-l represents inverse Fourier transform. Note that the factor £2 gets cancelled with 

the integrating variable in the Fourier domain having the dimension of 1/£2, leaving 

the phase screen dimensionless. 

The behavior of the phase screen at low frequencies depends on the size of the 

outer scale of the turbulence £0 (Jakobsson, 1996). Its value varies between 10 and 

100 m (Buscher et al., 1995). The size of the phase screen must be greater than 

or equal to the outer scale of the turbulence in order to include major fraction of 

turbulent power in the simulation (Sedmak, 1998). Thus, when outer scale lengths 

of 100 m are considered in the simulation, the generation of phase screens using FFT 

demands intense computations and huge memory resources. This can be reduced by 

adding phase screens corresponding to low frequencies, generated using Discrete Fourier 
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Transform, to the FFT based phase screen (Glindemann, Lane and Dainty, 1993; Lane, 

Glindemann and Dainty, 1992). 
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Figure 5.4: Structure functions estimated for different values of the outer scale of the 

turbulence Lo; The thin curve indicates the theoretical value (Herman and Strugala, 

1990); The thick curve represents the simulated values. 

5.5.2 Validation of the Simulated Phase Screens 

We generated the phase screens using Equation 5.11. As we could generate phase 

screens of size 100 m with a sampling of 2.5 em using powerful memory and computing 

resources, we did not have to add sub-harmonics. We generated phase screens of size 

equal to the outer scale of the turbulence for different values of Lo and roo We esti

mated the phase structure function from the simulated phase screens and compared 
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it with the theoretical phase structure function (Herman and Strugula, 1990). Fig

ure 5.4 represents the simulated and theoretical structure functions. The theoretical 

structure functions were estimated using Mathematica 4.0 software. We also estimated 

the variance of phase over different pupil sizes. Figure 5.5 indicates the normalised 

phase variance over pupils of different sizes. The discrepancy between the theory and 

the simulated curves at low values of d/ro is because of the less number of pixels in the 

corresponding pupils. 
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Figure 5.5: Normalised phase variance over the pupils of different diameters, expressed 

as a function of d/ro for different values of the outer scale of the turbulence La; (a) For 

Kolmogorov's spectrum (Infinite Lo); (b) For von Karman spectrum. The continuous 

curve indicates the theoretical value (Fried, 1965); The dotted curve represents the 

simulated values. 
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5.6 Simulation of Interferometric Imaging of Small 

Scale Solar Features 

In Section 2.2 (Page 24), we described the details of the interferometric imaging ob

servations of small scale solar features using a NRM (Figure 2.2). We recorded fringes 

in the interferometric imaging mode and immediately (rv 17 s later) recorded speckle 

images of the same features (by removing the mask from the collimated beam; Fig

ure 2.1). 

Figure 5.6 represents two sequences of 16 images (interferograms) of a pore region 

These images were recorded immediately (rv 17 s) before recording the speckle images 

of the same region (Figure 3.6). The speckle images were reconstructed using our 

speckle code (Section 3.2.1, Feature 3, Figure 3.7, Page 61). 

The Sun as a whole being an extended source can not produce fringes. However, 

various small scale, bright and low contrast features riding on the bright background 

intensity of the Sun (or small scale bright features present in a locally depressed back

ground such as sunspots and pores) may produce fringes. 

In order to confirm the possibility of recording fringes due to small scale low contrast 

features, and study the nature of the fringes, we simulated interferograms following 

the procedure described in Section 5.5 for the parameters (ro, pupil configuration, 

spatial sampling) of our observations and compared them with those obtained in real 

observations. Our aim was to check whether features like the ones shown in Figure 3.7 

(Page 61) can produce fringes with sufficient contrast. In this Section, we present the 

details of the simulation. 

5.6.1 Effect of Finite Bandwidth on the Visibility of the Fringes 

When an interferometer is used to record the fringes in a narrow bandwidth /:lv, fringes 

due to each monochromatic component get displaced with respect to each other and 

the visibility of the fringes decreases. The fringes disappear completely when the path 

difference (due to the difference in the wavelengths) is sufficiently large. Assuming 
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Figure 5.6: Fringes recorded with the NRM (Figure 2.2, Page 26) during the inter

ferometric imaging observations at KO. Two sequences of 16 interferograms of a pore 

region (2x16=32 interferograms). 
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that the spectral energy distribution of the source is constant within the bandwidth 

va - tlv /2 ~ va ~ va - 6.v /2, it is found (Born and Wolf, 1980) that the visibility is 

attenuated by a factor sinc(7r(v - vo)tlt), where tlt is the coherence time of the light. 

In other words, if >'0 is the mean wavelength, the visibility is attenuated by a factor 

sinc( 7r 6.P / D..l) where D..P is the difference in the path length and tll = >.2/6.>. the 

coherence length. In practice, the standard deviation of the optical path difference for 

a baseline length r is given by O'z = (2.62/27r)>'o(r /ro)5/6 (Roddier, 1981). Assuming 

r "" 36 em, the longest baseline used in our observations, ro = 8 cm, the typical 

value estimated from our observations (Section 2.4.1, Page 29), >'0 = 6520 A and 

0>'= 160 A(Section 2.2, Page 24) we find that the visibility is attenuated by a fac

tor sinc(0.434537) rv 0.9688. Since the loss in visibility is only 3.2%, we assumed 

monochromatic light of wavelength >'0 in our simulations. 

5.6.2 Simulation of Interferograms 

Determination of the size of the phase screen needed for producing speck

legrams: The size M of the phase screen (an array of M by M pixels) required 

for producing specklegrams for a given pupil configuration (either single aperture or 

a mask containing multiple sub apertures) can be determined as follows: If 6.r is 

the sampling in the phase screen, then in the wave-front corresponding to this phase 

screen, the number of pixels for a telescope of diameter D is simply D / tlr. The speck

legram of a point source is obtained as the modulus squared Fourier transform of the 

wave-front multiplied by the pupil function of the telescope. This is equivalent to the 

instantaneous PSF of the combination of the telescope and the atmosphere. Inverse 

Fourier transform of the PSF gives the complex autocorrelation of the pupil function. 

If sx is the sampling in the specklegram (in the image plane), >'0 is the wavelength of 

observation, R is the focal length of the imaging lens, then 

M sx = (1.22AoR/ tlr). 

If 'f} is the number of samples (in the image plane) per diffraction limit, then 

sx = 1.22AoR/TJD. 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 
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re 5.7: Simulated fringes: First column represents the mask configuration; Second 

column represents the corresponding PSF; Third column represents the object (recon

structed from first sequence speckle data); Fourth column represents the simulated 

fringes formed by the object 
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Substituting Equation 5.13 in Equation 5.12, we obtain M!:1r IrJD = 1. As the min

imum value of rJ is 2, the relation implies that for simulating the performance of a 

telescope of diameter D meters, the size of the wave-front (phase screen) must be at 

least twice size of the diameter. Conversely, if M!:1r is the size of the phase screen and 

D is the size of the telescope, then the sampling would be M I:lr I D. 

Sampling in the Phase Screen: In general, one can generate phase screen with 

certain spacing I:lr and select the size of the phase screen for a given telescope of effec

tive diameter D using the relation mentioned earlier. The only constraint is that there 

should be at least two samples within the atmospheric coherence diameter roo However, 

in the present case, our aim was to generate a phase screen with a sampling correspond

ing to the plate scale our image. We used the image of a pore region, reconstructed 

from a sequence 16 specklegrams (Section 3.2.1, Feature 3, Figure 3.7, Page 61) as the 

object intensity distribution. We re-sampled the reconstructed image consisting of 46 

by 46 pixels with a field of view of 4.3 arc sec into 128 by 128 pixels (as it is con

venient to have array sizes integral powers of 2, while performing Fourier transforms) 

using CONGRID routine of IDL software. We assumed that the resulting plate scale to 

be same at the initial plate scale (0.093 arc sec per pixel) the recorded images. This 

corresponded to rJ = 4.8 samples per diffraction limit. Having decided rJ, we estimated 

the required spatial sampling in the phase screen !:1r from Equations 5.12 and 5.13 as 

I:lr = rtDIM = 4.8xO.36/128 = 1.32 cm. 

As the recorded image i(x) of an extended object is the convolution of the PSF 

p(x) and object intensity distribution o(x), the interference fringes due to an extended 

object can be obtained by inverse Fourier transforming the product of the Fourier 

transform of the PSF (P(f)) and that of the object (O(f)), that is, 

i(x) = P-l{P(f) ·O(f)}. (5.14) 

Thus, we generated a phase screen of 4096 by 4096 pixels, with a sampling of 1.32 

cm per pixel, an outer scale length of the turbulence of rv 54 m (4096xO.013) and 

ro = 10 cm. We assumed a wind speed of 2 m/s and a frame rate of 20 frames per 
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Figure 5.8: Simulated fringes: First column represents the mask configuration; Sec

ond column represents the corresponding PSF; Third column represents the object 

(reconstructed from first sequence speckle data shifted here, close to the center of the 

field-of-view.) Fourth column represents the simulated fringes formed by the object 
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second. We obtained a sequence of phase screens of size 128 by 128 pixels from the 

bigger screen, by shifting the origin by 4 pixels in each step. We then generated the 

corresponding wave-fronts, multiplied them by the NRM (Figure 2.2), and obtained 

fringes. Finally, we obtained the fringes due the solar features using Equation 5.14. 

Discussion: Figures 5.7 - 5.9 represent the fringes simulated by the procedure de

scribed above. It should be remembered that the plate scale is not the same as used in 

the actual observations at KO. As we had extracted a portion of the observed spcck

legrams and reconstructed them using our speckle code, the effective field of view was 

reduced to half the original size (4.3 arc sec square as against the circular field of view 

of 8.25 arc sec used in the actual experiment). Nevertheless, the aim here is to see 

whether we can get some fringes due to such low contrast features riding 011 a bright 

background and we find that fringes could indeed be formed by such features. It implies 

that interferometry is still a viable tool for high resolution imaging of extended sources, 

at least when the observed field-of-view contains isolated bright features; that is, when 

there is minimum "source confusion" (Thompson, Moran and Swenson, 1980). In prac

tice, regions of interest (for example, NPBs) can be identified using a relatively small 

telescope and then used for interferometric imaging in a sufficiently narrow bandwidth; 

the field of view can be restricted to about an arc sec centered at the isolated region 

to avoid the problem of "source confusion". It should be noted that several authors 

(Harvey, 1972; Zirker, 1987, 1989; Dame, L., Matric, M., and Porteneuve, 1994; von 

der Luhe, 1989) have explored the possibility of imaging small scale solar features with 

interferometers through numerical simulations and real observations. 

5.7 Summary 

In this Chapter, we first briefly described the basic principle of interferometric imaging 

and the method of extracting the information about an object from its fringes. Then we 

described the possibility of having two kinds interferometric imaging systems, namely, 

the ones having non-zero transfer function up to the diffraction limit of an equivalent 
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Figure 5.9: Simulated fringes: First column represents the mask configuration; Second 

column represents the corresponding PSF; Third column represents the object (recon

structed from second sequence of speckle data); Fourth column represents the simulated 

fringes formed by the object 
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monolithic telescope and the other having zeros in the transfer function. We pre

sented the details of a simple laboratory experiment on the interferometric imaging. 

We recorded fringes due to a extended source with a NRM reconstructed the image 

from the distorted fringes using the 'closure phase' technique. We had used a similar 

mask in our interferometric imaging observations at KO and recorded the fringes. In 

order to confirm the possibility of recording fringes due to small scale features riding 

on a bright background or in a locally depressed background, we performed computer 

simulations. We described the procedure that we adopted for method of obtaining a 

sequence of phase screens. and validated it by (a) comparing the theoretical and simu

lated structure functions and (b) comparing the normalised phase variance over pupils 

of different sizes in the phase screen with that obtained theoretically by Fried (1965). 

Finally, we simulated interferograms using the speckle reconstructed image as object 

intensity distributions, for typical conditions that prevailed during our observations. 

and compared them with those recorded in our interferometric imaging observations at 

KO. We found that small scale solar features can indeed produce fringes of the nature 

that was actually observed. Thus we conclude that interferometric imaging can be 

probably used for finding the sub-structure/morphology of isolated bright point-like 

sources. 



Chapter 6 

Summary and Future Directions 

In this Chapter, we first present the chapter-wise summary of the thesis work and 

highlight the main results. The major outcome of this thesis work has been the devel

opment of the software (speckle code) required for processing speckle images,. that in 

principle can be extended to reconstruct images obtained from an array of telescopes. 

We critically assess the advantages of our speckle code, compare it with the other ex

isting codes to the extent possible and comment on its limitations. Then we briefly 

describe our future plans. 

6.1 Present Work 

In the first Chapter, we highlighted the fact that the phase of the Fourier transform 

of an object bears the information on the positional or structural details of the object 

with an example. We also explained how the earth's turbulent atmosphere corrupts 

the phases of the Fourier transform of the object and thereby reduces the resolution of 

a ground based telescope to about an arc second. 

In the second Chapter, we presented the details of the speckle imaging observations 

performed at KO, UPSO and USO. We also presented the methods of the pre-processing 

of the speckle data. We explored the possibility of estimating Fried's parameter using 

120 
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three different methods, namely, from the fluctuations in the angle of arrival of the 

light, by the power spectrum equalisation method and by the spectral ratio method. 

While estimating TO from the angle of arrival fluctuations, we found that high spatial 

frequency components of the image contribute mOTe to the image motion than the low 

frequency components. We enumerated the limitations of these and a few more methods 

of estimating roo We identified the spectral ratio method as the best method for the 

speckle data analysis. The average value of ro at usa and UPSO was "-' 3 cm during 

our observations. A small variation of TO over a large field-of-view implied that most 

of the degradation was close to the ground. At KO, values of ro ranging from 6-10 cm 

were estimated during our observations. 

In the third Chapter, we presented the details of our speckle code and validated it 

with an example. We observed small scale brightenings inside pores in our observations 

at KG and achieved 0.43 arc sec resolution, which is the diffraction limit o/the telescope 

at 6.520 A. This has been possible only because oj the short exposure nature oj the speckle 

observations. We reconstructed two sub-flare regions of the NOAA AR889S from the 

speckle data obtained at USO. We found the presence of chromospheric umbral dots 

inside a sunspot region. We also found the breaking-up of a filament. We could observe 

such events even with moderate seeing conditions only because oj the speckle technique. 

Regular use of the speckle technique will enable us to collect more details about such 

events. 

In the Fourth Chapter, we presented the details of our speckle data obtained from 

NSO jSP. We obtained near-simultaneous filtergrams of a quiet Sun region, a plage 

region and the NOAA AR8923 in the G-band and the K line of Ca II. As the seeing 

conditions were poor, we selected three best images from the sequences of images of 

the aforementioned regions and obtained a reconstruction in each case. In addition 

to the usual speckle technique, we also used image segmentation techniques to extract 

the GBPs. Our aim was to see whether this data can offer a clue on the mechanism 

that leads to the preferential heating at the chromospheric level (network boundaries) 

while the source, if assumed to be the GBPs, is distributed everywhere. We studied the 

morphology of the G-band and Ca II K bright points in the aforementioned regions. 
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We suggest that perhaps there could be two classes of the GBPs namely, those present 

everywhere and those closely associated with the magnetic field distribution. The GBPs 

that are present everywhere are swept by the supergranular horizontal motions to the 

network boundaries and cause heating at the chromospheric levels. At the same time, 

continuous formation of the GBPs at all locations makes them observable everywhere 

at any given time. The intra-network GBPs are perhaps associated with the K2V bright 

points (Sivaraman and Livingston, 1982). However, the latter are not resolved in our 

data. 

In the fifth Chapter, we presented the basic principle of interferometric imaging 

technique. We mentioned that with proper choice of the relative size and separation 

between the elements of an interferometer, an optimum array configuration with a non

zero transfer function can be achieved and the 'bispectrum' technique can be extended 

to reconstruct the images. Then we presented the details of a laboratory experiment, 

performed to understand the processing methods of the 'closure phase imaging' tech

nique. We performed interferometric imaging (closure phase imaging) observations at 

KG using a NRM at the re-imaged pupil plane and recorded fringes. In order to confirm 

the possibility of recording fringes produced by small, bright, low contrast features that 

ride on a bright background or a locally depressed background, we performed computer 

simulations. We developed a computer code for simulating phase screens and gener

ated specklegrams and interferograms using them. We simulated interferograms using 

the image reconstructed from our speckle data as input object intensity distribution 

and found that fringes could indeed be formed by the low contrast small scale features. 

While the 'closure phase imaging' (even with zeros in the corresponding transfer func-· 

tion) can be useful for resolving isolated bright features, the 'bispectrum technique' 

(with non-zero transfer function) can be extended for reconstructing images obtained 

by combining several telescopes. 
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6.2 Comments on the Speckle Code 

In our speckle code, we estimate the Fourier amplitudes using Labeyrie's (1970) speckle 

interferometry technique and the Fourier phases using the 'bispectrum' or 'speckle 

masking' (Weigelt, 1977; Lohmann, Weigelt and Wirnitzer, 1983) technique. We have 

incorporated all relevant procedures developed by several others for enhancing the qual

ity of the reconstructions. For example, we use noise filters developed by Pehlemann 

and von der Luhe (1989) and de Boer (1996) for phase estimation, the noise filter devel

oped by Von der Luhe (1993) for the amplitude estimation. In the absence of suitable 

flat field-images for estimating noise filter, we use the optimum filter (Press et al.,1993) 

or the Wiener filter (Gonzalez and Wintz, 1977). We use the 'optimum apodisation 

window' developed by Keller (1999) to apodise the sub-images to decrease the effect 

of the usual 'cosine bell function' on the phase of the estimated bispectrum. We use 

the real time frame selection scheme developed by Scharmer (2000) for selecting the 

best frames. When the field-of-view is larger than the typical size of the isoplanatic 

patch ('" 5 arc sec), we 'de-stretch' the images using the code developed by scientific 

staff of NSOjSP. We reconstruct the image as a mosaic of several sub-images following 

the procedure described by Von der Luhe (1993). Our speckle code takes about 10 

minutes to reconstruct an image from a series of 90 images of size 128 by 128 pixels 

and requires a RAM size of'" 100 MB. 

Our speckle reconstructed images show enhancement in the contrast. We are able 

to obtain (good' reconstructions even with a few selected best frames. This is partly 

because of the frame selection and also because of the the increase in the signal-to

noise of the reconstructions due to high redundancy in the Fourier phase estimation. 

(Pehlemann and von der Luhe, 1989). As the diameter of a telescope increases, the life 

time of the smaller scale features that can be theoretically resolved becomes shorter 

and only a few frames can be combined to get a reconstruction (von der Liihe and 

Zirker, 1988). Thus the ability to reconstruct an image from a few frames is essential 

while observing with large telescopes and our speckle code meets that requirement. It is 

known (Pehlemann and von der Luhe, 1989; Reinheimer and Weigelt, 1987) that the 
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'bispectrum' technique can be used to reconstruct speckle interferograms obtained with 

coherent, non-redundant or redundant optical arrays. Thus, our speckle code can be 

used to reconstruct images obtained from an array of telescopes. It is also known (von 

der Luhe and Pehlemann, 1988) that the bispectrum technique is less sensitive to the 

anisoplanatic effects. In all these aspects, our speckle code is superior to those those 

which use Knox-Thompson algorithm (Knox and Thompson, 1974) or its extension 

(Keller, 1999). 

The major difference between our speckle code and that developed by Von der Luhe 

(1993) is the method of estimation of the Fourier phase of the object. He uses the 

Knox-Thompson algorithm for estimating the phase, whereas we use the 'bispectrum' 

technique. Pehlemann and von der Luhe (1989) have developed a speckle masking 

phase reconstruction algorithm called the 'Octagon Method' using the symmetry prop

erties of the bispectrum. They sequentially access the elements of the 4-D array of 

bispectrum values. However, in our speckle code, we store the 4-D bispectrum val

ues in a 1-D array and access the elements in a sequential froID, keeping track of the 

component phases. Though the memory required is independent of the dimensionality 

of the array (l-D or 4-D), the time required to access an element in a 1-D array is 

much smaller than that in a 4-D array. In this aspect, our speckle code is expected to 

be faster than that developed by Pehlemann and von der Luhe (1989). We estimate 

all the possible bispectrum values and do not truncate it as mentioned by Pehlemann 

and von der Luhe (1989). While recovering the Fourier phases of the object from the 

bispectrum phases, we consider all possible paths to a given spatial frequency point 

from the origin and estimate a large number of Fourier phases (unit amplitude phasors) 

for that point and use the phase consistency filter to give less weight to those phasors 

that significantly differ from their counterparts (Pehlemann and von der Luhe, 1989; 

de Boer, 1996). We do not know the technical details of the speckle code developed 

by de Boer and used by Denker (1998) and hence can not compare with our code. 

However, we found that they also use the bispectrum technique. 

Our speckle code enforces time and memory constraints when a large number of 

images of size 512 by 512 are analysed. 
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One of the major factors that delays our speckle reconstruction procedure is the 

determination of ro for all the segments (sub-images) of an image. We estimate ro using 

the spectral ratio method (von der Luhe) 1984). This method involves the estimation 

of the theoretical STF (Korff, 1973). Evaluation of this function becomes highly time 

consuming for large array sizes. von der Luhe estimates the theoretical STF for different 

values of D / ro, stores them in a separate library of and uses it (if required, does 

interpolation in the frequency domain) for further analysis. However, as of now we 

estimate the theoretical STF for every set of data (for various values of D / ro and the 

frequency sampling defined by the array size). Moreover, the estimation of ro often 

needs visual inspection of the observed and the theoretical spectral ratios, which again 

is highly time consuming. 

6.3 Future Directions 

The following is the brief description of our future plans. 

• Parallelising the Speckle Code: The first improvement that we would like to 

achieve is the paralleIisation of the speckle code. At present, we obtain the 

speckle reconstruction as a mosaic reconstructions of a large number of overlap

ping segments. These segments are processed independently in a sequential form. 

In order to increase the speed further, we plan to parallelise our code. This would 

be much useful when we acquire a large amount of data. We have identified a 

few areas in which our speckle code, where the algorithm presently used can be 

improved. We plan to implement these changes while paralIelising the code . 

• Hardware Implementation oj the Speckle code: We plan to implement the speckle 

image reconstruction procedure through hardware. This will enable us to obtain 

a reconstruction very quickly. We plan to select a few best frames using the frame 

selection algorithm (Scharmer) 2000) and use Digital Signal Processing chips for 

performing real time Fourier transforms. We plan to implement the de-stretching 

and the speckle code through hardware. This would be our long term goal. 
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• Speckle Imaging of With Existing Solar Telescopes: Our speckle code has been 

optimised to reconstruct solar images. Several authors (Stachnik et at., 1977; 

Stachnik, Nisenson and Noyes, 1983; de Boer and Kneer, 1992; de Boer, Kneer 

and Nesis, 1992; von der Liihe, 1994) have performed speckle imaging of small 

scale solar features with broad bandwidth. Keller and von der Liihe (1992) 

adopted a differential speckle imaging method to provide new insight into the 

small scale solar magnetic features. We would like to combine speckle and po

larimetric observations (Sankarasubramanian, 2000) in sufficiently narrow band 

with the existing solar telescopes on a regular basis. 

• Extension of Bispectrum Technique: We have developed a computer code to sim

ulate phase screens and generate specklegrams or interferograms from them. We 

plan to perform more realistic simulation on the interferometric imaging tech

nique. We plan simulate fringes (speckle interferograms) that could be formed 

by small scale solar features and reconstruct the images using our speckle code 

with suitable modifications (for amplitude calibration). 



Appendix: A 

Computer Programs in IDL and FORTRAN 

In this appendix, we present a few sample programs written in IDL and FOR

TRAN 77. The IDL function (user defined) Lccorra.pro is for registering two images. 

It estimates the required shift to align the images. The function sushift.pro is for shifit

ing an image with an accuracy of fraction of a pixel by introducing the required shifts 

in the phase of the Fourier transform of the object. The program 1dbpm.pro is just 

to demonstrate the phase reconstruction procedure for 1-D objects. This is follwoed 

by a FORTRAN program that estimates Korff's function for various values of D /ro. 

Finally, the speckle code is presented. The inputs files have to be in FITS format. To 

read/write FITS images, a software package called FITSIO was used. The latest version 

of the FITSIO source code, documentation and example programs are all available on 

the World-Wide Web at the following URL: http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov.fitsio. The 

programs are presented in a two-column page style in the same order as they have 

been described above. 
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FUNCTION t.CCQrZOIl, illlS'l.img2,PIUJiT-pri.D.t 

f.ccort' IN4"EI 
.PURPOSE.; 
; 

Parton .. ero.1I eon-alatiO_ .atch 01:1 't9Q lMI .... u.-ing 'Quier trUlAlfol:'1II 

.SAMPLE CALLING SEQUENCE I 
, 1' •• u1.t • t.ccarr(ias1,iIll2) int .. :t:lall&ll,. .,.It wOIl&'ly (shiltt) 
; INPUTS I :lag1: 2-D ill ... 

I 
t.&21 2-D iaage 

; OUTPUTS; 
I 
il'l.lTU1\NS: abUtt: fltard:;!). ahittt(D) • JI-all.:l.tt :l.n phd_ PlOK illlgl to illg:!. 

Ihi:t'tt(1) • ,.-Illift ill pixell FBOM ilDgl to US::!. 
IlLifft(2) • pulr. ero .. corr.1.a.tion co-anid_t. 

I 
ilUBTDRYI 
I 

\I:dt'ua by R. Sridharaa : lIodU'ied. to the pra.de to:'Il on 25 [lc'!: 2000. 
Alpr.i:tlL;l1l va alreaci7 vrict ... :UL • p:ro,p-u callld 

laxcept;_:z 
~ •• yeti·.Cl) 

.:a~ •• :La. Cillg1) 

... 2 .. a1 •• C:tIll,s2) 

tc:'t.pro, cro ••• clllclc.pro. all :tOt .... plU'Jlo •• 10lIl_1::1._ in Je 2000. 

if 811:1(0) ... :2 or 11:&2(0) 'MI 2 that. hsh-
1II ••• llga. 'l...:el .Ufot b. :ii-d.' 
RETUR.H. -1 .... 

i.f' n:1(1) :a. ••• 2(1) Clr Iz1(2) ... 12:2(2) then bagfll 
•••• ac •• 'I-a.a • .at be lit 1d.entlc~ clilD.euio.ll' 
RETURN. ~1 .... 

IUC - •• 1 (1) 
D:y- •• l(::U 

1 •• 1 - 1 .. 1 
1 .. 2·1'-S2 
i •• t .. i •• lICllo1:&lU •• l)/n.,eletUlI.ta(i_1) 
1 ... 2 • :L .... :l/(tota.1Cill&a2)/ ... eluutaC:laa2») 

• 1 • _ri1:(i •• l.1.klc" val) 
bul - (iaa1-d) 

_2 ... '1'it(:l .... 2.1.k:x .. va1.) 
1 •• :1 • (:I,lII.a2-.2) 

ti.Ja .. t ... hitt(f'ttC.b.:LftCiP.1,RX/2..n,.l2) ,-1,Guble-S) ,u./2.ny/2) 
p:Lad .. "dtalC.b.C:t:llllaU-.be(tu.al)) 

f .i •• :2 .. _,hitt(f'f'1: Cllhif't (illla2.RX/2,'a'fI'J.) ,-l,double-S) ,=I2 •• ,/liI) 
p1 •• 2 - 'totalCab.Cfi.a2)_.tt.(tiJr..:iI» 

cc:1 .. f:l, .. al-crtJIJ (f:Lllla:Z)/.cp't«(p:LlI&l"l'U.~» 
cc .. _bitt C'ttt (abUt Cccl,ul2,ay/21,1,claubll-31,m/2,a,./2) 
cd - 'fl ... t(cc) 
IIlX - Mu(cc •• ". .. l) 
lu: .. ,.val. Nod J1X 
II.r ... .,.l/lI.x 

llllallft - 11tarr(31 

1 f' ,.x no 1. thea. besin 

1f (Jr,l'.kc 11.11 0) 1Utd. (ler It "y-1) IIJld. (kc: It nz-L) ebon besla 
dr • /Illt-2-ccCkc-l.Jr:r)-cc:Ckc:d.iI:;r) 
CIII _ (kc-O.5)+CIIIX-CC(!r:c"1,kr»/dr 
dr - mx.2-cc(kc.k ..... l)-cc{kc.IU'+1) 
Z'III - (kr-O.fi)+(nuc-cc(kc,kr-1»/dr 

.lIodlf _la. ~es:iD. 

c •• ke 
I'M - kzo 

andelae 

.bUtt(Q) • cnr.-nx/2 

.bitft(l) - rna.-ny/2 

c: ... kc 

"" .... r 

aht'ftt.(O} .. c:.-ux/::Z 
_hltr't(1) .. rm-ny/2 

_ndelae 

it k.7word~.et(prlut) thd b.,1n 
pr1nt, ·.h1t'ta (pixell)l ',ahUft 
pr1nt., 'RUIlt1111e ... ,.yatillle(1)-t, ' .econU' 

f\UTURN, ah11'ft 
.ND 
I -- ~--£ND 0"1 era"'. CorrellltiCIII. Pr.p'''-----

FUNCTION .ullhitt. 11118, aittx •• it't1 

) NAME: 

I 
jPUI\POSEI Shifting II.D. iug. by fraction at II. pbel 

: SA"PL.f!: CALLING SEQUENCE: 
: re_ul t .. auabitt (iJII,g.alft:l.a1fty) in.twtioDlI.ll,. .pelt vl'ODgly (alh:.dfty) 
: IN'PlTTS: lag: 'l-D illlqe 
• .1'ttx: de.ired abUt in J: dil'tlc;rti"u. 

I 
I 
jOIJ"I'PUTS: 

~RET11RNS: 

;UISTOR.'f: 

a1tt)': deaired lIlIitt io y d.1r1cti"n 

imgi : IIbl'!'ttlcl aase 

illlSll 2-D illlAge. 

Wr;l.tten by S. Srldharu I got the idl." frOll1 Dr. R. Sr1l1:anth. IIA. 

AppendixA 

t .. lIyat:Lmeell 

IZ.II1:r;e(:Lmg) 
tilllS .. abitt(tftClhitt(iJIg, n(l)/2.lz(~)/'J) ,-l,dcluble-3) ,lz(1)/2,a~C2)/2) 
filllll .. cico"Pl.xarr(.z(1) ,_aC2}) 
tOl' i - O,lz(I)-1 40 beg:i.D 

tor j - O,.z(2)-1 dQ belin 
tiIQS1(1,j) • fiJq;Ci,j)'exp(ca.plax(0.1)'C2"pi •• 

( ((1-(1Z(1l/2.»*(-.i:l:tJ:»)/az(1)1'(ej-CazC2)f2.».(-.Uty»)/n(2) ) » 
m:ulfor 

... fo. 
bg2 - float (ahitt (:1'tt(lh11t CtiBg1, .zU) /2.n(2)/2) , l,double-3) ,121(1)/2, Iz(2) /liI» 
REnIRN,iIIIgliI 
Em> 
j---·-END of SUpenhittar Pl'osrUl -----

jTbia prolraJI ill a dlllOll.ltr."til\O porp-aa 
,it IhoWI tbat tripltl correlation 0:1' a t-D irlage :1.1 a 2-D tWlction 
jYouiu 'trenl'forlll. of thia 2-D triple ~o1"2'datioa procluclil 2-D bilpectrua 

oa....r'r0J'.2 
•• 128.0 j initiaU •• array dze 
11·128.0 

at • 1'ltU:Z(III) I ild.tiBliu array tor 1-0 object 
teD - flterrClII,nll :i.ni'dalille array tar trlple corral_Uon 

.. 1Ce2:S!) - 100.] object b:ttao.aity dbtrlbutiOl1 • 
a1C46:S0) .. 70. 
1.1(28:30) • 50, 
.1{18:80) • 60, 

fal • Illhift(ft1:(lIhiftCa1,lII/liI),·1,doubll-3),1II/2)l F'auriar nua'fol'lll 
up •• bsC:1'al} •• baCfaO j paliler .pectl'\lll 

I 'follC'iilll loop elt1matelll thl tripla correll.ticm, 
for i • 0,11-1 da belill. 

'for j - D,A-l do besin 
.. 2 - shift ( .. 1.1) j ehift thtl object by i pixeh to the right . 
&3. Ihift(al,i+j) j Ibitt the obje;t by i+j pi:r.ell to tile ript 
1'01' Ie - 0,.·1 do besin 
tcn(l,jl • tCJl,(:I.,j}+ .. 1(k) ... 2Ck)"aa(k) I tS'ipl.e correl.tio», 

tI=tor 
eadt'ar 

elultor 

teal. Ihih(tcn,64,S4) j ahitt it aD thAt ceDtex beC:OIUII tbe oriS1D. 
; eat1aap biapeett'U by 'lIar!.r truatCl1'llliq the. triple cornh.tiau 
bpll • ablftCfft(ahUt(tCD.1,64,fl4) ,-l,cIoubll-a) ,64,64) 

plot.al, :utyle-t.Yl'lUI.le - [-10,UO]. pIIe-CO.l,O.6I5,O.5,0.!lJ ,yatyt.-1,1l1.orlll.l, • 
t1t11_>IEi(l.) ObjlCt' .cb.anb:.-l.Sl,baelcground-2SEi 
jtvhbt, (tll».l) ,481-./2, a83-n/2 
tvael, CeJ.ogl0CtCQl :»2» ,4Bl-1112,383-n/2 
xyoutl,370,4BO-l0,'II5Cb) Triple COXTela.tion',/devlc:a,c:hl.rdlle-:I 
lX7outa,100,480-1I5,'ISC.) Obje.ct' ./dtlviCI,charlliile-1.S 

I't:vhiat. tab.(b~» ,192"1D/2+290,141-n/2 
~v.cl,a.l.ollOC(a.be{bplI») "500) ,192-11/2+:190 ,141-n/2 
xyout •• 370,lBO+50,' ISCc) BllpectrUII' ,/cllvice,cb.arlli:U_liI 

lli.lltiaa1:e tl!,,, biapa'ltl'1IIII t:r:OIl objact FaUZ'itll' trUidorra, i.tI 11'0111 tal. 
bilpl- dcaraplaxa:rr(1024) 
b1l])ID1 .. clc;aplex,I.Z':r:'{ID..n) 

k - 0.0 
tor c1 -111/2-2,0,-1 do beg:Ln 

Cllt _ {ci-II/2+Cci·th:(ci/liI).21)/2+1I!2 
tor 11 • 1a/2,cnt,-1 do blgia 
bi,pllt (il. d+ .. /2-it) '"' bhp.l (11, ci+m/'l-il) .. fll.l (:l.t) "fll\l ('li"'mJ2-i I) "C:OI:IJ (tal (d)) 
;billlpra.Ck). biaplll(lt}+ta1{i1).t&1(Ci~2-it).cllll.j(falCci) 
11:.10:1&(11:1'1) 

l.Ddtor 
IIIIdtal' 

iE.tiJr.at.1I phull frau eb. .. b.illP~ctrull 
tor 1 • O,ID-l do bq;bI. 
fer j - a,n-I do blgin 
it bilp.1(i,j) ne 0.0 thea biBprll1(i,jJ - bilJllll1(1,j)/abl{bilplll1(l,jll 
III!d.tOI' 
_Adtol' 
_phalle • cample.n.rt(m) 
ephaaa(III/2) • comphxU,a) 
aphllae(III/2·1) - eGllplU:(I,O) :tll Cru/':ot·I)/ .. bl(fal (la/liI-I}) 
epblllltlCIl/~+ 1). COllpllx (1, 0) I tal (1I/2tl )/aba (tl,l (111/2+0) 

k"O.C 
tarc:t-1lI2-2,O,-lcl.obtlgi.a 
=t • (c1-1II/2+Cc1-fb(dr.l).2»!201111/2 

tor 11 • JJl/2,cat,-1 do bogin 
.phaBaed) - IIphlIatI (ci) ... epba.IU1) -epha .. (c1'1t11!2-l,1)ocolI.j (bilJlllll(il.e1+./2·il» 

j IIphll.le (ei) - epbue (l:i)+ephllleCiU_ephue(ciTIII/2_11).colI.j (biapmClr» 
k - loq(k.1'l) 

1nd.:1'or 
it abe(eph.lle(e1» ):11 0.0 than tlph .... aed) _ IIIph •• eC~1}/lI.b.(.pbul(c:l) 

mdto:r 
IU.' harrllitiaa. eYJIIIIlltl'Y tD :Unci phalltl ill.. the upper halt ot tbll F ... urhr plane 
for i .111/'2+1,111-1 do ephue(i) • cDnj(tlphua(lD.-i» 

imag - Ilbift{ftt(ah1ft(r.inI,lI/liI) ,l,doubh-a) ,111/2) 
iplot ,1JU.(, xltyll-t, po •• (O .liS ,0 .OB ,0. !l5,O. 48] ,/II.Q:r:"IIIill,/l1Oer •• e ,y.ty1l-1 
plot,i.ag, xat,.le"l, Jl'mlItI - [-10.110l, po.-[O. t ,O.06,O.5,C.431,/nol'llal'/uoel'ue,y.tylp1,' 
lineatyl.-3. ti t1&·· (d) Re~Ol1IItruetld obj.ct', clla.rliz ... l. 5 
1.ll:1DUtl.80,225, '115(0 RICCIII.lltruCtf/ld.' ./devic.,charaize. 1.5 
j:r.yout •• lIEi,205, '15 abject' .Idevica,char.tze-l,5 
aplot,at;, :ntyle-l, pa.-(0.l,O.5S,O.S,O.9S1 

Uq; • tvrd.O 
let_plat,'pa' 
ctevice,fil_e-'c(lvp8·PI' 
tvacl,255-1ir1g 
d.tlvh;e,/cl0.' . .. 
l·-·--END ot Pba.1II reeonatructioll. valid_tlaD (I-D) progrlUll-----
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The til"'8 in grlUlllleB directory are tor Naiuitll.l imagos. 
Prcgt'/llII to 88tilllate th80ritical 1l1t1 

integer lII,n 
parIllli8ter(m_16,u"16,pi .. 3. 14159266358979324dO) 
paraJllBter(IlUIII .. aO) 

real ttimeC2',tinel,alpha 
double preci610n U:t(III) , vf(n) ,d(m,n) ,lIfn(m,n) ,1I1,2,IIX,lIy,d1 
double pr"lOi.o!ion theta(m,nl,ethata(m,n) ,at)Ulta(m,n) ,dX,dy 
double preciaion lI,(m,n) ,thfltac(llI,n). '10(111, III ,1I(m,n) 
double precisiOI1 blll(m,I1),bdl(m,n),da.l(m,n),q(m,n) 
double prllcbion tau2(IIl,n) ,1I8111111(III,n) ,tlllm(m,n),lewn(m,n) 
double prec;i8iun deltav(m,n),rOO(num) 
double precision dllltalrx(lII) ,deltAVyCn) ,y(m,n) 
doubls preeillion all,&II,asa,ql:,qya,qyb,qyc,qyd,qy 
doubla precision bdXl,hdyl,bllXl,bayl 
character tllu2nllllle(nUln) "SO. Beoml1ame(nuru) _eo 
'*arll.cter l.eIln1llll8(UUIJI).SO 

ax .. l1eo-ll~108/12a. 

ay" 1311-6"9:;1/128. 
wl-055311-10 
dl-O.136 
Z",5.04 
dX .. 1.2~*\oIIo:z/(III'lx) 

dy .. 1,2~.\oIl.z/Cn.sy) 

Q.tCm/2u) '" 0,0 
vt(n/:2;-t)-O,O 

do 1 .. 1tl/:2"1'2,1II 
ut(i) .. ut(i~l)+Cdx/wl) 

acddo 

do j .. 11/<I"I'2,n 
vt(j) .. vt'(j~ll+(dy/l.rl) 

enddQ 

doi'"IlI/<I.l,-l 
ut(i) .. u1'(t+l) -CdJr./~l) 

enddo 

do j ... :11./';.,1,-1 
vt(j) .. vt(j+l)-(dY{IIl) 

IInddo 

dot-l,ra 
do j .. 1,n 
a:tCi,jJ .. dsqrt(ut(i)"ut(i)+vtCj).vt(j)) 
stnU.j) .. dCi,j)"lIl/d,l 
ddtav(l..j) .. dCid) .. wl 
y(1.j) .. dllltav(t,j){Cd,l) 

onddo 
~nddO 

do i. .. 1,111 
de1tavx(l) .. ut(i).wl 

anndo 

do j to 1.11 
deltavyO) to vt(j).111 

tllld(!o 

openC22,tilo-'tllu2nue') 
read{22,3:2) (hu:mllllla(i) ,i .. 1,nUll1) 
clau(22) 

open(24,tile'"'aemnllJlle') 
raa.d(24,32)(88mJ:1~e(i),i" 1,l1UIIIJ 
c:loa~(:24) 

open(2S,tU .. "'lamJllUllc'l 
rea.clC25 ,32) (lellUl.iUae(i),i .. l,nwa) 
dose(:2S) 

rOO(1) .. 2.0 
do Itlr. .. <I,num 
~OO(klr.) .. ~OO(kk.-I)+O.l 

eoI:\ddo 

:tarm.t(a80) 

d.o loop" 1,nUIII 
d.o i .. I,m 
doj'" I,D 
taQ.2U,j)" O. 
a"'lM1(i,j) "0. 
leJ111l1(I,j)·O. 

"""do 

.0""" 
alpb.e .. dl*100/rOO(l.:oop) 

40 i .. 1,111 
do j IE 1,n 

:l.f (st:n(i.jl .1t. LO) then 

do k" 1,111 
dol" 1,11 

11 (y{lI:,l) .It. 1.0) thll.Il 

it (dn(i.j) .eq. 0.0) a(k,l}" yCk.l) 
i1 (yelr.,l) .eq. 0.0) a(k,l) .. dn(i,j} 

it ((y(lt,!) ,ne, 0.0) .elId. (s:tn(i,j) .De. 0.0» thClL 

ctheta(k,l) .. (d.altavxOr:).ufCil+deltavyCl) .. vt(j))/ 

(deltav(k,l)*st(i,j» 
it (ctheu,(k.l) .It, -1.0) cthll1:a{k,l) ~ -1.0 
it (CthllU.(t,l) .&1=. 1.0} cth_ta(k,l} .. 1.0 

theta(k.l) .. 8c08(cth.ta.(k.l}) 
ctheta.{k,l) * coa(theta{k,l» 
81:heta(k,l) .. l!i11(thlltaCk,l)) 
8(k,ll .. daqrtCBtn(i,j).,1tIl.O .• jl+y(k,l).y(k,l)+ 
2~1:tIl(i ,j}_y(k,l).cthata(k,l» 

e.lldit 

ycCk,1) • abll( d..qrtO_atnCi,j}.a:tI1Ci,j») •• ueuOr:,l} -

stll.(i,j}"cthllta.(lc.l) ) 
thetac(i,j) .. uu(dll(i.j}) 

it (.(k,l) .gt. 1.0) a(k,n 11 1.0 

i:f «thetll.(k,l) .It. thltae(1,j) ,or. CC theta(k,l) .gt. 
thetac(i,jl) ,a,o,(!. (yCk,l) .gt. ycO:,1))) than 
1'I(k,l) .. O.5~ (lI,coa (a(k,l) )_aCk,l).daqrt(l-aCk., 1)-1(11:, 0» 

endit 

i1 «tbeta(k,l) .gt. tha-.:ac:{i,j) .Illd.. 
(1(k,1) .It. yeCk,l») then 

bad" (0, 5~cOII(thataCk,1)-aco.(y'k,ll J) -O.5.atl1(i,j)
yek, 1) *ctheta(k, 1) n (2.0) 

billyl .. eO,S_sin(theotaCk,lJ-aco/l{y(.k:,l))' + O.S.daqJ:"t( 
l_arn(l,Jl*atllCi,j)-y(k,ll .. athetlt.(Ic.I) ) ... {::l.0) 

bal(Ir.,l) .. daqrt(bu1+bayll 

bdXl" (O.S*coHCthetaCk,lht.eo/l(y(lI:,l))) - O.5_.:tI1(i.jl) 
u(2.0) 
Myl .. (O.6*sill(thetl1Ck,ll-ac~:II(y(k,1))) - O,!i*dllqX't( 
1_dn(i.j).atl1Ci,j») .... (2.0l 

b.r.l(k,l) • d.sqrt(bdxl+bdyll 

dt.lek,l) .. d8qrt(y(lt,1).y(lr., l)'I'(1~.t:ll.Ci,j).dn'i.j» ~:2. 
yCk,l) .. atheta(lr.,l)*dJqrt(l-lIfl1{i,j)~II:t.u(i.jJ) ) 

all" O,S .. (baHlI;,l)+bdHk.ll'l'daltk,l) 
a. '" a,s. (a.dl1(blll (k,l»+uin(bcU(k,l»-blll(k,l)" 
dsqrt (1-ba1(k, U _b8ICk,1) )-):)dICk, 1) .daqrt (1-bd.lCk, 1)

bdl{k,l)) 

lin" :Z-d-aqrt( -al1"'CsU-baLCk,l».<all-bd.l.Ck,lD. 
(1I11-dll.1(II:,1))) 
it «.11-da1(k.1» .It. 0.0) pril1t".'y"a'.k,l 

a(k,n";ls+au 

endit 

qlr. .. l5,a8'{atll(i.j).alpha) .... C5 / 3 .' 
qya" Cabl{yCk,l,+atJ:l.(i,j».a1phal."C5/:3.) 
qyb" (abs{y(k.l)-attl.(i,j)' .. l.lph4)"-CS/3.) 
qyc .. (qya+qyb)"O,S 
qyd .. (yCk,1)~alpha) ..... (5/3.) 
qy 'II fi.ee"(qyd-qyt) 
it «aDII('l.X) .It.708.0) .1Il1Ii. (abll{qy) .It. 70e.)} 

q(k,l) .. £u:p{-qx).exp(-qy) 

e",di:!' 
_do 

end(!o 

telnl.Ci,j) " 2.(acos(dn(i,j})-abCi,jJ.daqrt(1-atn(i,jl" 
a:tIlCi.j»))/{pi) 

lIel111lCi,J} .. tellllCi,j).IIq>(-0.S*6.sa.(alpba.* 
tdIlCi.j» .... CS/3.).(1-.tnCi.jl ..... (1/3.») 

lauti,j) .. tal.&Ci,j)·expC-0.S-5.a8~(a.lpha" 
.1nCi,j}) ..... (5/3.» 

,_Ci,j) •• ItIIIIICi,j) •• eu.Ci,j) 
leu.(i,j) • l_Ci,j)·lellll(i,j) 
it (lUIII(i,j) .It. 1e-20) l_(i.j). 0.0 
it (UlIIIII(i,j) .It. le-20) a_(i.j}· 0.0 

"""" 
ooddo 
_0 
~pen( 12.1 i lelEuu2lwae (loop) ) 
lIrite(12,*) tau2 
clo8ll(1<1} 
~pan(13,tile"a_iIIIIe(10Qpl) 
IIX'1tll(13.-) II_ 
close(l3) 
opan(15,:tile-leamalll.eCloop» 
IIrite(15.")1_ 
c1oa8(1S) 

""'0 
ti_l"etim.e(ttlae) 
prin1: .. ,'4Xecutioll 1:.i_ in ,u.eonds' ,t:i.Jlull ... 

C----~END of Kortt's tllActiol1 8va.lulI.tiOll pX'o~-----
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cx.xu:():x.X.XX%X,,)!xr.<xxxxxnxt:xxnx:anx~:o:mx'Uxx)!xxnxx',(xxx~xxx.~xxxxxxx%. 
C II. 11. - dz. ot full till"" to be prou •• 1Id 
C .1. ~ - lizt of lub-iJaasel to b, proc.ued. 

nn(2). Ltlc. :leI', ad - , .. lid, in m l'out:!.JI.. 
CIlt - used 11 bhpec:1'Wl •• thlat;!.OII 
Alalie., II.tiJIapll - totlll IIWIbar ot' obj.,1: and tl&t-t:l.814 iuS" 
ntulIII' - I variAble 'to lilll.:I.t thl DUIIW ot trail,' preet.nll 
lu.z - lepdt d:u ill Z. 1121., - ... pcll dill. ilL )' 
auugt - total ZlWlr at IIpun - (2*lIax-1)"(2*luy-l) 
dat ... 1l1, dacamLIC - rul ~b.l'. IIII11d. ill. the lubrouti:al til read. fitl ill",,' 
rOo - Fr1.d'. p.rldllltll' 
cQl1111&1 - fUll lei :laS' 
ut - 1\(I1:1I1l.1I84. &pltiitJ. tnq,uency 
fttl.MC21. tilh3 to to timl lacutioZL tiM 
IIrclcll.b, - ct.nretchM. repaUred. dlt&CIlM 
tlciuGbl - nat-fidel datac:ube 
•• th, ••• t:l.1: - .un.a. tit till:' :I.u& •• UId, tb,a:lz II." 
Imp - POVIl" tpectnaa of iM .. ; fourth IDOlle'!: 
paoi - noin ponr IPlctrua, 
ZLCaIIIp - JUliae co.nected pgwer 'pectZ"lla 
fl,lllp - Fourial' uplitude of the Object 
can(1000} - uor.,- u .. d 1'or eon-_l.tloJl, ot phalorl ot a particular 1'rllll,ulII.c1 
C01lllt, c:ac, cat1, CDt2. Cilia, C:IUII1 ~ 'teIIpOrarJ variable UI. in couatill( 
coat:' ~ eOlltahal _"rile at tU 111_, .. 
l:Lmaca ~ a IUb-:illilp. uao1'" a nla-hl,,1 af llo1 ... 
phallT - Inol' i1l. •• d .... cld. pha.UI valuel. pb.au-umtb&l .".X"'II'II 01 phuu 
l1br .. li.br.ry of huJl.hl fuactiou u .. ' u.. 1II0Idcr.ina: 
",COl. .. rjlu:::o'lLltC'1K'liloli. bator. cl1vid.ilI&: by libr 
li.q.1d., aaai1d ~ ld tor-. ot _ ,"b-taa;:1 ot obje~t &Ad ad ... ra'P'lcti'll'tllr 
". IY. ki., ut, utt .. all Wlld.:La .u:taci tit "cnn:l.ll.e 
'I"'S - avenge 1Iltllll..1tl lit II. 1'Ul:I-~1 

.... "1 - .. verage of 1111 ""'g'l 
C pea .. perpal,4iculU' IJOIIpRlD.t. 01 b:llpIC'tnUI 
C pre_ - perpaic:alar CCIlpQJIUll of utile uplituda phl.lC:r1 

C _\'g, .U, var - 11'1U'6CII, It.m~d. dlV:I,atiOll ud variance 
C nu - korff' functlO11, tUlIP. .. UI uxillWll vLlue 
e b1.8p111 .. bilpectZ"llll valuu 
C Intilt - uootl1ed DCl1 .. :Uhlir 
e liup - loug expOlurl ilI._ 
e biap.rr .. errol' 1u biap1lctl'UII 
e eph .. 1t.uab,r of pwou f. a puticUlar .patial frequdc1 
C IIbbJIII" _ b:Lapactrua, JUabi.,. .. DClru.U.U, .. a.c. biap.ctru. 
C ci .. cOlllplu arra,. 1.111 ia FFT, tUl. .. rouier t.ruatont of lana: IxpolWi'1 iag. 
C Iphall .. 'W!.it IIIpl1tu«1 pblOr •• 
C trlia .. 'our1~ tranfon ot rl.:oa.tr:ul:tld 111"&11 
C tla.ttil~1 - :q ... ot tlat-flled :LIaIS. 
e abj1il8UIIII - ... 1 Ilt tIM abject tl1a 
e rec;cmtill - rlcllutrucud til ...... 
C zl)Yal • hildl p&l'Ultlc.:r tor all the 1.""lII1c. 
cn •• I,XX.XXY.U."XXIX,m'IXXXXIXXmlm'I'XX,I:cemm:celmm.III:ce"I 

111101111' mt.(2) ,1l1.D2,nd,i.:Ilg.iar,II,1l 
b,t ••• r i.,lr.t.pp&,llu:,leA)',lc,l.:olDL'c 
i,p,1:IPl' 1Iki.,nfra,JI,WD.,JI,uaegt,:a.iJlag.I.:a.fi.IIIII' 
pru:lIHtlr(1I"128.A"'128,D1-18,:a.2-16.r.t:r"32) 
pU' .... t.r(aiaas; ••• 32.)I.f~."'18&) 
par ... ter(pi- 3.141SII:aeS31581119324dO} 
intaler iadblillq •• ) 
nil con·(1000),COUl",:,CDt.Cllt1.ClI.t2,lPcaC •• a),coa'trCJI,:IJIr. ... u) 
ralLl datUlill., d.teu;z. cOlltraac ,lilli., .It '.1,all) •• illagl CII.1 ,D2) 
rla.l Inc1(1I.1,n2l.lwL(lll.D2} ,h&luL1Dg(al,D2) ,ttiJIe(2) ,pC(1L1,1t.2} 
1' •• 1 d:rclcublC..a,lLiaagul .tldcub.CI,a,nt:llllql" ,phalrr(1l1,1l:i!) 
1'.11 IlticCal,II2.llinIasl.'. qDCnl/:2),ph ... r(rtJ/2-1), racon(a •• ) 
r.al "lfltCal.~) ,1:Ulqdd(alooa:Z> ,tx(2.:2l,Iz(al,D2) ,.rCrll,J!.2l 
re-.J. kk(4,1l1°o~} ,ut(4 •• 1'"Il::l:) ,utt(Jl.l,"a2,4),Ubr(a,a) ,r.:IJIr.(Dl ,n2) 
r.U laa11dCnlo1tJ12) ... vl ..... '1 
double PUc:iaiOD pcaCntn} ,prCOJII (SOO), al1l, .tel ,VIIZ, tolUCD1 ,D2) 
ciauble prechioll. cl.uaI.X,l1tilt(nl,'62) ,up(1I.1,D2) 
dguble pne:i.aioll. ptlai(a.l,1l2).neU.p(a.l.D2) ,mfUto{nl ,D:2) ,Fad. 
double pnciaiou, fupCu,1.D:21.lil:lqa{al,1l:i!1 ,bbplrr(228aD) 
cOIlplex'"16 .ph(lOOO) ,tobiapll(2!2I!1IiO) ,UlbiapJl,bilp.C226S001ltra) 
callplq .. 18 C&,(1I.1.1:I2) ,ti.IIl1(l:Il,D2) .epba'.(1:I1,JI.:Il,t"li.(nl,n2) 
C:OllpleK cSUII,ClUII1 
charectet' tl.ttil~.'"80,objfl1.n .. e'"80,recoafU.IWII,u80 
c1uLr.C1:er rOval(2:i15)*10 

u(l' -1.1 
DIl(2) • 112 ... , 
c.&l.l nt(nrt,Dl,lI2) 

do i - nl/2+1,zsl 
qI:lU-1I1/2) .. ut(l,t12/::1+1) 
IIDdd.o 

u .. 1001 hum1q tIW:tiOD •• weip10lq tuaCUOIl in 1'.-uambUina: 
th.lub-1m", ••. 

c:ul hmms(hIDIliq,zsl,n21 

r:J:I.'I.'I:t.'I.'I.'/,'J.'t:t,'f.'f.'/.'I.'I.'J.'J,'/.''I.'I.'I.'I.'t.'1.'!.'/,'I.'I.'I.'I.'I.'f.'J.'I.'1:t:I.'!.'l.1.'CI.'J.'I,'I:1.'J.'I3.'I,'{,'f.'J.'t.'I.'I.'J,'f.'I.'t.'I.'I.'I:t:I.'J.'I.'J.'I.'I. 
c~ GueZ' .. t. Opc1a.1 .. d. J"pidbat.iOll WiJLd.oIl (KeUOIZO, Ullg) '/,'1. 
CXl~'I.'J.'I.'I.'l.XX'J.'f.Xx'J.'J.n:{):x'J.:l.x'J,'J.'l.my.1.x:o~'/,'J.Y.'I.y''J.4X'J.'J,'I.nn'l.UX'l.'J.'I:J.'1.'I.'J.'I.'I.'I.:I.'I.'I.'/,'I.%4 

Eati_~. ::10'1. bUlAihg fWlctioa (arault aDd Wh1t •• 1. 1;., 1971) 
~o apodie. tb. lab-.,. 
c~l b(hU.1l1,n2) 

COJIv.rt the image into cOIIlplll:X arrayl FFT it tOI' compl.x 11.1'1"1. 

do 1r.2 .. l,D2 
cia Itt. t,D.t 
cl(kl,Iro'l) .. clllpl:r.{hU,(U,k'l).O) ..... ..... 

Flluri.1.' trq.to .... J iAclucLe •• hiUill&: by halt the ebe ot! th. U'1:'II.y 
b.fore u4 att.r dobg truafa:na. ltlr'-I fcr il:lve:r;le truatcn 

it1r-1 
ca.llhlhitt{q,D.l,a.2' 
ca.ll FFTN{ad.,IID,c:g,itlg,i.r) 
call hlhUt(cs,1l1,a.2} 

do k2 .. l,D2 
do xl • 1,11.1 

c:g(:l:1,k2) • C:S(kl,k::lMtbl.(n.l-D2) .... , ..... 
Farc. 11ret Fouri.r c:oapoaut. to 1141'0; r.dUc.I t.hl pbale .rron 
111.troduceel by apodhltlon (KeU.r, 1999) 

c:a:(Jl.lI:01+l,n2~'f'2) _ O. 
CI(D1/2'1'l.D2~) • o. 
cg(D1!2'1'2,Jl.2f,1Tl} • D. 
cg(nl/2,n2/'lTl) .. O. 

FOWi'i.r tru.atorlll lat itl.-+1 101' d.irlc~ traaafot'lll 

111,"+1 
cell hl.hi't1:(c:g,al.a.:2) 
call FFTN(:a.d.,DJI.,cg,Ul,.hr) 
call IIlhitt (cI.II.1.D2l 

Tue 011'1: ~y ~Il reLl par'l:; illl.(il:Iary pnc 11'111 b. 21ro &nyVay. 
T:b.il is 'the optll1W11 apolliaa.don windOI/. 

do lc2 • 1.,112 
do t1 • i,ul 
hu.(kl.k2) • real.(el(kl,lr.'l») .... , .... , 

lllllX • m/al 
1.Dy • D/rt2 
D.I1I.gc • C2"'11U~1)"'(2.bn,.-1} 

AppendixA 

r:r.xmmXXXXm,XIIIII'X'tI.XXmXXXlm"XXIX""X""XIXXIXIX:ceXXXXIX"X 
C',(,X G.nllratioJl. of Dptillliled ApodiaatiaJl Will.d.al/ eadl her. ~X 

amXXmlmXnXXmXXXIIXXXmXX:ce"XXXXXXIXXXX'''XXXXXIXXlmXX'I:I.XXXXI 
C%X Get. th. iaput: d. ... ta 1. Objact datI. cubl 2. nali*%itlld data y.1. 
C'h~ cube 3. F;Llllnu.el ot KCl'tt" "tunc.tiQUI for I.ll lihe .epe:Ata. fo% 
~'l.XX'I.'I.'J.'I.'I.'/.'I.'/.'/.'/.'I.'/.'/.X't.'/.'I.'I.'I.'J.·/.'f.'I.·CJ.X'/.'I..'I.'I.'/.'I.'t.'I.'I.'!.'I.'I..'/.'I.r.t.'J.'/.'t.'/.'I.'I.'I.'J.X'J.'I.'I.'l.XX):'I.'J.'I.'J.'I.'I.'I.'I.'I. 

objfilllAllae-' • ./cl:rdcuobjl0.tit., 
call 1'11db.. ederplll.ilPie (Objf1lllWlll. d,rdCUtil ,datula, cll'l:IIIIU) 

flltfU.DU.p' •• /tldCUClbj1.tiU' 
call reaGhead.uplulim,age (netfllllfWIIOl, fldcube ,d.etaiD., dltuu,) 

1\IIa4 chi t1111 CClJI.'t .. 1nilll nlllllOi 01' Korff'. tunetioll.. ta be 
111.d tar .. plitlld.. calibratiOll. ot ueh .ubi_S' III' •• pent. 

opctl.C12, fil •• ' •• /trie.clobjlo') 
reade12,., (1'0'11'-.1(1) .1-1 ,I1U1est) 

clo •• O:ol) 

r:r.XXXlilXXiX,:ce'XXIXXXXXXIXXIXIXilXXX:ce:ceXXXXIXXXX%xxxxmxxxxxm:ceXXIX 
(:X'I. Readirll the input d.u e:a.9 here '1..'1. 
CX'l.'I.X'l.X'l.X'I.'/.X'/.'I.'I.'/.l'1.%'/.'J.'I.'I.'J.X'I.'I.'I.'/.'I.X'I.%XX'/.l!oXY,'I.'/.'I.'/.'I.'I.'/.'I.'!.'I.n'l.'/.X'I.'/.'I.'/.'1.'I.'I.'I.'l.XX'l.nn'l.x 
C'/..X EatiJu,u ~oatrllt, IlIhc'l: goael/bad fruel tCI' r.conetructioa '1.'1. 
C'/,'/.lI.'l.v.'l'l.'I.'lXltXXX'l.'/.'I.~X'/.'/.'/.'/.'I.~X'l.'I.'/.xxxXlxxxnxxxx:¢nXX:&Xx.hX'l.XXXXXxxxx'l.nxxxx 

do i • l,Jlbl".' 
do 1c.2. 1,111 
d.oltl·1.1l 

iJU.g.O:l,lII:Z) - d.:rd.cu1:l1{kl,l::iI,1) 
.nddo 

dOdo 
call tindaharp(illlage,III,:t1,Contrllt) 
COl:ltZ'(U. cOll:tra..t .... , 

Sort in •• ce:a.cling or llelcenc1ing crcle:r .0 that til'lt 'afrl' bo11d. or 
pod t:rllll" can b. ehaahll lJlII .g'!:. or .lc. in the e:llbl'autiD •• art 
tDr .. lIIct~ng had. or IQoel h'ulJI r.e:p.cth.ly. 

call "Ol'li(coutl',iM,nimage..) 

C'l.XXX'l.X.XX~'I.xt'l.XXXXXY,XXXXXXXXXX:<'XX'l.'I.XX'I.XnXXXXXXUXZ:l.XXU'l.XXXXXXXXXXXX'/,X'/. 
e'l.f. Sel.~tion ot b •• t tralllu .11C!a herll X:C 
C1.X'/.XXXXXXXXXX:O:XXXXXX'/.XX%X'l.XXXXXXxXn;XXX'l.XXXXXXX;.xX'l.lXXXXXV.XXXXXXXXXX'l.'I. 

S.pOlJltation .tartS h.ra lI.:1I+15,lb:11:l+11i 11 lIIep.nt. 

1c • 0 
lcount • 0 

Far ncb. .ellumt npu.'t thOl tollol/iIlg 

CX1.'I.'I.'f.'I.X'l.Y.'!.'/3:J.'I,'l.X'I.'t.X·CCJ.'I:I.'j:J.'I.'/''I..,.'I.X'l.Xll.'1.'1:/,'f.'t.'CI.X''.Y:/.'J.X'CI.1."1,'I.'/,'I.'I.X".'/,'I.'4'CI.'I.'I.".'I.'I.'I.'I.'I. 
C'/,X kc_ti~ ot tbA .um of Power Sp.c:t1:'\lll au bi.plI.::;trtlll. ot '1.'1. 
~X .. .1Ib-:lJu.ge lIt.l.rtl hera. (40 loap 1n. the tallolliD., U.na). X'I. 
C'l.'J,XX1,XXX:<,XX'l.XXXX'I.'l.X:-:r.X'1'1.XXXy.:l.X'l.XX'/,XXXXXX:aX'l.'l.XXXXX'I.'I.XXXXXXXX'l..X'I.'J.'/,'I..'I..'l.XXX 

da DUlleg - 1 .DIl.Ugt 

it (lca1lll1: .... :2_11DS_t) than 
lCOUJLt. lCC1Uat-(2.1eax-l) 
1c·lc+l 

.,"'it 
la.·1cO\lll.t_(n1/2)+1 
lb·lc.{:a.2/2)+1 
lC:lI\IDt·lco\IJI.t'l'1 

lDitialil. all tholuny. 

do 1c2 • 1,112 
do:':1. 1,11.1 
li.-p(lcl,Ir:'l)_O 
"p(k1.k:oI).O 
pnaiCl:1 ,k2) _ O. 
pc(JI;1.k'l} • O. 
epILal.{kl.II::i!) _ 0 
pb..err(lIl.la) • 0 

eDdtto 



Computer Programs in IDL and FORTRAN 

tlraddo 

do 1 • 1,2:1650 
do :I • 1,XL1'r. 
bbpa(l,j)·O 
u ... 

Reput the fOllowing tor all the fram"l, 

40 1 • 1, at.: .. 

Read. • aub-1IIlqe :trom the datacub. drdr:ubll. 

do k2 • 1,11.2 
do tl .. 1,11.1 
ailllagi (kl,k2) • clrd.cubeCkl ... la-l,1I:2+1b-l. bd.Ci» 

I"dclo 
""ddo 

Piacl. th. av.rap value. 

• avg. O. 
do k:2 • 1,21.2 

do 11:1 • 1,11.1 
... vg· ... vg·uillll,p(kl,k2) , .... , .... , 

.avS· nvs/tloat(nl.·n2) 

'dd tbe averagl. and prlllllrY. thellll. U.e the Average 01' anrasel 
tc 1lQ,1Uply the tinal reconlt.t'Uation. 

Div1ele b)I aVlrage value to accoWl.t tor 11r:,. br:l.p:t_n variatiou.l. 
Convert :l.nto a 1D U'ray 

uk - 1 
d.G 1r:2" 1,».2 

40 11:1 • 1.n1 
ei.ru..eCk1,k2) - lialage(.II:1,1r:2)/eavg 
11aapUCIlIck) -1Ii"",e(kl,k2} 
JIlek .. DIk+l .... , 

"""" 
Fit a biliD.llar 1':1. t et the fonD. aO+II.1-x+e2"y+a3_x.,y 
kx conta1X1. co-e:rt:1cilntl .O,.l,.2,a3; fitter lu.d.'1 is 
con'e:r1i,d iII.to lD ",lift I iii_geld 111 thl f1t ill ID 

Convert the fitted 10 IU'ray t.a 2D lurface; eu.btrlct it 1'rOJI the lubi_sa. 

uk" I 
40 k2 .. l,n2 
do lei - I,RI 

la1'ltCU,k2,i) .. lliua:e1d(Akk) 
11 .. ""eC:';l,lI:n - I1l11age(kl,k:l.)-.It1t(kl.k2,i) 
uk - nkk+l 

enddo 

Hu11:1p11 by ept1J1U11 aped:l.lltion lI'indaw; acid the imagel te obtain 
an ~u.ival.llAt lellS expolUte 1maSII; covert th.e array 1».te complex. 
.1 FFT 1I0ru for celllplu array 

de 11:1 .. 1.a.2 
do kl • 1.111 

li.J:ae,e Ckl • .Ir.::n-.imase (.Ir.l,lc2) _huC.ll:l,k2) 
l1ll. ... (lt1.Jc2) - lime.ge(kl,1I:2l+lillq:eCkl,1r:2) 
q(kl,k:l) .. caplx(li.lllaga(kl.Ir:2},O) , ... , 

d .... ' 

Do Fellriar tr ... tam.; ule bshitt batore end af'tllr trane:l'e;nl. 

iUg .. .,1 
cell hahift(ca,J11.n::l) 
call FFTN(IICl,rm..cS,1:tls,ier) 
~al1 h.hUt(c:g,J11,n2) 

do k:l. .. 1,112 
da Itl .. l,n1 

prod - abl(cg(kl,lc2» •• bl(cS(k1,k2» 
IIIIIp(lcl.k:2) .. IUIIpOtl.lI:llTprod 

• Ddcio ..... 
Bbpec'trllll calclllatieD l'tartl here 

Firlt aJ.llag plllitive .patial1'requ.ency axil; i.e., 'I_x directioD; 

•• 1 
do 1'1 - .11.2/:2-1.1,-1 
cnt .. (:r1-(~/2+1)+(r:L+l-iat«ri+l)/2).:I»/2 ... (u2j2)+1 
d.e jl - n2/2.cnt,-1 

bilpm(lt.1) • bbpm(k,i)<t 
CICl11/2+I,jl) _cg(II,1/:2+1,ri+{D2/2d)-j U-cOIIj,Cr:g(nll2+1.r:l.» 
k" ttl ..... ..... 

Next &leng politiv. Ipatial 1'raqutIDcy .d.; :I..e., f_1 dil'ectiOllj 

do c1 • .11.1/:2-1,1,-1 
cn.t .. (ci_(:a.1/:2tl)+(ci+l_in't(Cci+1l/2).2»)/:2+ILll2+1 
de 11 • 1Ll/2,cDt,-1 
biep.Ck.i). bilpll(Ir:.1)+ 

cre :I. 1,11..2/2.1 ) 'og( ci +n.1/2·t1-il,ra/2+U' co:a.j,C~gC ,i.n.2/2H» 
k .. 11:+1 ..... , ..... , 

No" in lewlIZ' ldt II.elf et the Fourier plllle 

do ci" n1/2,1,-1 
do r1 - .11.2/2.1,-1 

cot. (ei- (11.1/21'1) ... «(d"U"iDt:«(ch1)/2'*2»)/:iI+(u.1I:2 .. 1) 
do it • nl/2+1.cnt,-1 
catl • 1'1'"(11 .n.. C(c:i-(1I.1/:I"'1»/2)+nl/:2+1) + 
C't'i"(112/2+1)+C(ri+l)-iAtCCrl+1)/:iI)":iI})/2~/:;Z+1) .. 
C.u .I<t. C(c1-(ll.l/2+1))/2) ..... 112 ... 1) 
do Jl • u2/2+1-Cl1 .• q •• 1/:1+1) ,enti,-! 
bbpIIICk.i) • bilpmCk,I)+CI(11.Jl). 
CSCCUI11!:z+1-11.ri+n2l:il ... l-j 1). 
ccmjsCc:g(cl,rl» 
k • :It+1 

,""", 
on<!do , ... , 

Nov ill lover dght halt of the FDlU'ier plallll 

do ct • n1/2+2.nl,1 
do r:L • 112/:2,1,-1 

eDt. (c:1-(:a.l/2+1)-CCci+l)-1nt(c:I.+l)/2) .. 2»/2+nI/2+1 
do U - nl/2+1,c:ll.C,1 

cn1:1 - r1*'(11 • .11.11. (Cct-(nl/2+1)U2).lI,l/:i1+1) ... 
C (rt - Cn2/2'f'1) +( Cd +1) ".lZIt C (1'1+1) 12)"2) /2+11212 ... 0 • 

(U .lIq. «Gi-Cn1/2-+1)/2)+1I,l/2+1) 
do jl - 11,2/2+1-(11 .1'1.. 1I,1/2+1),Clltl,-1 
biaplII(l::,il ,. b:l.lpm.(lt,l).cg(U,jl)*' 
CSC ai+1I,1I2+1-U.d"'D2/2+1-j 1). 

COllJSC'gCC:i,I'i)} 
It • .11:+1 

,ndd, 
IIDddo 

enddo . ... , 
llang tirlt colWllll 1JI, u.pper lett halt at tll.e !fourier plClI 

G1-1. 
do 1'1 - n:i!/2+2,n2 

d.o 11 • n1/2+1,Hc:i-(D1/2+1H/2)+IIl/2+1,-1 
c:n't2. %'i-CU ,De. «ci-Cnl/:J+l})/2)-tD.l/2Hh 

(Cd- (~/:Z+l)-C (r1+1)-int «d+!)/!:!) .2) )/2+112/2+1) >I< 

(11 .eq. (Cc1-(D1/2+1)}f2) ... nl/2+1) 
lio jl • 02/2+1 ... (11 .eq. (1I1/:2+1)),I:II:t2 

b1apllClc,i) - bhpaCII.,:L)+ogC11.jl). 
c:g(ci •• 1/2+1-U,r:L+lL212.1-j1) • 
conjg(cS(c1.ri» 

k" lc.l .... , 
ellddo ,,<d, 

Aver"" 0,.,1' t~ '1'1'l1li., II1Ub h,:n ..-
ClIXXXXXXXlXXXXXX.XX.XXXXXll<lCaXXXXXXXXXxxx •• xm.xxx.xxxxxmxxmm.xx 
~x !1IU,JIIotiaD at the IWI of POller SP"t:na and b:l.lp.ctrwt 0'1' XX 
CX>: .. IIlIb-i."e ode; here. (do 10Cip ia Cha pravia'Ul line). XX 
exxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>:XXXXXXXXx,xXXXXXXlXXX:aXXXXXXXXXXxxxxx:m:xxx 

iat:uu:te lieu bilpectrwa and compaDent et a.cb. bilpectrull plI:rpeudlcular 
to the d;I.:rac'ticm ot .e.. Bl:tUiate errer 1.11. billplctrwa (Buller, UI811). 

de i- l,k-l 
IIb:l.ePIII(1) • o. 
dg j .1,.Iltr" 
lIibiepc(i) • IIbllpU.)+bbJIII(i,j) .... , 

.bieplD(i) • ab1aJIIII(:l.)/rea.lCD'1'ra) 
:ambilp" IIb:L.PII(1)1abeClllb1epaU» 
do j .. 1,:a:tra 
p=(j) - i_a(biepm.(i,j})_r ... l(lIIIIbiapal) ... 
reelCbbptlCi,j»'1ua:CUbbPII) .... , 

irror in bispaCti1'Wl. is dafiD4ld .a variance ot perpandiculaJ;' COIIIJIOlI.8Dt 
rUvid.ed. by ablolute valli' et billpactl'DD. t:lJll .. 1q,'UU'a rOllt of :au.ber ot 
trAlle. ( ~er lars. nubar of 1'1'''11'1 SUabel'. 1989). 

codl atdlvrld.(pCIl,n1'ra.avg,at4) 
biapnr(i' ,. Itd-atd/(abl(mbiepIIIC1)'.lqrtCraal(nfra) ) ) ...... 
clco Ja .. 1,n2 

clo 11:1" I.Dl 
•• eflt(lcl,k2) _ 0 

do i - 1,:11;11''' 
... tit{kl,k2' _ lUetit(lcl,k2)-tuti't(kl.k2.i) ..... 

.1.Ut(Jd.lc2) ... 11:t1t(kl.k2)JnalCnrra) 
enddo 

EI1:1ate the .. ,.araga pewer-Ipec'trqa al 1'lat-tilld ilIage tcolle.iDg 
'the aWla.r pl'ClcodUrl te aat of t.b.. IIIbjact • 

cxxxxmxxxxxxxxXlXXx=xxxxxxxxmxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxmxxxxxmlCaxxxm. 
~'X ilt:iJr;.tio~ of aua Mo1l1 Power Spllct:roa troll Fla't-field. 'XX 
CXX iaapa lIt:a:tu here. (do loap in follovilLlliu) XX 
cxxxxxxmxxxxxx:UXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxlCXmxxxmxxxxmxxxxxxmxxxxxxxx 

elo 1 ,. 1.nr:Lll&seli 

dQ la - 1,112 
clo kl .. 1,111 
coi(lr:l,t2) • ~1cJ.cuM(t11"la-l.t2dtr-l,1) ...... ...... 

.. va:" G. 
do k2. 1.~ 

do t1 • l'lll 
a~" ev .... _oi(1I:1,1I:2) .... , 

131 
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-. av&," ,,"g/fioat; (Jll*n2) 

IIltk _I 
d.a lr:2. 1,a2 

do k1. 1,.1 
lUoi(kl,k2) - mo!(kl,k2)/l.v&, 
BIloild.(JIlclr:) -angiOr:l.Jr::it) 
ntk ,. Uk+1 

Gdd. ..... 
call lt1t2d.(lnoild,D,l.n2 ,u •• Y ,llt,l1tt,lck.u) 

EUi:t-l 
doo k2. l,n2 

do U _1.111 
uai(kl.k2} • lUoiQtl.k2)·.uild.(Uk) 
Uk .. Uk+1 ...... ..... 

IIultlpll by PJlt:blwl apadila'tiollo viDdovl COllvert iII.tD contpl.~ &n'1.J' :tor m 
do k2. l,a2 

do Jr.l .l,ul 
IIIII1(:1d. k:j!)-.Doi (11;1 ,k2) ".baD Or.1.k2) 
CI(kl,lI2) • c:mpl.J:(aoi(kl.Jr:2),O) ..... ..... 

in,- ... 1 
call h&lI.11tCcg.nl,D~) 
c:all FFTII(ud..an,cl.ltlg,ier) 
all ub.ittCcg,nl.D:I) 

Elt:I.Aau tiul pOlar apectrUlllj it iI equivale:t to 1101 •• pover &pillet .. 

do 11:2" l,D:!: 
do Jei • 1,.1 

pr:ad.. abl(cg(lcl,k2»-IbI(cSCkl,k2») 
paOi(Jr:l,k:1) • p1101(kl.t2)+prod -. .n'" 

...... 
cxxxxxnXXXXXlIXXXXIIXI,XXXXXXI"XX",I,xxxxxm,X!,Xlxxx"",xm,xxmx 
CI.'I. Enwtion at INa of Not .. PQ1/U' Spectroa trc. Flat-f1ald. '1.'1. 
~X ws" end. hUl. (do loop 1B F,violU lb.) 'I.~ 
CXXXXXX"XXXXXXXxxxxxxxnxx'lxxxx,xm"xxx,XXXXXXllXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXI 
~'I. E.twti01l. of Fourilr uplhudl. of the abject tro. the XX 
en avena' ponr aplctru.n at thl 1m'gll Itut. bere; 7.'1. 
CXX~XXXlXXmX~Xml~XI"'X~XlmXmXlXXXnX'XXXlXXXmmXXXXXXXXXXlXX 

dllle2 - 1,112 
do 11:1- 1.».1 
"pCU,1r:2) • qp(lr:l,Ir:2)/r ... l(ura) 
U·llIIe{U,k2)·11 .... (kl.k2'/r .. l(JI1ra) 
t:L1Dl(lI:l.Jc2). clllpl:r.(liJllap(lr:I.ir:21.0) 
pRoi(kl.lr.2) • pll.oi(Jr.l,la)/r.al,(ld!:!.lIlIlIl') 
II.cup(t1.1c2) • up(lr:l,Jc2)"PllOiCkl,1c2) 
11 (llclIQp(kl,k2) .1t. 0) 1I.cllIIp{Jr,l,lr.2} • Q • ...... ..... 

ope.n(15,I'UI -rOnleauel}) 
readCUS,.) tau 111{(tau(lr:l,k2),tl-l.lI.ll,k:2-1,1l2) 
CoLoleUII) 
apu(l:2,lile-'jw'l 
write(12,') ,tau 
dOle(12l 

tal1llU • u\l.Cnt/2+1,1I2/2+1) 

Nonal1.e thl Korft'l tuactioll 
Enllllat. tlul "!LObe tilur (Brault. and White, U111.) 

do k2 - 1.%&2 
clQ lei. 1,11.1 
tauCU,t:!} - tlLU(Ic\,k2)1t.a.\UI&X 
it' (lIatCkl,1r.2) .It. 1.) '1:11 .. 

a,tilt(kl.1r.2) • IlClllllp(ld,Jal/Ulp(lr.l,1r.2) 
.1 •• 
Ilfllt(kI,k21 • o. 

Q,ciit ..... ...... 
S.ocrch the lIai .. tUter by 3 pixell; i ••.• a .. ;h pinl 11 
Iverea' of iUIU II!Id ,urrounding B pixdl; le,ve the adgel. 

dok2-1.1I:1 
Infllt(t,1r:2) _ lIfiltCl.k2) 
latllt(al,lr.2) • nfilt{».I,1r.2) ..... 

do t.l .2,DI-l 
IlltiltOr:l,O - lI111t(kl,O 
lafilt.(lI:l,rL2).lItiltCkl.1I.2) 

edd. 

do k2- :2,~-1 

do kl - :1,11.1-1 
.afilt:(kl.t:l) • (atilt(kl-I,Ja-l) .. n:tilt:(k:l,1r.2-t) 
+n:il t (kl + l,k:2-1)1'l:It 11 t: (kl-1.1r.2) +u 11 t (t l,k2) tn1il 1: Dr.S +1, k2}+ 
.II.t11 t(]c:1-1, le2t1} tDtilt(kl,k21-1)+etilt (tl .. 1,t2-tol) )/9, ...... 

eddo 

Dh''!'de by Kont'. tWlctian if iu value 1. LUi thllD le-3. 
Tu. tb.l .quara root: aDd lIIultiply it by the lJIIoothed DOIIII til-.:IJ'. 

AppendixA 

The rlaultill8 array 'tMp' ia the Fourier ampl1tudll of the object. 

do t2 • 1,11.2 
do III .. 1,al 
it (aet(lr.l,1:2) .It. 1.) I:b .. 1I. 

it' Cuu{kI,k2} .g!:. 1.~g) tblillo 
'fUlp(J&:l, Ja) •• qrt (Ulpekl ,t2) /tauOtl, 1r.2» *antilt (kl,t2) 
Ill. 
tAlllp(kl,k:l) .. aqrt;(qp(lI:l.k2».wllt(U,t2) 

'llodit 
01 •• 
f .... pCkl,k2) _ O. 
edit 

Gdd • ...... 
exxxxlIxxx"xxxxxxxxxxnXXlxxxxXXXxxxxxxxxxmxxxxxxxxmxmxxxxxxxxxxx 
C1.:<' bt1!aatlon of FOlU:'ie:r amplituct •• at the abjut frOID the ;(X 
c:u aYllrBIl pover IIplct!'WII. of the bagll encl.. hera. ;(X 
exxxxmxmxxmXXlXXXXXXXXXxlx,xxnxxxmxxxxxxxxxmmmxm,xxxxxx 
CXX Phall ut:l.a.e.tillll. :frail! the ""lIrag' b:l.lpectrw. of the ill"," %X 
CXX udlll phue ;oubteac1 filtlr IItartl h.re. XX 
exmmx"xxxmmXmXXIXXXXmXIXXXXXXXXXXXXllXXXXXmXXmxxxmxxxx 

BI"t:llu.ta thl WIlt uplitude b1lpeetrwa nlul, for phaee olt1l11l1tioll. 

do 11 • l,t 
it Cabl'abilpa(U) .De. 0) 

IlbilplI(il) - IIb1lpaCU)/ab,ClllbilplII(11) ..... 
if IS • +1 
call. balLl'1't(fal,».I,n2) 
call Fm(nd,lIJ1.fillll,l'flg,ier) 
eall uhi:ttCtiml,.l,1l2l 

Phu. at the oris:ll1. 11 soro 

ephal.{nl/2+1,D2/2+1) - eJIIIplx(1.0) 

Uu itl ph ... 1'or tlI.. BlIIlle.tIt. Fourier C:OIlPOlI.llIt. (initial c:orulitiol1) 

ephu.{:a.1/2+1.:a.2I2)-1W(D,1/2+1.n2/2) 
II: /ab.(UaJ,(D,1/2+1.n2/2» 

epllAle (:a.l/2+1.:a.2j2:+2) -:riml (al/2+1,a2/2+:I) 
It /abl(fu.1Ca,1/2+1,112/2+2)} 

.. ph ••• (».1/2 ,112/2+1) -111111 (u.1/2 ,Jl2/:I+l) 
II: /aba(filll(nl/2,:a.2/2+1}) 

epb .... (11.1/2+2 ,112/2+1) .fillll. CD.l/2 .... 2 ,11.2/2+1) 
II: /.bl(fial(nl/2+2.n2/2+1) 

la.!ti"UIII phal. c:onaieteu.cy t'U1:U 

pctlll/2"1,1121:i1+1) .. 1 
pcCII.1/2+2,nl/2+1) .. 1 
p;Cn1l2.n2I2-toll • 1 
pc:CII.1/:lH,II.2/2 .. 2) .. 1 
pC(1I1/::I+l,112/2) • 1 

•• 1 
do ri - 1I2/:I-l,l.~1 

Gll.t .. (rl-(:a2/lU)+(ri+1-int«(ri+1)I'l)-:l)l/2+(a2/2)"1 
klppa .. II. 

bc:lude pha.e CO.ll.a.!,lItl1l;Y Ul'tlr ill ph ... eitilll&tiollo 

do jl .. .D2/2.clI.t.-1 
11." 11.+1 
eph(lr.-k'PPII) - pC(1I1/2+1,j1)_eplw!e(1I1/2+1,jl). 

.. pc(n1/2+1,ri+ClI'l/2+1)-jl).-rhaa.Cnl/2+1.rh{:n.2/'l+1}-,lh 
II: coejgClIIllllpa(k-l" 

aneldo 

Eatillate correlation ot each pll ... or vith itll COlU\.tBrplU'tI 

doltl-l,(II.2/'l"'I)-ClIt.t-l-;-l 
corr(kl.} .. O. 

do ka '" 1.(n2l::l+1)~Cll..t-1+1 

correkl) .. eQrr(kl) + .. 111 (epb,Ckl) +eph(km) l/2. 
ead-do 

corr(lI;l) • corr(tl)/(real(n::l)/2.~cl11;+1.) ..... 
It thl D.UIIIb .. r ot U1:imat .. , tor a. givel1 fl:aq,u.ncy c:omponell.t is 
lIIore thaD on., 1'.110"11 tho •• vhicb art lee. tbu 0.15 tillll' tlJI 
a"eraga conI-latin co-eUil:illllt .e.d t'irul tlul e.verage at tu. reat. 

it «k-b:ppa) .gt. 1) then 
avg .. 0 
do 11 .. l,k-lr..ppa 

a.,S • aVl"'corr(lll ..... 
aVI .. avg/Ck-kappa) 

CIUIII. O. 
C:OUII.t .. o. 
do 11 • l,k-kappa 

if (c:orr(l1) .gt. O.7o_.vg) thID. 
CCilmt .. eOUII:t+l. 
cau. cSUll+eph(l1) 

ODd" ..... 
C:IUIII" C:IUIII/eolUlt 

1'1' , .. bICeBWI) .ne. 0) thsn 
c:aua1 ,. ceUII/abl(caua) 

c,ul-0. 
IDdU 
ephaaIlClIl/2+1,:r;1) .. ;aUIIl 

!I'tillllte the pbl.llII error tollovillg Bu.her (tiBi) 

C:OUJl,t .. O • 
clo 11 .1,k-kappa 

ir (;orrell) .ct. O.n-a",) the 
c:allllt • C.lIIlDtti. 

nrC:GII.(;auat) - lIIIal(ep.b.(l1))_r-..J.C;lUIIIll_ 
·lal(ep.b.ClU) * (im&g(c.uml)} 



Computer Programs in IDL and FORTRAN 

BlUitt 

It numbar 01' IIlItillllltn ill oolty thlm phaoe ~rror ill zerel 
Actu!!..lly there i8 no melUling in ntilllll,ting it, 

it (count .eq. 1) then 
phaer:rCnl/2+l,rl) • O. 

dall 

It DU/llber at c:omp<mell.U ill more than one, eBtilllate phalle 
IItrer (6I1Gb.er, 1989); Aleo IIlItimata pbll.l8 consistency tilter. 

""8"'0. 
vu'"O. 

do U" l.irlt(colUlt) 
Ilvg ,.. avg+prcolU(l)} 

IInddo 

II.vg If avg/count 
var-O, 

do 11 .. l,int(c:ount) 
Val" .. v .. r-r{pr'olll(11)~avg)"(prcom(11}-I\Vg) 

enddo 
VIll' .. var/(int(co1Ult)~l.) 

it' (ab.(~8U111) .ne. 0) 

phaerr(n1/2+1,ri) • vu/Cabs(clU/II)"sqrt(count)} 
and.it' 

elll1! 

CSUIII = eph.(t) 

llpbue(n1/:2 .. 1,ri) .. C8U/11/abo(C:IIU111) 
phaeX'l'Cn1/2i'I,ri) .. O. 
endli' 

Estilllate! phase conlilltency as &bsolute value ot the swn ot all. the 
phalli elltimate. corrnpoinding to /I, point in the FourhX' domainj Thou 
~hich axe dgnitiClU1tly dithrent trom their countorparta are naglacted. 

pc(n1/2+1,:ril .. IIbS(caWll) 
enddo 

do c1 .. nl/:2-l,l,-1 
ent - (d-(nl!:2+1)+(ci+t-int{(citl)I2) .. 2) )/:2+nl/:2H 

Include pha~e con8illt~"ey filter in pha~e oatin:llltion 

do il • p,1/2,cnt,-1 
k"'k'fl 
IIph(k-ltllppa) • p~(11,n2/2+1)*eph.ae(il,)l2/2+1)~ 
peC ciTn1/2+1-t 1.n2/2tl) *6ph8lleCei +)lln+ t - 11,n2/2+1)" 
conjg(lIlbiBpm(lt-l) 

allddo 

Elltimatll eorreirltion Qt each phuGr ""ttlL ita CGunterparts 

do kl .. l,nl/2+t-cnC-l+1 
cQrr{kl)"0 
do kin .. 1,nll2+1-cnt-lt1 

CQrr(kl) .. corr(kl)+aba(eph(kl)+eph(km))/2. 
enddo 

corr(lcl) .. co:rr{lr;1)/(rflll.l(nl)/!2+1.-cnt) 

It the number ot elltimatell for II. given trequenc), cQlllpotl.ent 11 
more thAil one, :rlillllove thoall Io1hich aJ:;1I llla6 thllUl 0.15 tillle! the 
averagll corrll!lation co-eUiclant fUld rind the averllge ot the te~t. 

it «k~k8ppll.) .gt:. 1) then 
avg .. 0 
do 11 .. I,k-kapp" 

a.vg .. avg1"cor;r(ll) 
enddo 
avg '" ILvg/(k-kappll) 

CI\lllI"'O. 
cOllnt .. O, 
do 11 .. l,k-kappll. 

it (corr(ll) .gt. 0.7508.vg) then 
count .. CGUIlt+l. 
caW!!" c81U11+epll(ll) 

IIndit 
",ndda 
COWl!" CIWII/COunt 

it (1I01l(CSum) .ne. 0) "tlllltl 
cBu.ml=cewn/aba(caUlll) 

CBumt .. o. 
eodU 

elltillllltil the phUIII error tollowing Busber (989) 

count .. O. 
do 11 .. I,k-kll,ppa 

it (corr(ll) ,gt. O.75.avg) then 
tOWlt .. count+1. 
prcolII(CQunt) .. imll.g(lphCll)*real(clJWlll)
taal{aph (11)) * (Uaag(cswn1») 

euddo 
it (count .eq. 1) tbliln 

pb.a.e.rr(ci,n2/2+1)"O. 

eboll! 
avrO• 
var"O. 

do 11 .. 1,intCcClunt) 
avg" II,vg+prcom(11l 

avg • avglcount 
var" 0, 

110 11 .. 1,int(count) 
V8l' _ var+(preom(ll)-avg)~(prcom(ll)-a.vg) 

enddc 
var" var/Cint(coWlt)-1.) 

it (abS(ctllll!l) .ue. 0) 
phaerr(ci,n2/2+1) .. var/(aba(cIIUll1)~aqrt(coUl1t» 

endit' 

alue 
C:Bum .. aph(l) 
IIpll.ue{d,l1:lI:lt1) .. CBUIIl 
pll.aerr(ci,n2l2 .. :I) " O. 

en4Lf 

E",tilllll.t., pilaR'" c:onllistnnc:y 111.8 ab,l:llute value 01' thl! !l1IJIl ot i!I.ll the 
phllu IIIIIt1111ateli correllpo1nding '1:0 II peint in the Fauns!" domll,iu; Thea'll 
IIhich UII aigniticMtly dii'tllromt trom their counterputa I\.re ueglectilld.. 

pcCd,n2/2+l) .. aba(c:.WII) 
enddo 

Eatilllllto tho phaecr in u.egat:ive t_x lU:i~ and I'l"sat:ive 'Cy 
8xh ll81ng herll1itial lIymmetry 

do i • n2/2+:2.n2 
ephlUa(nl/2"';L,1) .. c~njg(ephll.te(nl/2+i.1l2+:2~i)) 

phllarrCn1/2H,i) .. phaerX'Cnl/:21'i,n2+2-1} 
pc(n1/2Tl.1) .. pc(nI/2+1.n2+2-i) 
_0 
do i .. n1/2":2,nl 
ephll.8e(i,n2/2tt) .. conjg{ephB.le(nl .. ::l-i,n2l2 ... 1}) 
phaarrCi,n2/2TO .. phlll'lrt'(nlt:il-i ,n2/2+1) 
pc(i,n2/2 .. 1) .. pe(nlt2~i,n2/2+l} 

I'JJlddo 

Phase e.lltimlltion in lower le1t hlllt crt Fourier pllUloe 

do ci. nl/2,1,-1 
do ri .. n2/2,I,-1 

cnt .. (d- (n1l2+1) ... ('ci+l)-int(ciTl)/2J"2»/2t(nl/~t1) 
kappa .. k 

Eatilllllte the nWllber ot pllue eatinte. at III. givan pomt, 

num" 0 
do 1.1 • nl/2+1.cnt,-1 
Clltl • ri .. (il ,ne. CCc1-(nl/2+1)/2)+nl/2tl) .. 

«ri-(n2/2+1)+«(riT1)-int«ri+U/2)a2}}I2'1n2/2+1)* 
(1.1 .eq, «ci-(n1/2·r1)}!2,+nll2'tl) 

nUll! .. (n2/~+1-(il .eq. (nl/2·!o1»-Cllt1+1)1'l:I.UAI 

IInddo 

Eltimat:e thl unit pbuors lliing pha.lle couilltl:lll.cy tilter 

do i1" 1l1/:2+1,cnt,-1 
cnU .. ri .. Cil .II.e, ((ci-Cnl/2H»/2)i'nl/2+1) + 

«ri_(n2/2tl)+«ri+1}_il:rt(Cr i+l)/2)"2»/2+r.::l/2H)* 
(11 .e~. ((ci-(II.I/2"I»nJ~n1/2+1) 

do jl '" 11.2/2+1-(11 ,eq . .I11/2+1),c:ntl.-l 
It-k+l 

ephCk-kappa.). p~(i1,jl).lIpbu~(i1,jU* 
pc: (c:i "'n 1/2+1-11, ri +n2/2+ 1- j 1) ... ephUtl Cd ;'n1/2+1-il, 
ri+n2/2+1- j 1) ~C~)ljg(lI.bisp.{k-l» 

enddo 
.... 0 

dO ltl- I,ll-WII 
corr(kl) .. 0 
do kill" l,l1UlII. 
cor:r(kl) .. corrCkl)+lI.oS(.pli.(kl, .... eph(klI!.))/2, 
entldQ 
cDrr(U) .. corrCkl)/rea.lCnum} 

IIIIddo 

It thll tlumber at nti .. lI,tu lS IlIQn tba.n Qne then oll1it thoae 
wbicll are leIS thllUl 0,15 tillles thelllean con-elati.on coetficient, 

if ((k-lta.ppa) .gt. 1) t.h»D. 
iLVg .. O. 
dQ 11" l,lI:-kappli 
avg .. Ilvg+cQrr(lll 

ooddo 
avg" avg/(k-lr:app.a) 

Cllum"O. 
count,. O. 
do 11 .. 1,k-kappa 

i1 (corrUl) ,gt. O.75"llvg) thlm 
CC\l)lt .. CCUAt.T!. 

catllll .. clUll+aphClll 
andi1 

it (aba(cllUll) ,ne. 0) thllll 
cstlllll .. cS"IlIII/ab,,(c81D) 

elae 
cIUJI:I.l-O. 

ennit' 
IIphase(d,ri)" ClWlll 

E.tilllata the phalli! trrcr following Bu.aher (HISII), 

~OWlt " O. 
do 11· l,k-kappa 

it (carr(l1) .gt. 0.15".1'g) tlwl 

C:Otlllt .. cOUZlt+l, 
pn;OlIICcolmt) _ illiIj"( ... plI.Cl1»*J:'e.t.l(c8I\.II.l1-

ru.lC"pb(ll)) "Cimag(clUlllt}) 
oodit 

"nddo 
U(CQ~t ... q.l)t~ 

phl={c;i,X'i) .. 0. 

"vrl)· . .-. 
do 11 .. l,Ut(COWlt} 

ItVg'OO avrprcoa(ll) ...... 
.. va:" avg/c01Ult 
Vir" O. 

dQ U_l.:u't{cGl1Il..t) 
Yar .. VU+{pr'COll(U)~aTg).rpr=ClJ}-avg, 

"""" var ... varf(in1:(collD;\:)~l.) 

it (aba(ulllll) .no, 0) 

133 
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pbAen(ci,ril .. vU'/(a.bll(e!'IUII).~qrt(c.Qunt» 
endit 

ehe 
.:BUIll. eph(1) 
ephau(d,ri) '" c:aUJa 
pluaerrCcl,d) .. 0, 
IIndif 

ElitilUlte phane cend.cllley " a.baolute viii-he of the BUIll of all the 
phAse utimlltfja COlTe.lpoindillg to II point in the. Fourier dOlUil1; Thou 
'I111ic:h arfj IlipUieutly dithreJ:\C from thtir cQunhrparu are l!.eglected.. 

p~(Ci,:d) '" aba(clull1) 
IIII.cldo 

""'do 

do ci .. n1/2+2,n1, 1 
do ri .. n2/2,1,-1 

en.t • (ci~(1l1/2"1)~«cit1)-i.Jlt«ei+1)/:2).'l»)n.+n1.I2"1 

kappll." k 

Estima.te the I1U1aber of phUII ... tiDIatas II.C Il given point. 

nUIII. 0 
do 11 .. o.l/2';'1,CllC,l 

CIItl .. d-(il .nl. «ci-Cnl/2+1))/::t)"'nll2+1) .. 
«1."1- (ll2/2"1)"{ (r1+1) -bte (1."1+1)/2) _2» /2+112/2+0-
(il .'IIC!.' «ci-<n.1/2+1)/'l)+nl/2+1) 

nUll! .. (112/2+1-(11 .eq. (n.l/'l+l»-cnth·ll+num. 
(lnddo 

Elt111ate the Imit phlUIOta Ullin&" phuu c!.l1I.lillttnCY :Ultll1'. 

do il .. ll.1/2+1,cnt,l 
cMl .. 1'i.(i1 .nr., ({ei~(l\1/1"1»J2)~l\.1/2+1) + 
('1'I.~(n2/:l.+1)+( Cd+!) ~int {(1'i+0/2)_2) )/2 .. n2/2+0* 
(il ,eq, CCc1~(n1/2+1))/2)'l'n112+1l 

clQ jl" 112/2tl~(il ,eq, n1/2+1),cl1tl.-l 
k .. hi 

ephCk-kappal .. pc(il,j1)*ephaaa(il,jl)-
pc Cd+nl/2+1-il,1'iTn2/2+1- j 1) ",ephUII(C:i'l1l1/2+1-U. 
ri tD.2/:ltl-j I} *colljg(lQbillp/D.(lr.-l» 

oud4c 
~nddo 

EatilUtr. tho o.Qrrelatiou function till' each ph&l~ ostl./n&tr.. 

do kl .. 1.1IlUa. 
ccrrCkl} " 0, 
do kill" 1,nWII 

co!:'r(kl) .. cor1'(k11+aba(r,ph(kl)+r,ph(kIIl) )/2. 
eOOdo 

co1'r(k1) .. corr{kl)/rr.al(nUIII.) 
e.ndde 

It th~ D.Wlli>er of sltiJl.l\tea is m0J;'8 tholUl or,<I then omit thou 
whiC:h iU'<I Ius than 0.15 tt.,.,. the lieu corr.,la.tioll o.oattic:iall.t. 

it «k-kappa) .gt. 1) then 
avg .. O. 
do 11 • l,k-kappa 

Avg .. &vg+o.orr(U) 
e!lddo 
II.VS • avg/Ck-kappa) 

CIWII .. 0, 

COWl."t • O. 

do 11 .. 1,k-kappa 
it (corr(U) .gt. 0.7S".vgl then 

count .. counttl, 
CIlIUII .. cIlUllr.+eph(ll} 

endif 
eneWo 

it (abaCo.llUII) .lI.e, 0) then 
celUlll .. caUll/abr.(caUlll) 

CaUJl\l .. 0, 
endit 
epha.e(~i,ri) .. cr.WlIl 

Elltimate pl1au error tellclt,oing 8usb.or(1989} 

count .. 0, 

de 11 '" 1 ,k-:t.II.PPIi. 
it (cerrClt) .g-!:, 0,75uvg) that> 

c:el1llt"coU!1t+l. 
prcelil(count) .. irIIllg(eplt(lJ}).rl'l .. 1(e1l'1UI11)~ 
J;' .... a.l(~pb(l1» .. (ilnl!lg(callZlll) 

en4it 
enddc 
11 (count ,~q, l) th~n 

phll.srr(ci,ri) • 0, 
~l.~ 

avrO. 
VIll'"O, 

do 11 .. l,iIlt{count) 
avg. a.v,"prcem{llj 

IIIlddo 
II.vg .. II.vgJGOUIlt 
var .. 0, 

40 11 .. l,int(cQuut) 
var. VlIl"+(Pl"cell1{ll)~llvg)"(prCQIII(lI)-_vg) 

onddo 
Val''' vllrJ(il1t(ceWl~)-l.J 

it (abs(elUIII) .11<1. O} 
phaerr{ci ,ri} " var/(ab. (C8um) .aqrt(ceunt» 

end.it 
elr.e 

CS1llll .. oph(l) 
ephll.se(ci,1'i) .. CIIUlll 

phaa:rr(ci,rtl '" o. 

Escinll • .-tl!l phau (;cnJlilltancy &.II abllelutl!l value. ot ths lum of a.ll the. 
phue <II!Itimatel cerreJipoind.ilI.g tQ II. point in the Fourier dOllain; ThOBe 
which are BipiticalI.tly dUtr.reut trclII their counterparts are neg1ect .. 4. 

peCci,ril .. IlbS(CIlIm) 

euddo 
uddo 

Phillie eetimll.'tioll. _leng tirr.t colUllUl ill upper lett halt pllllle 

ei .. I. 
dQ.r1 .. 1I.2/::!+2,n2 
bppa '" k 

nun" 0 
d.o 11 .. nl/:l+l, «(ci-(nl/::!+1»)/:l)+nl}:;!+l ,-1 

cnt2 .. r1"(i1 .ne. C(ei-(n1/2+1»/2)tn1/2+1)+ 
«(:I:i- (n2/2+l) -«ri +1) -tnt (Cri+1) /2) .2)) /2+u2/2T1)~ 
Cil ,e.q. «ci-{nl/2+1)/'l)'tlIl/2+:1) 
U'l1lll .. etLt2-(u2!2tlt(il .eq" (nl/:2+1»))tl+nUI'J 

eDddo 

Estimate the unit phUerB lUling phar.e c:olI.dstenc:y 1Hter. 

do i1 .. :a.l/:l.+1,(Cci-{nl/2+1»/'l)+nt/2+1,-1 
cnt2 .. ri"(11 .ne. {(ci-(nl!:ltl))J2)+nl/2tl)+ 

({ri- (n212+1) -( ex-itl) -int «ri+1) /2) .'l) )/2+nU'ltl)" 
(il .190. «~1-(D,1/2+t})J2)+nl/2tl) 

do j1" 112/2'1'1+(11 ,eq. (nl/2+1»),C:Dt2 
k"'k+1 

aph(k-kAppa) '" p<:(U,jl).epho.ae(il,j1). 
pe(~i+nl/2t1-il ,ritn2/2+1-j 1) .ephl\~e{ci+n1/2tl-il, 
ri'f1l2J2+1-j ll"~(lnjg(mbi.sp"'(It-l» 
endclCl 

e.nddo 

f.stiJlatl the corrsbtlon c:o-et:C'ieir.n.t 10l; 611,~h phala er.tilllah 

do kl .. l,uW'II 
cOlT(kl) " ° 
do kII1 >2 i,utlll. 

~eI'X'(kl) .. cerr(k.l)+Aba(eph(kl)+eph(km)}!2. 
enddo 

co1'r(1I:1) .. cerr(k1)/r .. a.l(DUIII) 
eDddo 

Ii' the DUII1ber et elltiluatel ill /D.ore than one then omit thc~e 
vb.ieh 1Il;'8 10111111 thlll1 0.75 tillLfIIB the 1I\<l8.l1. ~grrel"tiol\ coetficient. 

it «k-kappa) .gt, 1) then 
avg" O. 
de l1 .. 1,k-kappa 

AVi .. Al7g+cerr(11) 
enddQ 
avg .. iLVg/(lr.-lt,II.PpII.) 

caum .. 0. 
c:eWl.t. 0, 
do 11 .. 1,k-kappa 

it (cox-rUt) ,gt. O.75 .. avg) then 
count. Cetmt+1. 
C&WII - CIIIUlll.H,ph(ll) 

endii' 
onddo 
C;SWII .. c:aUlll/eount. 

it (aba(c_Wlt) .De. 0) then 
CIIUIIIl .. Clum/&bll(C:llum) 

csuml .. O. 
eudi1' 
epnau(ci, riJ .. cauml 

Es-timllte the phue error tolloo;rillg Elutleb.ar (19E19). 

COUJl.t .. 0, 
do. 11 " 1 ,I-kappa 

11 (corr(ll) ,gt. O.1S*avg) tben 
count'" c:ouut+l. 
prcolII(cOWlt) '"' iII1ag(eph(l1)"rll!ll(csUml)
rea.l(eph(lll) *(iJuag(c~WIIlll 

endif 
enddo 
it (ceunt ,0190' 1) the.u 

phaerr(d .• r1} ,. O. 
lllae 

..... 8"'0. 
var-O. 

do 11 .. 1.int(coUllt) 
avg .. avg+prcolII{l1) 

~-r.vg ... vg/COWlt 
var .. O. 

do 11 .. 1,ut(eount) 
ViU" .. var+(pl:'c:omCll)~avg) -(p.rcolll(ll) ~avg} 

III1<\do 
vU' • var/(iPt(ceWlt)-1.) 

it (aba(caum) .1113. 0) 

phaerr(ci,ri) .. var/Cab3(l;RUIIll*aqrt(CQunt») 
endit' 

ellie 
C:1IW11 .. eph(l) 

e.phaar,(ci,ri} '"' Cllwa 
p!.l.aerr(ci,ri) .. 0, 
endit 

AppendixA 

£8t1111"tll p!.l.aae consistency a~ ab.olute value et the SlJII ot IlIll the 
pb.a.sr. est1llatea correspoinding te a poillt in the Fourier dOll!aiu; Theee 
which are aigpi1'icaIltly di:!'i'el:ent frcll1 their counterpartr. are neglected, 

peCCi,ril .. al:l.,(caUlll) 
enddo 

Uae hermitian aYllUllet1'Y to eatilllJ.te pbee~ at refllaintng pointe ill. 
the Fourier phIle 

do 1 • 2,111 
do j '"' n'l/'l~2.n2 

epb.aaeCi,j) .. coujg(ephaaeenl+2-i,n2t2-j» 
JlAII.er1'Ct,j) • phaetT{nl+2-i,n2+2~j) 

pc(i,j) .. pc(nH~-i,n:l+~-j) 
anddo 
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.... , 
c:'.(XXXXXX):XX';~XX:O:XXXX:<1.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXy.:tXXXXxxxxxxr.xxxxxxxxxx 
c%x Pbale elt1lu.atioll froID. the annie bhpilictru. ot the 1uglll n 
eXX UIIing pb •• 111 con.1atIlIl.CY tU tor Illd. hare, XX 
C:XXlXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxx:n;xxxxxxXXXXXXXX:4XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

uiauth.ll "'veras' crt pu .. al'rgra. 

40 i .. l,a1/:I·1 
it CqnU) .It. 1) than 
lila. O. 
alllll • 0 

do It .. l,A2 
Iio j .l,n1 

i1 CC .... t(J,It) .gt. qnCi» .w. (nIfCj,k) .le. Cj,11(1+1))) then 
lUll .. lJWII+pbaol'rCj ,k) 
nUll" 11.\111+1 

eadU' ""., ... ., 
1II1II" IlUll/tlOa.t(DUD,) 
phaer( 1-1) .. lUll 

IIlIdit .,.., 
cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:(X):xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx~xxx~xXX~xxxxxxnx 
Cl: II.lconltt'lll:tlOJ1 of a:Lagl. sub-1111",_, .II.ecoII.ltruct1011. 0'1 c::cllilplota XX 
ex iIlale U.11l11f111SD. ... 4 n-.... lllbly .ta:rta hUll. XX 
C:CXXXXXXXXXX'l:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxx:m::<x,XX%X:<XXXX:<XX~X:<XX:<:<XX~:<.XXXXXX 

Fol:'III comple ... nay of numben vith Fouri.r .. plitllde. and phD_ •• 

do k2 • I,D2 
dQ .Itt - l.tIol 
tr.illl(:tl,k2) - flllllp(kl.1r:2) •• ph .... Ckl,1I:21 
" . ., ..... 

ifl&--I 
Gall h.hitt(trlilll.1l1.JI2) 
c.ll FF"l'WCllCl,u,tr'iII,iflg,ier) 
call b.lhittCtreinl,1l1,D2) 

SiDce it'l, .. -1 divide tllo Fourier trazultorll by .tI.Ulllber ot dellonta 

do Ic2 - 1,112 
do Jr.l • 1,.11.1 

trI1I11CJr.l,k2) - trlilll(kl,k2)/dblICnl"'D2) ""., .,.., 
aecon.tructed illlSlr IIII .. glaal:y part :I.e allllOlt ae:rol .Il oait it. 

do k2 - l,u2 
dokl-I,nl 

reilll(U,k2) - rul(trl1l11(1cI,1r.2» .... , ...... 

uavs - ".ug/reel (t,tra) 

Divided by Optll11l1111 apodi .. tioD. lIindo", add lilian ot .11 bU:l.nI" 
.urt .. e. rita. IWd IIlUltiply by .verage ( .... VI) 

do 11:2 - 1,112 
cloir.l-l,a.l 
it (hIlllO:1,k2) .gt. 0 • .2) thlll 

Ull11(lr:l,t2). (reilll(lr:1.k:!)/dble(han(U,k2)) 
..... lIIaetlt(Jr.I,lI:2» •••• vg 

Ih. 
re1111 (lei, 1I.2)-{ (reilllOcl, Ie:!) )+JD.lltit(lcl, lr:2) )' .. 1.'1 

... it 
liloddo 

Wdgbtld re-a.III ... lJly tot the overlappi%lg lub-1nIag ••• trll 
100 'f. hen1nS viudQ" tor ve1ghting. Store the vdghtbg 
fUllction in a lepul,t. library 'l1br·. 

do 11:.2. • 1,J12 
dokl-l,nl 
x.~OIl(.Ir.t.l .. -I,k:z ... lb-l) - l'ec~(t.1+1a-l,k:ilTlb-I)+ 

JI rebIlCkl.k21.haJlDiI1i(k1,k:il) 
11IJrCkl+la-1,1I:2.1b-1) • l1br(lr.1 ... la~1.k:l.lb~1}"'bao.iII,(1I:1.le2) 

C'J.~xy,'Xxxxxxxy.y.xxxxy.~y.X.XXXX.XXXXy.x.%%Y.XXXXXXxxxxy.Y.Y.XXY.X~x.xXXXXY.XXXXXXXXXXXX 
ex R.,onatruction Qf complete bllle u.ing vei,htefi J:'1I~ .. aelllbly XX 
~ .Ude here. ~X 
C""~XY.XY.XXXXXy'XX:/,)I:XXy.Y.Xy.XXXXXX.XXY.XXX:<XXXXY.Xy'X;XXXXXXi:XXXXXXxx.x.x~x.nxxxxx:< 

Dividl the re·a .. elllbl.d iaage by the l1bJ:'lll.ry 'Ubr'. 
R.lultil1l luge h the 1a08IIicIId. tinal l'Iconu:ruction. 

do k2 .2,11.-1 
do JU" 2,.-1 

ncon{lr.l.k2) _ reconOtl,k2)/l1.br(k1.k2) 

"dO, .,.., 
Sava the Jlo.aiced 11111.&' (final 1'lICoDl'truction) .1 tiu fill. 

recontllen ... - '. '/J:'ecOlloobjl0.f1U' 
print_, 'writing fiu image' 
call writeilllaJ.U(racQn1'ilenUlI,recan ••• n) 

10 tOrlllat(&30) 
c:20 forlUt(32(h,.21.14) 

ti •• 3 _ .tbll(:f1:l1&e) 
prill.t •••• x.cutiClIL t1llle :LI " till.3 ... 

aubro'Uti.n' r.aclheaderplWli.aa:e C:tillUJlle. iII.,e ,datfJllia,datuuJ 

int.gar St a:tulI, uai t .r.ad.vri 'te • b loclr:a.l.ze. Elklys ,n.paca.hdu't:rpl • i 
int.," naxel (3) ,DfoUlul,nuil1.pxi.2,naxi.3 
integer gro,,"p. tirstp:lJr.,lI,butf.r.npixd.,dilll.d1Ja2 
re.l fistlUl1D. , datlllllu.:nullval,'Ouffer(100} 
raalilDagoC-} 
lQSicallll)'1lull.anyt 
char.ctlr tUo1UUlle_BO,rec;ord.aO 

unit-IIII 
.t&tu.-O 
block.iz.-l 

open the Fm till, with :rea40Dly or r .. dwri'te AClce.e 
readwrl t.·o tor readonly .cell.. 1 for :nadvrl tl ace ••• 
readvrite·t 
call ttcpenCuni t • ft,lelUl/q, raad.vJ:'i tl ,bloak. ise •• 'C'.tua) 

C Detamill, the IIW11blr of keyvol'1U 111, the header 
'" call ttgh.spCUllit,nka,.s.a.apa.ce,at.,.tua) 

lead each SO-character k.yword. r.cord, ucl prill." it out 
do :l - 1, tlJulya 

cdl :t'tsr,c(Ull.i't,i,l'lcO~,.1; .. tue) 
.,. do 

Print out and. END record, uri a bllLD1t line to .ark tlls and. Cit the hlact.r 
it (Itatu .aq. D)tb.fIII 

priDt ... ·END' 
pr1Jlt -,' I 

a1\C1 it 

try lIIoVil!g to the next enalion iD tlIl FITS till, it it Ixj,atl 
ca.ll ftlllZ'hd. (uh • l,hdutyp ••• ta.tua) 

if (.tltUi •• q. O)thea 
C succea', _Q loop ba.ck ud priat out k.,.vDJ'd.. in tAb ext.aS.ion 

7 go to 100 

llal it C.tatu .eq. lD7)tb.,n 
C hit ODd 01: f11., IQ qui"c 

a print •• ' ...... END OF FILE •••••• 
.catua·O 
call ttCII_S 

Incl1t 

C d.tenb. th. ah. Qf tbe i ..... 
51 call ftCt.nJ(un.1t,·NlXIS· ,1 ,3,IlalCI.,U'o\lDd.,ltatua) 

C chick that it lowd. both. NUlS1 ODd MAXIS2 keyvom 
10 it (nfoUDd. .:IlI!I. Sltllc 

pria't _, '8WIlUG8 fdled to read the JI'&lIb. ")'liard •• ' 
r.turn 

ondit 

il!.itialiZl Yariabl.a 
apixell"'llU.o.(t)oonuu(2) qu •• (3) 
group-a 
fir.tpiX-l 
nullVll-o.O 
d.&tllll1n-l.0!3D 
datuax--l.0ElO 
d11111 :La dl. lI.Wlbl1' 0'1 colWlDl" lUIe a. hlXII (1) 
dial - :!laX.I(t) 
d:Ua2" .ax .. (2) 
naa:ill1 -1111: .. (1) 
nldl2 .. nax ... (2) 
nuil3 - JllIXe.(3) 

dQ "'lIil. (ap1:lt1l •• gt. OJ 
read up 'to 100 pb.lI at a 1:1_ 
ubuft.:r.1n(1 CO .np'bela) 

11 call ftspII'e(Wlit,pup,firatpix.nbu:tter.nw.lval. 
buUIU',anYJ.\1ll1.atatu) 

Uncltlu IIiD aDdIlU .... 11Ul. 
de i-l.nbuft'ar 

datu.in_in(4a.tlllliD, butter (i) ) 
datlllllax-au:(dacamu,b1U'ter(i» .,. ., 

incrUQt pldAter. aDd loop back tl) read thl AUt FOUJI ot piull 
1I.pb.elll.pb.oll""1l.lmtfeZ' 
tiX'.tpilcoofir_tpix+rtbuffe:r 

ead do 

print out the aiu and IIl&X 'Valu.a 
print '. 'JI:Ln u.d .ax values in th. iaage aro:' ,datui1l..dot..ax 
call ttgld.(wt,r;roup,nullVal,d1w.l.clill2.lWdl1,naxil.2, 

.t AlJtia3.:Uu.se.any.t'.atatUl} 

C do •• the til •• free the lUtit :tI.lllllbe:r, IIUi Uit 
12 call ftclo.(Ull.it~ datUI) 

C checlr. tor 1lI.]' .rror. I.I1fi if .0 prilLt 01lt a:tTCIr •••• " •• 
i3 if (IItatUl .gt. 0) cell priaturc.:r(atatua) .,. 

Prht Ollt 'the FITSIO .rroX' •••• age. to the "II' 
int.pr .tat:u 
c!larac:tU' .:r::rtezt.30.&rrII ........ O 

check :It .una i. OK ClIo ft:rCIr) I it IICI. aiaplJ nt1U'D. 
it Ca'tame .1 •• O)rftUJI 

get tbe text atrbC e:lc:b lielcribl. ~. Irror 
clll ttprr{lItltu.urtOXll) 
print .,'mSIO Errox Sot .. tlll •• •• te.t.u.·! '.an:1:axt 

C read UId pr:izr.t _t all no: eno:r ....... 1 OIl 'the Fl1'8ID .tack 
2 cUl npq:(<<nIIII.aco) 
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cia while (cnl.lage .lUI. I ') 
Pl'iat .,ll'nIe".,1 
call ft;PIC.:tnI ...... ) ..... ... 

J. dJlple little rout:btl to IIdeC •• FITS :rUe 

ia.tepX' Itat;uI.Wt,blowi:1I 
cha.rac:ter .. C.) fil ... , 

dtap11 "tum it Itat1Ul h greatft' ttwt. zero 
11' Clt.tl11 .gt. O)re'l:1l1'lL 

c aet an UllUIid. Lopeal Ua:!.t Nmu to u .. to open the PITS tUe 
1 call ftI1oa.(\lldt.ltltua) 

C 1;17' to opeD. tile tUe, to ••• 11 it .xina 
2 cul fcop.n(UZ1it.fillllD. .... ,l.blockliz •• .,..tu.) 

if C.tatlUl •• q. O)thea. 
C tu. Val opQWd.j Ie !lOU delate it 

3 call ftddtCunh,lta.tul) 

11 
10 

el •• it Catatv. •• *1,. 103)thu 
til. d.o •• n't eX!lt, 10 jUI1; re.et Itatw to zero ull cl •• r error. 
.tatUII-G 
Ct.ll ftcza, 

el •• 
than Ill •• OIU ouer ural:' open!.q: the fUel cllle" the 1:Lb lIZI.yway 
ItatUPO 
call ftcalC 
call ft4llt(1U1h,.tatu) ... " 

free tb, W11t allllbtr tgr later nu.e 
call ftfiou(1m1t. It.twa) ... 

8Ubrout :l.JI,I If! t2d. (i1QC,.,U,2lY. UII, 
.,.1, uti ,11'ttl.kkl,Ia.) 

in'tller DX,Jly.i%I4x(4) ,ulr, 
:r.al u:a(nx,UY).I.YI(IIX.ny) 
real DII,putt(4.4) ,putti(4,4) 
r.al d, k:x.(2,2) ,lr,zald.(4) ,Idr:IC4,IIX*1l.Y) 
:r.uill .... (u.~' 
r.al UU(4.DX*DJ') ,utt.CU.*lly,4) 

doj-l,ny 
do i. l,u 
ax.U,j) - reaHi)-l. ..... ..... 

do i .1,u 
clo j • l,ll)' 
aYIU,j) ·rll.l(j)-I. .... , ..... 

cIo i_ 1,4 
do j • l,llVn,. 
UCIU,j)- 1.-20 ...... ..... 

do 1.1,4 
... ·1 

de 1 - I,DY 
do k - l,lIX 

11' (1 .aq. 1) th6D 
uta(l,ulr.k) - (u.ck,l)"'(O».(aYI(k,l) •• (O» 
deeit' U .aq. 2) then 
utaU,nklr.) - CUICk.ll •• CO))*Cay.Ck,U •• U)) 
dad1' (1. aq. 3) thall 
uta(i,.kIr.) • (II.XICr.,l)"(l»*CaYICk,l) •• CO» 
ala. 
uta(i.ntlr.) • (uI(.Ir..U*.(l)·(ay.(k,ll •• (1» 
IIndi1' 
nlck-.Ir.k+1 ..... ..... ... '" 

do 1 _ l,u*n,. 
do j _ 1.4 

uttlCl,j) - uU(j,il ..... ..... 
fotnlat(9(1x.tI4.7) 
fonat(4{1x,f:Zl.14» 

clol-I,4 
clo j - 1,4 

IWI - O. 
clo k • 1,=*uy 

I.\IIlI - IIU/11Tut.U.,k).utt&(k,J) ..... 
putt(i,j) - IUIII ..... ..... 

clo l - 1,4 
do j - 1,4 

putt:l.(i,j) - O. ..... 
putt:l.Ci,1) - 1. 

811.4c10 

&:;.&11 lwlcrap(putt.4.4.iAclx,d.) 
do j • 1,4 

call lubklb(putt ,4 ,4,lndx,putti' 1, j» ..... 
do :1..1,4 

clo j - l,nx*ny 
IUIII - O. 
clo Ir, - 1,4 

lUll. allll+putt:!.Ci,k).utIOr.,j) . .... 
kkIU,j) - lum ..... ..... 

do 1 • 1,4 
cloj-l,1 

IlUII· O. 
do 1 - l,u*1I.)" 
lUll· IUIII+kkIU,l)*ll1aseICl) 

""'''' kXIlc1(i) • I1IIl .... , ..... 
it. 1 
clo j • 1,2 

do 1 • 1,2 
kXICi.j) -kxllo.(:l.t) 
it - it+l ... '" ..... 

0.01-1,1 
do j - l,nxoolI.)" 
su.a. O. 

do It - I,ll. 
1\1111. 1IlIIII+ lalldCk)*U1OI(k,j) ..... 

iJaq:ea (j) - Iu.. ..... .... , 

SUBROtJTIRE ludaip(a.n.np.11Ubr:.d) 
INTEGER n,np,iDd.xCD) .NKll 
II.EAL d.aCnp.llp) ,TINY 
PWMET!l\ (JlMAJ.-SOO, TIJIY_I.O.·20) 
n'TEG!R. 1,:L:au:.j ,k 
R.BIJ. ... u.du ... ,vv(NXU) 
d-l. 
40 12 i-l,lI. 

auaax-O. 
do 11 jill,. 

if Cab.(aCi,j».st.&alllIU) alllllU.abICa(i.J) 
11 c:ont'llloull 

it (ILdU.Ilq,.O.) p.un '.inpl .. r lal.tru in lud.a.p' 
vv(:I.)_l'/ ... u: 

12 c:.Clltallll 
4019 j-l.n. 

cleo 14 i-l,j-1 
lllIII'Ot.U.,j) 
do 13 :Jr.wl,i-l 

_-II1lII~.(i,lc)· .. Oc:.j) 
13 cOl1till.u. 

aU,j)-.,. 
continua 
aa.u;-O. 
do 115 :I.-j,n 

lu •• (:i..j) 
cIo 15 k-1,j-1 

IWII.-II1lII-aCi,k).aCk,j) 
15 c:.oll1:ilIulI 

a(:I.,j)-_ 
4ua-vv(il *aba (11DI) 
If (dum.I.,aHU) 1Oha. ...... , 

&lUlu-dUll\. 
aAdit 

UI cOllt:l.¥l.Ua 
if (j.II. •. :I.IIu)th.n 

40 17 Jr.-l,n 
clWII-.(:Lmu,lr.) 
aCilDaX,lr:)""(j,k) 
I.Cj,k)-d.WII 

17 contillae 
4--cI 
vv(:l.III1.X}-vv(j) 

end.1t 
inch(j)-illu 
ifCI.(j,j).aq.O.)aCj,j)aTllfY 
:l.fO.IU.n)tb. .. 

du.1./aCj,j) 
d.o 18 i-j+l,D. 

l.(i,j).a(1,j)*4ua 
18 continue 

eudlt 
19 ClODtiaua 

ENO 

StrBROtrrINE lubklb(a.n,lI.p,il:lds,b) 
INTEGER lI..np.iJ.d.x(D) 
RE1L aCnP.l1p),b{lI.) 
INTEGER i.ii,j,ll 
ItEAL lUll 
ii-a 
do 12 i-l,Q 

ll-ilulx(:I.) 
8WPbCll) 
b(ll)-bU) 
if (i:L.u.O)tb.e. 

d.o 11 j-il,:I.·l 
lIum-IIUII-I.(i,j)'bO) 

ceQ-1Omul 
eba if (IUIII.De.O.) than 

11-1 
eodi. 
b(1}-lua 

12 continua 
do 14 :l.oon,1,-1 

I.lI.JIIObU) 

do 13 j-i+t,a 
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lIum"l'Iurn-e.U,j)'Ill(j) 
13 continue 

b(O"U,IIIl/II.(i,i) 
14 continue 

retUrn 
END 

C%Y.y.y.~Y.X)(y.y.y.%%:.:y.%y.y.r.%r.X%r.r.y.y.r.i.X%i!.y.y.r.r.'l.r.r.r.r.y.y.y.y.r.y.r.r.r.r.y.r.7.y.y.y.y.y.%y.%%y.y.y.y.y.y.'!.Y.'/.r. 

C Thill is II. sUbroutine to c:alculatll the Discrete FouriBr TrllJl.iI1orm (DFT) 
C ill 'n' dilllEilldons ulling 11 FFT II.lgorithJn. NO is the number ot diltl,lIlUll0n8. 
C tiN ia an array of length NO. NN(I) 1a thl u\JlJlbllr 01' d,l\ta pOilltll along 
C the itb co-ordinate, !lhieh IIIUlt be equal to a pOliOI,' 01' :2. CO is II. complex 
C axrill,Y of length NN(U.NN(2)*NN(ND), \lhien ahould contll-in the da.ta 

point. IIheD. caUtn thlll lIubroutine, The dllta IIllOuld be Btorlld in the 
normal Fortrll,Il, order 1/1th 

tor O<"j.1" < NN(r)-1. In hct, in the calling proST&8I CG can bll treattld 
All II. NO dimentional eOl1lplu 1U"l"IlY !lith ctlltll'lnaion CC(NN(l), NN(2). NNCND») 
IUld CO(j_l+l, j_2+1, ... j_u+l) • g_jl, j2, jn. It Illay be Il<lted that the 
dilllensiolls at thils ND dimen8iollllll U'raY muat b8 u.actly equal to the 
nUJIber ot d.ata pointl in the cox-responding va.ri.bl,u. Attn execution 
tlla OFT will be OV8l"wX"itten on tba sWIle array CO. HencO!l, it naC8slIar;y. 
" c(lPY at the original datil. should be prll&8rIHld. tor later U88. bet ore 
calling the. 8ubroutiM. IFLG h e. th,g. IF IFLAG >"0, DFT iB 
ca.lcuhted, IIhilO!l it the IFLG ( 0 the lnVIlX"ftll DFT will be calculetlld. 
IER. 18 the erx-or parameter. IEll. .. 111 illlpl1811 that atlaast one at the 
liN (I) , (1" t, 2, ..• ND) 18 nQt II. PQver ot 2. 

C REHARKl Tl:lh progx-1UlI is takO!lIl trolll NUlIIIlx-iclll Kethod8 tor Seie.ntists /r; 

C Engineers by 11. H. Antill 
CXr.Y,:.:.r.Y,Xy.r,lI,'I,XXXXr.r.r.XlI.y.lI.Xy.r.y.r.r.r.Xy'Y,Xy.lI,y.y,xr.r.Y.y,r.X1.XX'l.XXr.'l.j(r.r.X'I."/,'/,j('/,X'!.'/,'l.XY.'I.'I.'l.y'y.'!. 

GUbrolltillll FPTN(nd,nn, eg. Ulg, ier) 
illlplic:it oI;omplex{e} 
un bighsr prseidon tor ca,lculating w~j 
CQlllpll9X"If3.C01f,cwj,eg(') 
te cOlltrol roundott error 
rea1.S,pi,th 
parallleter(pi" 3. 141Ei9:26SJ58rH9324dOl 
dilllenll.ioe. nn(ndl 

ntot .. 1 
do 1000 i .. 1,lld 

ntot .. ntot~nl1(i) 
1000 contlnll~ 

nprl" t 
it (ing .ge. 0) thl1n 

tor DFi' 
101"1 

elae 
tor illVerae DFT 

iw - ~1 
endU 

do 6000 ld .. l,nd 
n" IlIlCid) 
npr .. nprl 
nprl"llpr-1l 

j-' 
loop for bit reveraal 
dQ 2000 1 .. 1,npr1,npr 

it (j .gt. i) then 
do 11100 U"i,ntot,nprl 

dQ 180012" i1.i1+npr·l 
j2"12tj-i 
et-cg(12) 
cg(i2) ,"cg(j2) 
cg(j2)=ct 

1(100 cOlltinuCI 
endif 
III .. uprl/2 

laoo it (ll _Sf!. npr .aIld. j .gt. 1111 then 
j .. j-m 
m"1II/2 
go to 1800 

endlt 
j-j+!I1 

2000 continue 

1er"0 
jO"1 
kO .. n/"J 
th" piJkO 
ewt .. -I 

loop tor FFT olculation 
3000 cwj"l 

do 3600 Jr-l,jO 
jrO"Cjr-I)_npr ... l 
do 3400 ir .. jrO.ntot,2"jO .. npr 

do 3400 i .. h', ir+D.pr- i 
it .. itjO_npr 
ct .. Cg(l1)"CWj 
cg(ill .. cg(i)-ct 
egO) .. eg(l.) ... et 

3400 ccntinue 
ewj .. ewjocllt 

3600 continuCl 

jO .. 2"jO 
kO .. kO!2 
it (JO .eG,. nl go to 5000 
N 111 nllt a power 0:1 2 
i:l (jO .&t.n .or. kO .eq. 0) then 

hr'"lll 

cd .. cmplx(coa(kO .. th) .ill"ain(kO .. th)) 

go to 3000 
5000 continue 

.nd 

lIubroutine hab-itt (ae.lul.ns) 
integer JU.na,bs,ca 
COlII.pleJ:*lll &8(1116,116) ,alii 
dill8naioll 1101111(512,512) 

be" lIIB/2 

do j .. I.ns 
do i" I,ma/::! 

II.8s(i,j) '" a.a(l+bll,jl 
enddo 
do 1_1II1S/2+1,lIIa 

II,IIs(i,j) .. as(i~bs, j} 

enddo 
I'Inclao 

do i .. 1,11111 
do j .. l,ns/2 

Al'ICi.j) .. au(i,j+cs) 
enddo 
dOj"na!2+1,nt\ 

ae(i,j) .. all8{1.j~(8) 

Ill.ddo 

return 

on' 

aubroutine n:tCnJ:ts,ma.na) 
T(I obtain the nonalislle spatial t:rllquencia .... 
integer IIIII,n'" 
real na111(ID. .... nll) 
reel .u:,lIy,dia.wl,t,dlllllX 
rsa1 dx,dy,uh.vts.a:te 
parallllltel:"" (sx"lOB*t!e-6/1:28., sy.92.13e~Il/1~8. ,dia"'13 .5e-2, 

.twl",6S63e-l0,t-5.04) 
dimanaion "\I.t.(512) ,lIta(51:2),lIta(512.512) 

dx"1./(lIIs"'llX) 
dy .. 1./(na"IIY) 

uta(ma/2+1l .. O. 
vta(na/2t1) .. O. 
do i'" JllII/2+2,11111 

ufa(il .. ufa(i~U+dx 

enddo 
do j ., ns/2+2,:ns 

vts(j) .. vts(j-I)+d.y 
enddo 
do i .. 1118/2.1.-1 

uf,(i) .., uh(hl}~dx 

EI!!.ddo 
do j .. ns/2.1.-1 

vh(j)" vte(j+1>-dy 
enddo 
do j .. l,na 

de i" l,ms 
ats(i.j) ., .qrt(u:tsCi) .. u!s(iJ,,"v:t&(j)-vtB{j» 

enddo 
encldo 

a:t1llU - dia!{1.22,"w1 .. t) 
doj"l,ns 

do i .. ~,=s 
nshCi,J} .. s:te(i,j}/dlll&X 

Clnd.do 
IIxuLdo .. , 

aubrouti:ILs hll(hilUl.!.lIIa,na) 
rl'la.1 pm,pn,hIlllllCmll.lls} 
par&JII.eter(pi .. 3.14159:265358979324<10) 

pili" 0.2"lIIa 
pn" O.2.na 
do j .. l,ns 
do i .. 1,11111 

hi!l.lls(i,j) .. (O.5"U-colI(pi .. (i-1)!plII.))-«i-ll .101. pIII)..* (((i~l) .g\;. pill) . and. «i~ll .It. lIa-pIII)}t 
* 0.5.(1-coSCP1*(I1IlI-i+O/plII» .. {(i-1) ., •• 1Il.-plll»)
ok (O.S*(1-cos(pi,"(j~ll/pnl)*«j~l) .le. pD.'" 
.t «(j~i) .g\;. JIlI.) • and. ((j~l) .It. ns-pnl)"-
t O.5_(1_cosCpi*(na_j+l)/(pn))).{{j_l' .ga. 115-pnJ) 

eD.dda 

lIubrout1na hming{humi:t!8B,lIs.na) 
integer IIIS,:II..II 
real hanning. (liS .DII) 
paralletar(pi - 3.141592i!i535B979324dO) 

de 11:2" 1,na 
do It! .. 1,1118 

/lallnings(k1.k2) .. 0 .25.(I.-COII(2*pi~Uoat(lr:1-1. l/tloat{ma·l. )}) 
Ii: .(I._Ccs(2.pi"rea.l(ja-1.)/r~al(lUI-l.))) 

enddo 
endd.o 

return ... 
Sllbl:""ontine tiD.dlb.arp(arraYIf.u.JlII.c:onts) 
int:agex-IR8,DlI 
real ll.X'x-aya(aa,na) ,llDI,eontli 

8U1l- O. 
co!)."t •• O. 

doll:2"l,JlII-3 
de lI:1. 1, .. ·3 

CQ!).ta _ (0I1"ta+(aruya{klt3.k2}~ax-raYI (xl,lal)-
.II: (arrays(.Ir.l+3.1I:2)-arraya {;tl • .Ir.2»+(array. (.Ir.l,k2+3)
.t urays(kl • .!r.2)).Carz:;aYII(.Ir.l • .Ir.2+::!}-uraY8(kl.la}) 

""",. 
""". 
40 kl .. 1,11. 
8UII" lIWIl+arraya(kl • .Ir.2) 

"""" 
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el1ddg 

conta • CDlI.t.'III ..... IlS.II.I/{II'IIIII.1I1UD) 
return .... 
Subzooutw aort(Clmta,izul,llu.bU'l) 
1:a.taSlllr IlUllbars,iDd(uu.ben) 
real Cgllt.(Il~en),t4lllp.tlllpl(10QO) 

d.oi -i,ll_bu'. 
t_pl(:I.). ccmt.(J.) ..... 

do :I. • 1.llwablr.-l 
cia j • 1 ... 1.:a.Wllbera 
if (1:0II.tlll(1) .11:. COlltl(j» thell. 

tea&p • caDtlU) 
GonteCi) • c;ontl(j) 
COllt.(j) • tf.w.p 

eDd.:if 
aad.clo 

aEl.\ldo 

do i - l,:a.UlIIbarl 
d,Q j • 1.u.bul 
if (colltaCl) .1'1.' t .• uapl(j) lad(1) • j ..... ...... 

.... 
tor f:l.lldilll .tudard. d.,wiatioll, Mill '1'or real 1D array 

Bubrout in. atdevrlcl( arrl ,.' ... v, •• atda) 
1:a.ta,lI:t ilia 
double precialOll U'1'I(1II1) ,avI_,atu 

"VI( - O. 
d.o :L • 1,lIIe 

avga •• "S:'+Bl'X'a(i) ...... 
aVI •• &v.II/rn1(1I1) 

at4 •• O. 
do i. 1,.11 

.teil • atda+(ura(i,}-lI.v,a'.Ca,rr.(i)-.. vca' ..... 
atd •• atu/(rnlCm.)-l.) 
ltd. •• 1I'l:tt(atda) 

I'aturn .... 
Subroutine writ.i!la8'1II2cl(:rURU..,arr&y .... I1I) 

lCLtasar atatuI,UIlit,bloct.b:e,b:Ltplx,lI.Uia,aax.a(2) 
inuse~ sroup,fpixel.n.l .. ea.tI,cU.llll ,1111.111 
nal arr..yC.) 
cb ...... cter tiba.u. ... eO 
l0lie .. l aiapl.,lztln4 

1 .t..tu.-O 
C N .... ot the FITS file to b. createdl 

c n.ht. tbo til. it it alr.ady uhc., '11 ve can tun r.c~.ate it 
2 cdl deletetU.CfilenalU,.tatUl) 

C O.t a:a UIluaed Losleal Unit Number to t1.U to open tbe FITS tUe 
3 call ttsiDu{unit.nl.tua) 

create the nell empty FITS tile 
block.ae-l 

c 

c .. 11 ttinit(unlt,tilllll/l.',bloc!udz.,.tatUl) 

initializl parllJlllte"t"1 about the FITS 1IIIagl (300 )C :;100 III-bit intes.ra) 
11alpll •• trul. 
bitpb--31 
naxil-2 
DIU.IIU)-.1 
au •• C2}-u 
.xtllnd-. true. 

IIrite the X'equired. lI.adllr keyworda 
c .. l1 ftpllpr(unit,.1n.ple,bitpiz,nada,lllI.I:o.,D, i,extend, .tuus) 

urit.. thl array to thl FITS t 110 
,roup-l 
tpix.l-1 
dird h tho n1lllb.r ot C01Wln', ...... I gaze.el) 
d:Lrl1. DUe.(1) 
a.lUtia1 III DUO.CO 
nlo3:ia2 III nual(2) 

1I0lellllll.t.-nu:11 (1) "au.el(2) 
call ttp2dICWlit,group,dilrll,II.Uill,1I1LX112. 

iI: ..rray,lt.tu.) 

C clo.e tbl file e.nd frn tho unit II.UJBblr 
7 call ttclo.(w:r.h, autu.r) 

call tt1'1ou(unlt, .ntu.} 

C cheCk tor any error, end it ao prillt out arrol' lIellase. 
8 it (.utua .,st. 0) call prll1urror(ltlltul) ... 

r:t.'!.'I.'CI.'1:t.'I.'f:t.'I.'!.'I.'!.'I.'I.'I.'I.'I.'I.'t:I.'/o'I.'I.'1:t.'!.'J.'4'4'J.'I.'I.'I:I.'I.'I.'f.'I.'!.'I.'I.'J.'/.'4'1.'1o'I.'!.'I.'I.'I.'CI.'!."I.'/.'J.'I.'J.'J.'!.'I.'I.'J,'I.'I.'4'J.'f:I.'t. 

aubroutill.e :readheaderplu.illq.2d(fllenul.illale,datu,in,dll'CflIIIlIx) 

Print out dl the bud..r kll7vorda in .. U extealioll' ot a FITS till 

intllger .tatl1l,W1it ,reuuritll,blockdzlI,nJr;aya ,lI.apac:e.hd.utype.i 
int., .. r naxea(2) .lLfoUDd,nt.X1al,nu112 
interr group, tirstpix ,abll .. ttar ,npi:ula ,dal 
ree.l daturin,dat .. ax,nullval, buthr(100) 
real bag.C-) 

logical anynull.anrt 
cb.aractQ" tUenull.eO,rll,."rd.-BO 

Imit..gg 
Itatul-O 
block.i._1 

open thll FITS t:l.1e. with rllad.an!y 1:11:· read.vritl .CCII .. 
I"eadvrite-O tOl" readllZll.y .. ccea. 1 tor rllad.llritll accen 
r.ad.vrite-l 
call ttopea(ua.it .tl1eDllIIIlI ,l'eedwr:l. til, blockdze, ItatuI) 

100 coat au • 

C Dltlllrll:Ule tbe IaWilbar ot keyvords in the b.aad.er 
-4 call ftahq'Ullit,akeya,nlpaGI,atatul' 

Poead each eO-charactllr keyword reGard, and print: it aut 
do i .. 1. nklya 

cul ttgrllc(wit,i,ncorcJ..ICatWl) ..... 
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Print out and. END record, aDd a blank linll to mark the end at thll hllader 
it Catatlll .1$1\. O)th.en 

prat ",'INO' 
pr1nt ",' I 

... it 

try IIrwin, to the nezt IIxtlll\a1OJL in tbll FITS tile, it it lIl!.ta 
call t'c.rhd(Ullit ,1 ,hclutyP.,.tatl1l) 

it (lltatill ,eq. O)th. ... 
IIlIcell.a, ao loop back and. print Ollt kllyword. in tbia exteD.ion 
,0 to 100 

Ibe it (atetw .lIq. 107)1:I1el1 
C hit and. of til., '0 quit 

B Pl'iJlt .. , ......... END OF FILE "" ..... ' 
atatua-O 
call t"tCIII'g 

end It' 

C det.mll11 "tbe lizlI ot the i"llI 
Q call t'tpnjhmit, 'HAllS', 1.2.aaxea,lltound,.tatll') 

C check that it t'01Uld boch HAlISI and NAXIS2 k.Y"Ordl 
10 it ClltOund. .ne. 2)thllll 

11 

priJIt "', 'IlI£ADlKAGE taUld to read thl NAXISn keyvord.I.' 
:rltUru 

... it 

:1..:1. t ilUze variablee 
npixela .. axIlU' .. ax .. (2) 
SniupeO 
rire"tpb-l 
ll.ullval-O.O 
d.atWn*1.0E30 
d.tlUWl:·~1.0E30 

diNl 11 thll IllDlbar Dt colurur.., .Mle ... nu.a(t) 
d.al • DU.e.Cl) 
Duial • nUII.Cl) 
naxh2 * nu .. (2} 

do vUlI (nph.la .gt. 0) 
read up to lOa pbtoll at a time 
Jllruttor .. ill(100,llpi:llla) 

call ttspvIII'unit,sroup,tiretpb,abuthr,nullval, 
butto:r,alIp1ull,.tatua) 

tlJul thl lIin IJld. au ValU.I 
do i-I,abuttllr 

clatlllllll_inCd.atur.in,buftar(i» 
datanru-u.x Cd.tI.tau.lC, butfar(i» 

eud do 

incrlJl.eat poiaterl ud loop back to rlad tbe Aut group ot' pixal. 
npi:.alaaupixela-abutfe:r 
tirltpb-tirlltpb.+nlru:fta:r 

end d.o 

print out tho lIIin uu:I. IIIIX valuell 
print .,'Hin and. lIax valuel in the ipsa ara:' ,dltl.lll:l.n,d.tlUllu 
call tts2d.a(Ullit ,group,aullval,d1ml,.IIuial ,nadl2, 

Ir. ilIIall,anyt,I'l:atll') 

elole thl til., tree tha unit llUIDbor, and. Ixit 
12 call ftclol(unit, IItatuIJ 

C check tor uy .rror, &Pd. it 10 print gut art·or 1II.11118as 
13 it Clltatu. .st. O)call priuterror(lItatul) ... 

C-----END of Speckll Codll-----



Appendix:B 

Effect of Apodisation Window on 

Bispectrum Phases 

In this appendix, we prove that the average bispectrum of a sequence of images 

is corrupted when they are apodized with a 20% cosine bell function. Keller(1999) 

had shown that using 20% hamming window affects the phases of the Knox-Thompson 

bispectrum. Here we follow a similar procedure and show that even the phases of bis

pectrum (Fourier transform of triple correlation) are affected by the window function. 

A window function that has the form of a cosine bell function over the first and 

last 10 or 20 percent of its size is defined as 

! k - k cos(-rr x/mL) 

w(x) = 1 

k - k cos(-rr(L - x)/mL) 

o :s; x :s; mL 

mL:S; x :s; L(1 - m) 

L(l- m) ~ x < L 

(B.1) 

where L is the size of the image and m is the fraction of the size over which the image 

is masked by the cosine bell (Brault and White, 1971). 

Multiplying the image with an apodisation window will lead to the convolution 

of its Fourier transform with that of the apodisation window in the Fourier plane. In 

general, the Fourier tansform of an image (I (f)) is the product of the Fourier transform 

of the object (0(1)) and that of the PSF (P(f)). In the presence of additive noise, the 

relation can be expressed mathematically as 

1(1) = O(f) P(f) + N(f) = 10 (1) + N(f). (B.2) 

where N(J) is the Fourier transform of the noise. As the value of the window function 

is unity over majority of its size, it has a narrow peak at the origin (f = 0) of the Fourier 

plane and falls of rapidly on either side. If we assume that the Fourier components at 
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f = 1 is a*, at f= -1 is a at f = 0 is b and the remaining components are zero, then the 

Fourier transform of the product of the image and the window function is given by 

1'(J) = I(J) 8 W(J) = bI(J) + aI(J - 1) + a*I(J + 1). (B.3) 

Now, 

1'(J1) bI(J1) + af(J1- 1) + a*I(J1 + 1) (B.4) 

I' (J2) - bI(J2) + aI(J2 - 1) + a* I(J2 + 1) (B.5) 

(1')*(J1 + f2) bJ*(J1 + f2) + aJ*(J1 + f2 - 1) + a* J*(J1 + f2 + 1) (B.6) 

The bispectrum b(J1, f2) is given by the product of the equations, B.5, B.6 and B.6. 

Substituting for I(J) from equation B.2, we get 

where 

b(J1, f2) 1'(J1) 1'(J2) (I')*(J1 + f2) 

A·B·C, 

A bIo(J1) + bN(J1) + alo(J1 - 1) + 

aN(f1 - 1) + a* Io(J1 + 1) + a* N(J1 + 1), 

B blo(f2) + bN(J2) + alo(J2 - 1) + 

aN(f2 - 1) + a* Io(f2 + 1) + a* N(J2 + 1), 

C blt(j1 + f2) + bN*(J1 + f2) + aIt(f1 + f2 - 1) + 

aN*(f1 + f2 - 1) + a* It(J1 + f2 + 1) + a* N*(J1 + f2 + 1). 

(B.7) 

Assuming that noise and signal are not correlated (and hence their product vanishes 

upon averaging) and the noise at different frequencies are not correlated with each 

other, and neglecting terms containing \a\2 (as ffi ~ 1, when the hanning window 

is unity over 80 % of the image.) we get 16 non-vanishing (when averaged over an 

ensemble) terms in the product A· B . C. They are the ensemble average of the terms 

given in the following table. 
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1 b3 1o(1)1oU2)1tU1 + /2) 2 a*b21o(f1)1o(f2)It(f1 +]2 - 1) 

3 ab21o(f1)Io(f2)1o(f1 + /2 + 1) 4 ab21o(f1)IoU2 - 1)1t(f1 + ]2) 

5 a2b1o(1)Io(f2 - 1)1tU1 + J2 + 1) 6 a*b210(1)1o(f2 + 1)10'(f1 + ]2) 

7 (a*) 2b1o(f1)10(f2 + 1)10(f1 +]2 - 1) 8 ab210(f1 - 1)10(12)1S(11 + J2) 

9 a2b1o(f1 - 1)10 (f2)1o(f1 +]2 + 1) 10 a2b1o(11 - 1)10(12 - 1)It(j1 + ]2) 

11 a2a* 10(f1 - 1)1o(f2 - 1)1$(f1 + /2 - 1) 12 a3Io(f1 - 1)Io(f2 - 1)10'U1 + /2 + 1) 

13 a*b2Io(11 + 1)1o(12)1$U1 + /2) 14 (a*)2blo(11 + 1)10 (12)1tU1 + ]2 - 1) 

15 (a*) 2b1oU1 + 1)1o(j2 + 1)1$U1 + /2) 16 (a*)31oU1 + 1)10(12 + 1)1$U1 + f2 -1) 

The ensemble average of the first term is proportional to the 'true' bispectrum 

(10 = OP). Since b is a real number, phase of the bispectrum remains unaffected. The 

ensemble average of the remaining terms is non-zero and thus the bispectrum is affected 

by their presence. The contribution of the last 15 terms is zero when a is forced to 

zero. (Keller, 1999). To achieve this, the window function is first Fourier transformed, 

its Fourier components at f = ±1 are replaced by zeros and then inverse Fourier 

transformed. The resulting function is used as an optimum apodisation window. It 

has a 'trough' at the middle and extended 'ears' near the edges. As the reconstructed 

image is divided by this function, there is no side effect apart from data loss near the 

edges. 
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